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PROLOGUE 

 

 

 

The most vital problem that has plagued Philippine education has been the 

question of language.  Today, experiments are still going on to find out whether it 

would be more effective to use the native language. This is indeed ridiculous 

since an individual cannot be more at home in any other language than his own. In 

every sovereign country, the use of its own language in education is so natural no 

one thinks it could be otherwise. But here, so great has been our disorientation 

caused by our colonial education that the use of our own language is a 

controversial issue, with more Filipinos against than in favor! Again, as in the 

economic field Filipinos believe they cannot survive without America, so in 

education we believe no education can be true education unless it is based on 

proficiency in English.  

 

-- Renato Constantino, The Miseducation of the Filipino (1966) 
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ABSTRACT 

After nearly 400 years of colonial occupation by Spain, the Philippine Islands 

were signed over to the United States in the 1898 Treaty of Paris along with other 

Spanish colonies, Guam and Puerto Rico.  The American acquisition of the Philippine 

archipelago marked the beginning of rapid linguistic, social and political transformations 

that have been at the center of life in the Philippines for the last century, characterized by 

massive swings in national language policy, the structuration of the modern educational 

system, political reorganizations and increased involvement in the global economy.  The 

rapid expansion of “education-for-all” during the American Period (1898-1946) set the 

foundation for the role of education in daily life and created a nation of multilinguals – 

contemporarily, most people speak, at the very least, functional English and Filipino 

(official and national languages, respectively) in conjunction with their L1 (mother 

tongue), of which there are an estimated 170 living varieties throughout the island array.  

This study focuses on the minority language of Ilocano, a branch of the Malayo-

Polynesian (Austronesian) language family and is the third largest minority language 

spoken in the Philippines with over 9 million speakers spread throughout the islands, 

having a strong literary tradition and a clearly defined ethnolinguistic homeland in the 

northernmost region of the island of Luzon.  The articles contained in this dissertation 

variously investigate the linguistic, social, and ideological implications of the last century 

of contact and colonization among speakers of Ilocano and seek to understand why (and 

how), in light of colonization, missionization, Americanization, and globalization, 

minority languages like Ilocano have remained robust.  Taken together, these analyses 

shed light on the dynamic interplay between linguistic, social, and ideological processes 
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as they shape contemporary language practices found among Ilocano speakers 

negotiating the terms of their local and national participation in a continually shifting 

social, political, and linguistic landscape.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Situated in the contemporary Philippines, this dissertation explores the social, 

ideological, and linguistic impacts that language policies have had on speakers of the 

minority language of Ilocano. This complicated question may be best answered by taking 

a three-pronged approach in the study of a single language, Ilocano, that sits interstitially 

in the national and local imaginary for two key reasons: on one hand, Ilocano is a thriving 

living language, with a robust literary tradition, a clearly defined ethnolinguistic 

homeland and a strong ethnic identity.  On the other hand, Ilocano is a bona fide 

“minority language”1 and so is subject to the hegemonic pressures of top-down 

hierarchical organization. Because of its being subject to such pressures, Ilocano is an 

ideal language through which to approach an understanding of the ways that language 

policy has impacted minority-languages and their speakers because it has a unique degree 

of resilient local identity and self-awareness2.  This background of strong local identity 

has placed Ilocanos in a fighting position against complete occupation, physically, 

linguistically and ideologically from ideological and social pressures from the outside – 

indeed, Ilocano perspicacity throughout the last century has been key in the maintenance 

of local identity, lifeways, and language that has given the language and its speakers 

special status in the Philippine scene as particularly robust3.  Three approaches will be 

                                                           
1 The term “minority language" here refers to those languages in the Philippines that are spoken by small 

segments of the total population and do not have official or national status. 
2 While not the focus of this dissertation, Ilocanos have a long history of political and intellectual 

independence since the Philippines were first occupied and they have what has been called a “revolutionary 

spirit.”  It is notable that the Philippine-American War was fought primarily in Ilocos, much of WWII was 

also fought in this area, the fact that Ferdinand Marcos, the president of the Philippines from 1965-1986 

who established martial law in the country and the foremost leader of the Philippine Communist Party, Jose 

Maria Sison (now in exile) hail from Ilocos.  
3 Smolicz and Nical’s (1997) analysis shows the ways that Ilocanos differ from other ethnolinguistic 

minority language speakers in their positive assessment of their own language and Filipino, and relatively 

low assessment of English compared to Cebuano and Waray speakers. 
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taken in the form of articles, using language as the conduit through which to understand 

the impacts of historical processes and pressures in the cognitive, social and ideological 

domains present in local social practices of what I call “Ilocanoness.”  The central 

theoretical position here argues that various semiotic and ideological practices are 

specially and idiosyncratically shaped by history and my goal is to demonstrate the ways 

that these processes can be found in contemporary language practices.  

First, I investigate the cognitive impacts that contact with  English and Filipino 

over the course of the last 100 years in the Philippines has had in shaping speakers’ 

language in the cognition-language domain, that of spatial language. Spatial language is 

special in that it operates below the level of consciousness and it can reflect the ways that 

people parse the phenomenal world.  My findings show that speakers of Ilocano who 

have had prolonged contact with English may actually be experiencing transformation at 

a fundamental level in the ways that they think and talk about space as they demonstrate 

high levels of referential promiscuity in the spatial frame of reference.   

Second, I investigate the ideological impacts of this contact, embodied in the term 

‘nosebleed’, a metapragmatic tool used interjectively by speakers as they come into 

contact with dense or technical English.  I argue that the term ‘nosebleed’ is indexical of 

an imagined symbolic psychic assault and to call ‘nosebleed’ in the context of an 

interaction essentially serves to sanction some forms of English as acceptable and others 

as not.  Further, I argue that the term ‘nosebleed’ is a semiotic object locally formulated 

in response to ambivalences toward the aforementioned top-down linguistic hierarchies at 

the national level. 
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The third part of this dissertation is concerned with the social impacts of contact, 

and I explore the ways that speakers in everyday Ilocos use the language of Ilocano 

inside of classrooms to accomplish the goal of social cohesion through its function as a 

phatic device, specifically as this language appears in dialogical opposition to the 

languages “sanctioned” for exclusive use within the classroom, English and Filipino. 

The cognitive, ideological and social prongs outlined in this dissertation are 

related at multiple levels and can shed light on the ways that complex and opaque 

processes in history are readable in daily linguistic practices.  These processes have 

impacts on the cognitive, ideological and social presentations of language use and these 

outcomes can be seen as mediums through which the connection between historical 

context and daily linguistic practices can be understood. This takes as true that language 

is itself a contributor to the process history-making and that speakers both respond to and 

shape these factors variously, both from the inside and the outside of the particular 

community in which they are ensconced. This assumption, that history and language are 

mutually constituted and can best be understood processually, is one of the motivating 

reasons for the focus on the Ilocano ethnolinguistic community; the push and pull 

between internal and external social and ideological factors are readily discernable.  

Indeed, with Ilocos having a rich written history and sustained ethnolinguistic boundary 

maintenance by local intellectuals and laypersons alike, the important ideological work of 

delineating clear discursive and narrative plots for locally-situated theories of origin, 

language, people, and land and, of course, their mutually constituted histories in relation 

and response to larger pressures and processes, establish a solid baseline for analysis. 
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The following sections will outline key historical factors that have impacted the 

daily language practices of Ilocanos and more specifically, the impact of national 

language policy on the current organization of languages in daily life in the Philippines.   

From Colonial Protectorate to Pluralistic Democracy  

Much scholarship has been devoted to disentangling the history of, justifications 

for, and consequences resulting from language policy in the Philippines over the last 100 

years (see Gonzalez 1998; Tupas 2003, 2009; Sibayan and Gonzalez 1996; Bernardo 

2004 for analyses).  This section will outline three major transformations that have 

occurred over the last century in the Philippines that have been in no small way linked to 

the ways that the nation has figured itself metonymically though language.  The 

implications of this will be discussed in forthcoming sections, particularly the ways that 

independence and nationalism were discursively and materially linked to linguistic 

unification as national and official languages took shape and began to be taught in 

schools.  It should be noted here that I begin with the American period because before 

this, under the Spanish, language policy did not exist per se, but has been described as 

essentially “inchoate and elitist” (Gonzalez 2003), in that Spanish was taught only to a 

tiny group of elites, the ilustrados4 and in this way was inaccessible to most.  

Phase I:  American Protectorate 

The arrival of the Americans in 1898, which acquired the Philippine Islands as a 

protectorate from Spain, took immediate action in the institutionalization of American-

style schools throughout the archipelago.  Gonzalez writes that “language planning 

                                                           
4 Enlightened ones – mestizos ‘those of mixed race ancestry’ had access to education, mobility and wealth, 

but often lacked political power. 
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activities during the American colonial period were geared towards education and the 

civil service but were not guided by explicit language laws or agencies” (2003: 2).  

However, English over time evolved into a code of value when a national language was 

mandated in 1937, taking root as the “neutral” national language of government, business 

and education5.  Such a move crystalized two key ideas that would drive subsequent 

orientations in language policy: 1) that the Philippines should be united in language (for 

the purposes of communication across the island array) and that this language unification 

2) created a coherent, modern, and interconnected nation.  Tagalog was also established 

in 1937 as a national language in the hopes that this too would allow for greater 

intergroup communication, “requisite” for the realization of this coherent nation.  

Phase II: Independent Republic 

While the Americans had in one sense freed the Philippines from the yoke of 

colonial rule under the Spanish, many Philippine intellectuals figured the American 

occupation of the Philippines too as a fundamentally colonial move. The time of 

American intervention marked the beginning of a series of radical transformations at the 

level of political ideology and the ways that these intersected with language policy, 

embodied the establishment of the national languages.  At the political level, sentiments 

came to a head in 1946 when the Philippines won independence from the US and Manuel 

Roxas became the first president of the newly independent Republic of the Philippines.  

However, many were deeply unhappy with the Roxas presidency, labeling it as nothing 

more than a puppet regime of the US, which set into motion a series of talks by 

independence-minded intellectuals that vociferously critiqued the remnants of 

                                                           
5 During Japanese occupation, from 1942 to 1945, Japanese became a mandated language along with 

English, but its implementation was incomplete. 
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imperialism, embodied in both the presidential cabinet and in the various language 

policies.  This dissatisfaction transformed into what later became known as the Language 

Wars of the 1960s, which will be discussed in greater detail in the following sections. 

One of the foremost ways that the long debate about language in the Philippines 

took shape was the focus on the development of a “national language.” During this time, 

intellectuals, particularly those from minority-language regions, rejected the national 

language of Tagalog in favor of Pilipino which obviated direct accusations of “Tagalog 

imperialism and internal colonization” (Tupas and Lorente 2014).  However, other 

intellectuals fought against Pilipino as nothing more than Tagalog-with another-name and 

then in 1973, the rewriting of the Philippine Constitution stripped Pilipino of its status as 

the national language, instead identifying Filipino as the national language, which has, 

been variously described as inclusive of languages other than Tagalog and attempts to 

avoid issues of Tagalog imperialism6.  Importantly, 1973 marked a critical period in anti-

Marcos rhetoric and the establishment of Martial Law, which spurred the People Power 

Movement in the 1980s, toppling Marcos’ 20-year authoritarian regime7. 

At the level of language, after decades of deliberation following national 

independence, and the changing of the national language from Tagalog to Pilipino then 

finally to Filipino, the Department of Education, Culture and Sports instituted the 

                                                           
6 Filipino has been described as “Tagalog Plus”: “For instance, it is quite all right to say diksyunaryo (from 

the Spanish “diccionario”) in Filipino, whereas a Tagalog purist (or someone stuck in the "Pilipino" era) 

might insist on a native Tagalog word like talatinigan (“dictionary” in Tagalog). It is also more politically 

correct to refer to Filipino, not Tagalog, as the Philippine national language. For Filipinos from other parts 

of the country, Tagalog is not their first language; they learn to speak Filipino because it is constitutionally 

the national language and taught in schools.” (Filipino? Tagalog? Pilipino? n.d.) 
7 Ferdinand Marcos came to power in 1965 and began a convoluted political game of chess that was at once 

allied with the US and sought political independence – a televised meeting with President Regan “flew in 

the face of the nationalist position of the Philippine Left [which held] imperialism to be the root cause of 

the country’s social ills” (Espiritu 2007: 445) and spurred serious social and political action that eventually 

led to the first truly democratic election in the Philippines in 1986 by Corazon C. Aquino. 
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Bilingual Educational Policy (BEP) in 1974.  The establishment of the BEP was the most 

decisive step in solidifying the place of Filipino and English in modern Philippine 

national linguistic life, thus relegating all other languages, specifically minority 

languages such as Ilocano, to auxiliary or “transitional” status, ineligible as mediums of 

literacy or instruction. The BEP had widespread impacts on minority language speakers, 

and further concretized a top-down symbolic and material hierarchy of languages whose 

impacts continue to reverberate throughout Philippine society today. While the policy 

embodied in the BEP was designed with largely pragmatic ends, viewing the function of 

the official language of English as appropriate for matters of governance and Filipino for 

the purposes of the education of national character, the impacts at the level of the 

ideological have been described as persistent “cultural-linguistic imperialism” (Fishman 

1996:7), imposing foreign ways of thinking and systems of valuation onto (particularly) 

minority language speakers.  A simplified (and often cited) reading of this language 

system idealizes it as a neatly organized, linear ordering, where English occupies the 

apex, believed most appropriate for matters of governance and science, Filipino is 

considered the medium most appropriate to communicate Philippine values of family, 

home and morality and minority languages are relegated to the lowly status of domestic 

vernaculars (Gonzalez 1980).  This simplistic model neatly hides the on the ground 

realities of language ideologies and use patterns, particularly among minority language 

speakers, which this dissertation hopes in part to illuminate.  

Phase III: Pluralistic Nation 

After the establishment of the BEP, intellectuals continued to fight for the 

inclusion of minority languages in education, arguing that the exclusive use of English 
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and Filipino as mediums of instruction constituted a dangerous cocktail of 

“Tagalogization” and “Englishization” (and their entailments) that circumvented efforts 

to maintain the languages and cultures and peoples in what is a fundamentally pluralistic 

nation (Agcaoili 2009).  The DOE experienced increasing pressure from those arguing in 

favor of the value of minority languages through studies showing that bilingual English-

Filipino education simply was not as effective as minority language instruction in many 

minority language contexts (Constantino 1966; Sibayan and Gonzalez 1999). These 

arguments rested on a combination of institutional and cognitive findings showing that 

this bilingual education was anything but democratic and typically acted in ways to 

reproduce power structures and increase the divide between L1 (first language) Tagalog 

speakers in urban centers and minority-language speakers in the provinces, who 

essentially had to learn two “other tongues” from zero – an inherently disadvantaged 

circumstance. Other evidence continued to increase pressure on the DOE to be more 

inclusive of minority languages – for example, research had shown that many teachers in 

provincial/minority language schools were themselves only semi-proficient speakers of 

English and the results of pilot studies highlighted marked success in mother-tongue 

language instruction in conjunction with empirical language acquisition studies that had 

demonstrated increased comprehension by children who are taught in their mother tongue 

in the early years of their education (see Gonzalez 1998; Sibayan and Gonzalez 1999).  

 In this, after years of deliberation and studies showing that students in minority-

language regions were not performing at expected levels in terms of enrollment and 

completion rates and general scholastic aptitude, in 2002 Basic Education Curriculum 

Secretary Raul Roco began to implement a series of comprehensive multilingual 
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curricula reforms, through the Regional Lingua Franca Program, giving minority 

languages a place in education for the first time in Philippine history (Dekker and Young 

2005).  While this was the first of many changes to educational policy in favor of the use 

of the mother tongue in classrooms, more significant changes came about in 2012 

(DepEd Order 74) which articulated explicit rules for the institutionalization of Mother 

Tongue-Based Multilingual Language Education (MTE-MLE) which set out to include 

129 of the archipelago’s most spoken minority languages as mediums of instruction. 

These new rules required mother tongue based language education up to grade 3, based 

partly on the recognition of failures of the BEP in light of the pluralistic Philippines, as 

well as a desire on the part of the administration to more clearly democratize the country 

due to the increasing divides between the privileged elites and working class citizens. 

Because of these changes and the slow burn on transformations in language policy 

in response to national interests, the history of radical swings in language instruction 

policies and the political, economic, and educational disenfranchisement of speakers in 

minority language regions continue to present significant challenges for a nation still 

struggling to find footing in the construction of a national linguistic identity.  

 The following section will more explicitly outline some of the ideological 

orientations to the various languages and the ways that language and colonialism are 

mutually intertwined in the Philippine scene. Through these vehicles, language policies 

implicitly structure hierarchies of languages along axes of development, modernity, and 

concepts of progress where the order of languages sets a modern cosmopolitan codes 

against so-called “premodern vernacularisms” (Briggs 2005: 89).  The concept of 

                                                           
9 Tagalog, Kapampangan, Pangasinense, Ilocano (Iloko), Bikol, Cebuano, Hiligaynon, Waray, Tausug, 

Maguindanaoan, Marano, Cabacano (MTB-MLE DO 16, s. 2012) 
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language appropriateness (with indigenous and minority languages often seen as 

incapable of dealing with modern ideas of governance, science, and philosophy) 

demonstrates a public/private divide (Gal 2001) in which certain kinds of ideas and 

concepts can only properly be explored in a particular language and creates a self-

sustaining hierarchy of languages with real social, political, and economic impacts on 

speakers of minority languages, shaping differential language choices and attitudes as 

well as social opportunities for speakers in the pluralistic Philippines. 

Language and Nationalism  

As we have seen, since the turn of the 20th century, ethnic, racial, and class 

divisions in the Philippines have been thrown through the lens of language and have 

found discursive motivations in language planning and policy. Language planning and 

policy have acted as the centermost institutional mechanism by which power, privilege, 

and prestige have been reflected and reproduced, whose logics were set into motion 

during Spanish colonial rule (Anderson 1988). Due in part to the geographic and 

demographic heterogeneity of the Philippine archipelago and the apparent lack of mineral 

resources in outlying areas at the time of contact, the Spanish ventured into the provinces 

very little, controlling these areas almost exclusively through the church10.  For centuries, 

so-called local “vernaculars”11 persisted relatively untouched by the Spanish, and church 

sermons were delivered in Latin and then in Spanish, but no concerted efforts were made 

to teach people in these outlying areas these languages.  It wasn’t until the emergence of 

                                                           
10 During the Spanish period, the majority of Spanish presence was focused on the galleon trade centered in 

Manila which operated as ground zero for the exchange of Mexican silver for silk and porcelain with 

Imperial China.   
11 The term “vernacular” is often used by laypersons referring to the various (up to 170) mutually 

unintelligible languages spoken in the country. 
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a mestizo12 intelligentsia at the end of the 19th century before the Philippine Revolution, 

that Castilian Spanish was used to any degree by indios and mestizos.  It was among these 

populations that these languages were used by intellectuals to sow the seeds of 

revolution, launching a new era of language politics never before seen in the country that 

would have long lasting influences on the Philippines’ future relationship with foreign 

codes. Such logics were recast in new ways during the American Period (1898-1946) 

where legacies and ideologies circulating around concepts of language, race, and 

belonging find their way into the ways that speakers in the contemporary Philippines 

continue to figure languages and peoples around the archipelago. 

It is in light of this history that language reveals itself, for speakers in the 

Philippines, as one of the most salient signs of identity and of enduring national struggle.  

As outlined above, after national independence from the US was won in 1946, internal 

debates about the country’s linguistic future came to a head during the National 

Language Wars of the 1960s, the time where the debates of intellectuals came to be 

acknowledged and acted upon in national discourse through the conduit of language 

policy (Gonzalez 1998).  In this way, language development became synonymous with 

nation building and the cultivation of citizens in the wake of a troubled colonial past and 

in a context of massive multilingualism, characterized by over 170 mutually 

unintelligible languages and their varieties (Gonzalez 1980, 1994; Tupas 2003). The 

1960s marked a critical period in Philippine nationalism, explicitly connecting political 

independence to orders of language: the embodiment of these tensions took the form of 

rapidly shifting language policies, tempered by a “constant awareness of the past and 

                                                           
12 Mestizos during Spanish occupation were typically the children of Spanish or Chinese and Indios; the 

term ‘Filipino’ was originally used to describe full-Spanish children born in the Philippines.   
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everything that is good in the indigenous without rejecting foreign influences that have 

been assimilated into the culture.  Philippine nationalism via language is not so much 

anti-colonial as it is pro-Filipino” (Tupas 2003).  The contemporary structure in 

Philippine education, continues to be largely bilingual English-Filipino, despite the 

introduction of the Mother Tongue-Based Multilingual Language Education (MTB-MLE) 

in 2012. This persistent use of bilingual education has created an ideological system that 

links community development with education and language, aligned in part with 

nationalist and anti-colonial imaginings while at the same time reproducing them, as 

argued by Fishman (1996).  Through these social forces, the creation of  such 

designations as “national” and “official” languages have metonymically served to index 

political and social orientations of  asserting “nationhood” (Tupas 2009).  Such a series of 

moves during the National Language Wars served to cast off the absolute dominance of 

English in the Philippine scene, but also converted the conversation from a focus on the 

massively multilingual and pluralistic (culturally, linguistically, politically) Philippines to 

one that, in many ways, served to reproduce structures of power in a neo-colonial 

package that multilingual education seeks to (in part) remedy.  Of course, the current 

ideological structuration of the relatively peripheral function of minority languages in 

national life has not gone unnoticed by any speaker of any language in the Philippines – 

and explicit ideologies of the higher valuation of English and Filipino often continue to 

be reproduced in various contexts, particularly in cases of metalinguistic commentary on 

the roles and appropriate environments for various languages that I will discuss in greater 

detail below. 
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It is instructive to examine the current linguistic situation in the Philippines, both 

through the lens of revolution and colonialism directly and in relation to translation of 

ideas, words, and worlds, and also with regard to the fact that massive multilingualism 

persists in the country despite influential colonial rule, missionization, Americanization 

and now, globalization. What does massive multilingualism mean here? As intimated 

previously, such a term might encompass the pluralistic nature of languages and cultures 

in the Philippine archipelago – but this does not quite encompass the totality of this 

situation. In understanding the Philippines as a massively multilingual place, dialects of 

languages, language varieties, various mixings of languages, such as mixing Tagalog and 

English for Taglish, mixing Ilocano and English, so-called “gay languages,” written 

language and even local varieties of language where people can tell what barangay 

(neighborhood) one is from simply by listening to one’s spoken language must also be 

included. One of the central arguments of this dissertation is that the various and 

heterogeneous ways that different languages and language varieties are used in everyday 

life is perhaps one of the reasons that the Philippines has remained so linguistically 

diverse despite pressures to unify linguistically in favor of modernization and unification.  

The persistent heterogeneity of the languages and the continued resilience of regional 

dialects is testament to the complicated and sometimes opaque ways that speakers orient 

to the languages that are available to them in the massively multilingual Philippines.   

One possible approach to understanding the persistence of languages throughout 

the archipelago is Raphael’s nuanced (2005) analysis of colonial rule and conversion of 

Filipinos at the time of contact with the Spanish, drawing attention to the act of 

“translation” as a process that has mediated the Philippines’ relationship with foreign 
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tongues, rather than assuming the system to be linearly hierarchical as a result of 

externally imposed ideologies.  Indeed, the nationalistic discourses on which 

contemporary language politics in the Philippines is built are in large part based on the 

“dual history of Spanish colonialism and Catholic conversion, and that it sought to 

account for its contradictory origins by means of translation” (xvii)13.  This process of 

translation was not based on the outright hostile rejection of Spanish colonizers or 

language14, per se, but on the semiotic and social processes that fell out of the emerging 

possibilities to communicate across the massive island array, parallel to fascination with 

and rapid promulgation of the telegraph as a communicative medium. The ilustrados 

were particularly captivated by the power of Castilian to communicate nationalist 

messages across regions and dialects, eventually using the code to terrorize its original 

speakers as the country inched toward social, political, and economic revolution – in this 

way, Castilian operated as a code that itself circumvented absolute colonization as it was 

repurposed for revolution.  This process of using the colonizer’s language as a weapon 

was best exemplified by the writings of the national hero, Jose Rizal, who produced two 

deeply incendiary works that satirized the Church and the Spanish occupiers, Noli Me 

Tangere and El Filibusterismo15 written very consciously in Castilian Spanish. In these 

works, Rizal referred to his readers as amigos o enemigos ‘friends or enemies’ 

throughout, a sure sign that he expected the Spanish to read his novels as well as to 

                                                           
13 Translation is used by Rafael is the “double process of appropriating and replacing what is foreign while 

keeping its foreignness” (xvii).   
14 Although the Spanish were not always readily accepted by people at contact.  Magellan, the Spanish 

explorer was killed by famous Datu Lapu-Lapu after landing on his shores in 1521 at the Battle of Mactan, 

Cebu. 
15 Noli Me Tangere ‘touch me not’; El Filibusterismo ‘the filibuster’. 
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punish him for writing them16. The unsettled relationship of using the foreign to bring 

about the national “involved ways of doing and making do, rhetorical practices, 

mechanical instruments, and repetitive gestures that could be summed up in the 

techniques of translation” (Raphael 2005: 14-15) as exemplified by Rizal and other 

mestizo intellectuals. The multiple uses of Castilian as a language for revolution set the 

stage for the complex relationship that speakers in the Philippines would have with other 

languages, most especially English, after the revolution.  

In many ways the contemporary Philippine relationship with the foreign-as-

national has its roots in the practicalities of a shared code and the availability of 

education throughout the island chain, which until the American period had very little 

initial organization17. The lack of educational infrastructure throughout the country had 

doomed the ilustrados’ vision of using Castilian as a unifying code to failure, but also set 

the groundwork for structuring the underlying assumptions that independence and 

autonomy of the Philippines relied in part on the sharing of a single linguistic code, a line 

of thinking that has informed language policy and concepts of citizenship ever since and 

has most obviously been encapsulated in the concept of an “official” language, which 

ever since American occupation has remained English. Indeed, after the expulsion of the 

Spanish in 1898, the ruling internal oligarchies and American forces were so “immensely 

confident in Anglo-Saxon world hegemony and the place of English as the language of 

capitalism and modernity, that the colonial regime effortlessly extruded Spanish and so 

expanded the English-language school system so that by the 1940s the Philippines had 

                                                           
16 Rizal was executed by firing squad on charges of sedition, rebellion and conspiracy on December 30, 

1896 in Manila. 
17 Before 1898, only 5% of the Philippine population had any command over Castilian and were 

monolingual speakers of their local dialect or vernacular, now called “minority languages.” 
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the highest literacy rate in Southeast Asia” (Anderson 1998: 210-211). It was the 

proliferation of “education-for-all” during the American period that set the pace for the 

role of education, and most particularly language, in creating sentiments of nation and 

orders of citizenship in ways that would not have been possible without the longstanding 

structures of power that had been infiltrated by the mestizo elite, the radical heterogeneity 

geographically, demographically, and linguistically of the island array and the concept 

that national independence rested in linguistic unification.    

This historical backdrop of the role of language relating to the construction of the 

nation and orders of citizenship (most bluntly characterized as the imperials, the charmed, 

and everyone else) sets the scene for understanding contemporary speakers’ relationships 

with the various languages spoken in the country and reveals the ways that language, 

education, geography, and political power constitute the foundations of social and 

political organization in the Philippines. Bernardo (2004) writes that the impact of 

English-language instruction, which was established at the start of the American period 

by President William McKinley, shaped modern conceptualizations of linguistic 

participation in countless ways. The core of the promulgation of English-only education 

was derived from a top-down system of “reformation governance” that cast the people of 

the Philippines as the “little brown brothers”18 of the United States (Gonzalez 1998), a 

metaphor that was  reiterated throughout many imaginings of colonized peoples: that of 

childlike naiveté and an inability to self-govern (Perez 2008). Such condescensions were 

heavily critiqued starting in the 1940s, and provided fuel for linguistic and cultural 

                                                           
18 This term was coined in 1901 by William Howard Taft, the Governor-General of the Philippines (Wolff 

2006). 
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emancipation that culminated in wide-spread policy and constitutional changes during the 

Language Wars of the 1960s (Gonzalez 1998).  

This move to bilingual education was in part informed by burgeoning nationalist 

discourses produced by post-independence intellectuals like Renato Constantino and 

Bonifacio Sibayan (among many others) who argued that English in schools served the 

double function of creating a national lingua franca, but also propagated neo-colonial 

concepts, sentiments and linguistic, social, and political hierarchies that mirrored the 

American system19.  Constantino argued forcefully that English deadened the possibility 

for the development of a legitimately independent nation and that foreign books with 

foreign concepts suppressed indigeneity and independence, writing: “the molding of 

men’s minds is the best means of conquest. Education, therefore, serves as a weapon in 

wars of colonial conquest…” (1966: 2).  Constantino advocated the position that the 

education of the Filipino must be a Filipino education, based on the goals of the nation, 

that English-language instruction dulled revolutionary Filipinoness to complacency, and 

that a true, independent nation could not be achieved with foreign tongues, tools, or ideas.  

Permutations of this sentiment echoed loudly throughout the 1960s and gave rise to a 

series of reformations to language policy and the renegotiation of the role of English as 

the country attempted to find footing in the search for a coherent national identity.   

From the perspective of anthropology, scholars such as Blommaert and 

Vershueren (1998) and Irvine and Gal (2000) have written extensively on the 

interconnection of language ideologies with projects of the nation, predicated in large 

part on processes of linguistic difference that have given rise to language hierarchies by 

                                                           
19 Such a point is also argued by Karnow (1989) Pulitzer Prize Winning book, In Our Image: America’s 

Empire in the Philippines. 
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way of semiotic signification. Relatedly, ideas of appropriate and inappropriate language 

have given rise to linguistic experts, methods of testing, demographic categories and 

other processes that construct and internally validate specific national-linguistic 

imaginings (Heller 1995).  In the Philippines, language ideologies frame questions of the 

legitimacy, intellectual potential and appropriateness of particular languages for 

particular tasks (such as English for government and science and Filipino for 

communicating national values) that are reliant on ideologies about the processes by 

which language can give rise to certain kinds of cognitive dispositions.  These ideas are 

reproduced by rules for teaching and testing language competencies, in the contents of 

school books and post facto analyses of population trends which track relative success 

rates of speakers in the workforce and arenas of governance, which are then used to 

selectively “prove the benefits” of some languages over others. Scholars such as Philips 

(2000), Gal (2001) and Heller (1995) have examined the micro- and macro- processes 

woven into the dynamic circulation of linguistic (and other) resources in the ideological 

construction of the national-linguistic imaginary, relevant to understanding complex and 

sometimes contradictory orientations to various languages in the Philippines.        

The Instrumentalist Role of English in the Philippines 

In light of all these debates, one might wonder what the reasons are that English 

has remained such a constant in the Philippine linguistic scene from the turn of the 20th 

century.  Since the People Power Revolution of the 1980s, which freed the Philippines 

from martial law under President Ferdinand Marcos and established an in independent 

democracy, English has only solidified its place in the national imaginary as a valuable 

lingua franca that secures a place for the Philippines in the global marketplace. English-
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language labor is often framed by policy makers and laypersons in “instrumentalist terms, 

focusing on foreign direct investment opportunities, especially in the United States” 

(Rappa and Wee 2006: 60). Because of this perception, English-language labor is 

increasingly becoming one of the foremost exportable commodities of the Philippines, 

particularly in the BPO-ITO industries20.  However, it is also a double-edged sword: 

though currently a source of pride and employment, it also creates ambivalence and 

insecurity in that the most valuable exportable commodity of the country is, to put it 

bluntly, a foreign resource.  The mega-BPO-ITO complexes in Manila and Cebu City 

currently employ over 497,116 Filipinos and are some of the most rapidly expanding 

industries, with yearly revenue of over 13 billion USD in 201222.  Economic development 

naturally involves foreign investment as well as the cultivation of elites through a private 

school system in which English is the medium of instruction.  Such a system by its very 

nature drives wedges between those in urban centers such as Manila and those in the 

provinces, widening the gap between the urban elite and the working classes. That same 

wedge divides native or near-native speakers of the national and official languages of 

English and Filipino, respectively, and speakers of minority languages who learn these 

languages as second and third to their first (mother) tongues.  English as the official 

language in the Philippines has gained legitimacy as the country’s lingua franca and is 

seen to be useful for technology, trade, and as a tool of governance and in many ways 

Filipino occupies a similar place at the local level and it is often itself used as lingua 

franca between groups of speakers whose first languages might be different. The 

instrumentalist role that English plays in the Philippines secures English as the language 

                                                           
20 BPO: Business Processing Outsourcing. ITO: Information Technology Outsourcing.  
22 2010 ASPBI – Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) Activities. 
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of private education, of secondary and tertiary institutions of government and is by 

extension, the language of the elite and their projects and in various ways operates as a 

gatekeeping mechanism into these domains. This is particularly true in the provinces, 

where many of the teachers themselves learned English in the provinces and whose 

command of this code may not be as fluent as those in more urban centers, locking 

provincial speakers into a self-producing cycle of incomplete linguistic acquisition.    

For all the complexity of the relationship to English for speakers in the 

Philippines on the global stage, the story quickly becomes even more opaque when 

viewed on the ground with speakers of minority languages in their daily lives. The point 

that I wish to make here is that the Philippines is radically heterogeneous from the inside, 

indeed, it is “massively multilingual,” but this complex situation often appears in the 

scholarship, even the scholarship from the Philippines, to be simply a dialogue between 

Tagalog speakers and those establishing policy in simple instrumentalist terms, neatly 

erasing those in the peripheries. Dealing with the language situation in the Philippines in 

such instrumentalist terms strategically erases the some-odd 169 other languages and the 

experiences of their speakers which constitute over 72% of the population23.  By focusing 

on this system as a simple binary choice, existing structures of power are reproduced, and 

popular discourse finds ways to place the onus of linguistic performance and ability to 

participate in English-language labor as a product of a meritocratic actions on the part of 

the speaker, even if in most cases, competency in any language outside of the mother 

tongue is predicated on structural processes strictly out of direct individual control. This 

framework discursively casts those from the provinces, particularly minority-language 

                                                           
23 Total population: ~100 million.  First language Tagalog speakers (L1) = 28 million. 
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speakers from lower socioeconomic statuses as choosing a path of laziness with regard to 

their competencies in English, but without taking the critical next step of examining the 

structural and institutional reasons for possible differences in competencies, such as 

access to high-quality linguistic input.  

Such a system of belief is often corroborated and perhaps even driven by the 

beliefs of those that are members of privileged groups or those whose various social 

memberships benefit from these structurings and, of course, from a top-down ordering of 

languages that place minority languages squarely at the bottom of this imagined 

hierarchy. This type of discursive system creates a curious tension of ideologies – from 

within, Ilocanos will describe themselves as highly motivated by scholastic pursuits and 

as nagaget ‘industrious’, while at the same time, their status as L1 minority language 

speakers is constantly under fire by those on the outside who say that competency in 

Filipino and English are the only way for minority language speakers to be involved in 

projects of the nation building. Tupas writes:  

Those in favor of English as the main language of instruction justified it on 

grounds that English is the language of globalization, social mobility and global 

competitiveness; those against (this in favor of the “bilingual” status quo) argued 

that Filipino, the mother tongue and the national language, would be more 

effective in facilitating learning among pupils and in fostering national unity and 

nationalist consciousness (2011: 117). 

 

As I will discuss in the next section, however, the picture has never been clear and 

local and national debates over the role of the national, official and minority/auxiliary 

languages have vacillated significantly since independence, highlighting deeply held 

ambivalences in the Philippines about the role of the national, official, and minority 

languages in daily life. This ambivalence perhaps can best be understood by examining 
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the ways that speakers of minority languages deal with these pressures and the daily 

linguistic practices in places such as Ilocandia, a region consisting of mostly Ilocos Sur 

and Norte (Region 1) – traditional homeland of the Ilocanos.  Ilocanos are the third 

largest ethnolinguistic group in the Philippines and despite serious pressures from the 

outside, this group has been able to escape the event horizon of total hegemonic control 

of ideologies purporting the subordinate status of their language, discussed below. 

Cracks in the System 

Despite the robust ideologies that reproduce the ordering of languages in the 

Philippines, new scholarship has emerged that helps to more clearly understand the ways 

that real speakers are themselves driving the emergence and promulgation of kinds of 

English in the Philippines (and indeed in newly-English speaking countries, generally) 

that linguistically, socially, and ideologically find creative avenues of linguistic practice.  

One of the most exciting of these is the emergence of Philippine English is seen by Tupas 

(2004) and Kachru (2005) as a process of “de-centering the norms of the English 

language through a process of appropriation and abrogation, thus reflecting indigenized 

varieties of English in formerly colonized societies” (Tupas 2004: 48) and in some ways, 

these varieties become the conduits of nationalism in themselves.  The continued 

teaching of English as the official language of the Philippines is testament to the 

valuation of the language along social, economic, and political dimensions and it is 

tempting to see this continuation as a straightforward remnant of top-down processes or 

processes of global English hegemony.  Jaquemet proposes an alternative analytic which 

aligns with the concept of World Englishes and sees Global Englishes of which 

Philippine English is an example as “transidiomatic practices,” where “the language [a 
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person uses with which] to communicate depends on the contextual nature of the multi-

site interactions, but is necessarily mixed, translated, creolized” (2005: 266). The concept 

of language as transidiomatic corresponds closely to the contemporary Philippine use of 

English, discussed by Sibayan (1999) and Sibayan and Gonzalez (1999) as mix-mix24.  In 

light of these facts, despite the pervasiveness of English in the Philippines, the continued 

use of minority languages throughout the country, the proliferation of code-switching and 

code-mixing as well as the solidification of Philippine English, Taglish and other 

varieties of languages speaks to the structural and ideological heterogeneity of languages 

in the massively multilingual country that does not conform neatly to the predicted 

hegemonic structures of top-down linguistic hierarchies.   

The new scholarship that investigates the legitimacy of  Other Englishes, Asian 

Englishes, Philippine English and the like as described above, as well as patterns of code-

mixing (a switching between available codes) and local efforts to assign legitimacy and 

value to minority languages, has proved a Sisyphean task.  In fact, the strategic 

devaluation of minority languages has been in itself critical to the nationalistic 

imaginings of a modern Philippines and central in understanding current politics of 

language in and the creation of an image of a country that imagines itself fully modern, 

coherent, and globally relevant.  Consequently, this process has reproduced a new 

colonial order in different clothing by idealizing the Philippines as a country with a 

comprehensible (and equitable) distribution of linguistic resources through the 

promulgation of bilingual education, a discursive position that has served the function of 

producing elites through unfettered access to privileged codes of Filipino and English 

                                                           
24 Mix-mix is the English gloss of the Tagalog term halo-halo – the implication here is that of mixing. 
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while dialogically marking minority languages as fundamentally different at the level of 

social contribution. The pervasiveness of these other codes and their speakers in places 

like the media, radio, television, print media and the internet mark them fundamentally as 

codes of privilege precisely because they are not available to all speakers.  Put another 

way, this fact marks the simultaneous internal and external gaze of language politics in 

the postcolonial Philippines and produces a specific hierarchy of languages that places 

speakers of Philippine English and Filipino as bastions of nationalism and modernity and 

thus dialogically excludes minority languages and their speakers.  So while on one hand, 

speakers of minority languages and their proponents continue to fight for the intellectual 

legitimacy of their languages and in 2002 even began to incorporate them into the grade 

school curricula, their status at the level of national consciousness remains unclear.   

Getting Local 

One of the aspects that scholarship on different kinds of English (and indeed 

languages on the whole) has highlighted is that no situation is easily analyzable or 

understandable from just one perspective.  In light of this, the following sections focus in 

on the specific ethnographic context of Ilocos Sur, home of speakers of Ilocano, to 

underscore the multiple, complex, and sometimes contradictory ways speakers negotiate 

the hierarchy of languages in the provinces and the ways that their language fits into the 

national imaginary. In order to accomplish this, I draw from linguistics, anthropology, 

history, and cognitive science, as well as hybridized approaches such as those pioneered 

by scholars in psycholinguistics. All of the noted fields have played a role in tracing the 

various ways that speakers in the contemporary minority-language region of Ilocos Sur 

negotiate the centripetal and centrifugal forces (Bakhtin 1981) of speaking a language 
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only recently recognized as something more than a local vernacular. The attendant 

impacts of this transformation on the daily linguistic practices of speakers in their 

everyday lives provide key insights into the nature of various linguistic practices in the 

provinces (and elsewhere) and how they intersect with larger social contexts and 

processes. One of the key difficulties of an undertaking such as this is that at times, there 

is little or no data on the linguistic situation in a particular area and widespread 

overgeneralizations are often made between and within populations.  One such of these 

overgeneralizations is that all people in the provinces, irrespective of their socioeconomic 

status or the depth of their schooling, have roughly the same level of access to various 

linguistic inputs.  Such thinking necessarily lead to uncritical statements that homogenize 

the experiences of these speakers, assuming a single experience, such as the following 

trope:  

…most Ilocanos are literate (can read and write). […] The Ilocano parents want to 

ensure that their kids will have better future and live a better way of life (Titong 

2011: 1)  

 

While seemingly innocuous, such statements reproduce tropes of access to 

schools on the part of all people minority language areas, and importantly lead to such 

statements that education alone is the single most “way to a better life.”  This implies a 

orderly meritocratic social structure whereby schooling is seen to be only available to all 

and can only be achieved through literacy in languages other than Ilocano.  Importantly, 

these statements naturalize the concept that literacy in English and Filipino are the keys 

to the future and see schools as the primary conduit through which this is achieved, 

imagining that schools not only linguistically socializes students but does so uniformly.  

The fact is that while it is true that most Ilocanos are literate, the degree to which literacy 
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is attained across various populations varies widely and such characterizations ignore the 

fact that those in the deeper provinces may have less access to high quality linguistic 

input and in some cases, schooling in general. 

In this way, the experience of those living in the provinces, with greater 

limitations of access to educational opportunities and gainful employment, that command 

over the “national” and “official” languages of Filipino and English provides, reflects the 

material consequences of speaking these languages at native fluency – this is not simply 

ideological but in very real ways translates directly to being able to make money and to 

fashion oneself into a desirable employee.  Such calculations also lead speakers in the 

provinces, whether they are speakers of a minority language simply residing in the 

countryside, to mythologize the potential transformative power of Manila (ground zero 

for Tagalog and the country’s economic, political and intellectual center) and the concept 

of “abroad” more generally.  These ideas are in part fueled by the perception of relatively 

diminished resources and job opportunities outside of urban centers and the expectation 

that “value-expectancy” is significantly higher in Manila and abroad25.    

Conceptualizations of the emancipating power of “abroad” and “the outside” are 

circulated (and acted upon) with such frequency in the Philippines that one can hardly go 

a day, whether in urban centers or the provinces, without coming across at least one 

person who has spent time working in some capacity abroad.  Such practices are in part 

shaped by locally circulating mythologies and discourses about unlimited opportunities 

and wealth, leading many Filipinos not only out of the provinces for Manila, but also 

away from the Philippines, causing a “brain drain” of educated, English speaking 

                                                           
25 De Jong et al’s (1983) analysis attempts to find the reasons for out-migration from the Ilocos region to 

Manila and abroad, finding “value-expectancy” or economic and non-economic values and goals. 
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Filipinos into other countries and markets26.  Currently there are over 10.5 million 

Filipinos working overseas27 and sending money back to the Philippines and many of 

these may choose to stay abroad despite civil strife and other difficulties in their 

respective host countries.  This phenomenon is reflected too in the broad physical and 

ideological divide that bifurcates the metropolis of Manila, and the rest of the world, from 

the provinces – many Filipinos, currently in war-torn countries such as Libya may choose 

to stay and work because of the perception that there are no opportunities back home 

(Dela Cruz 2014). 

Constructing Ilocanoness 

When viewed from the ground, where real speakers are working out the daily 

routines of linguistic practice, one is struck by the incredible and creative ways that 

people resolve contradictions.  On one hand, Ilocanos are extremely proud of their 

language and heritage, which has a robust and documented linguistic and literary 

tradition, clear ethnolinguistic and geographic boundaries and a colorful history of heroes 

and progenitors.  On the other hand, Ilocano is a minority language and typically not 

valued outside of the region in which it is spoken.  The establishment of the MTB-MLE 

has stirred in every Filipino, whether Tagalog speaking or minority language speaking, a 

particular conversation in which to evaluate beliefs about the place of minority languages 

in national life (Sugbo 2003; Gonzalez 1980, 1998). Indeed, even within Ilocos, many 

speakers, who are extremely proud of their Ilocano heritage, but in particular those from 

                                                           
26 Brain drain has been also described as the “international transfer of resources in the form of human 

capital, i.e., the migration of relatively highly educated individuals from developing countries to developed 

countries” (Beine, Doquier and Rapoport 2003). 
27 2012 figures produced by the Commission on Filipinos Overseas (Philippine Overseas Employment 

Administration). 
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less well-off socioeconomic backgrounds, find themselves fighting against the inclusion 

of minority language instruction in school. Such arguments are in part anecdotally and 

experientially due to the understanding that Ilocano alone as a limited capacity to propel 

speakers places if they do not also have command over national and official languages. It 

is by viewing the contradictory ways that people think and work with language and the 

ways that these languages are actually used by speakers in the provinces that one can 

observe the sorts of calculations and inconsistencies that dynamically shape the linguistic 

lives of people in messy and sometimes paradoxical ways.  At the same time, from the 

perspective of the analyst, such tensions highlight the ways that change can occur at the 

level of language and can reveal the mechanisms that are dynamically interacting in the 

creation of a complex linguistic scene. 

As articulated above, language and the nation are deeply connected in the 

epistemic and organizational logics of people, ethnicities, and languages within 

Philippine life.  The same is true of ethnic and local orientations. Ilocanos, the 

ethnolinguistic minority-group that are the focus of this dissertation, are singular in their 

levels of literacy in the mother tongue, as well as the sheer number of grassroots 

intellectuals and revolutionaries that have come from Ilocos Sur and Norte, the cradle of 

Ilocano life.  One of the first things that strikes one about Ilocanos is their assertion of 

their Ilocanoness, which can be found in food preferences, dress styles, interpersonal 

interactions and of course language.  Such moves help establish narratives of Ilocanos’ 

origin from the land and their ties to it, as well as to assert that being Ilocano is to be in a 

state of ethnic distinction. Public intellectuals are employed to construct narratives on the 

origin of the Ilocandia, the nature of the people who live there and their inborn qualities, 
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which in Ilocano often translate as nagaget ‘industrious’,  but never kurripot ‘miserly’.  

The narrative of the innate industriousness of the Ilocanos is often dialogically set in 

contrast with others from around the island archipelago, but in Ilocos Sur, where sea 

fishing is a primary source of income, this occurs particularly in relation to those from the 

Visayas who are seen to be lazy and corrupt to the extent that they “might starve to death 

under a coconut tree” (M. Oyet, personal communication)28.  The Ilocano imagination 

also links the land to the people and metonymically formulates the character of the people 

as being shaped by the character and demands of the land, particularly in farming.  Being 

Ilocano in this way is not simply speaking the language or living in Ilocos, but is deeply 

linked to the ways that the land and landscape are believed inscribe themselves onto the 

people and how, despite movement and migration, the core of Ilocanoness persists. It is 

worth noting here too that despite the fact that Ilocanos acknowledge that they are 

descended from Malays and were once migratory, the fact of their “Ilocanoness” was in 

actuality harnessed once they established themselves as ethnically distinct and culturally 

different from those groups in surrounding areas. By so doing, the concept of Ilocanoness 

was created ideologically in a semiotic push and pull of centripetal and centrifugal forces 

of remembering and forgetting key bits of information from the historical past and 

simultaneously accepting and rejecting those characteristics that create the category of 

“Ilocano,” which systematically excludes those considered “jealously isolationist” or 

                                                           
28 This perspective is often reproduced in the daily discourses of everyday people, who draw gleefully from 

sloppy stereotypes of Visayans from their presence in bars and brothels located on the outskirts of towns or 

deep in the away ‘countryside’ where rules of municipalities may be more relaxed – married men and their 

Visayan chicks ‘informal girlfriends’ may sing sappy American love songs to each other in between shared 

bottles of beer on ice or ginabra ‘gin’. The perceptions of the lowly status of the Visayans in Ilocandia 

serves the function of locally marking Ilocanos as ethnically different and are of course largely untrue. 
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“indigenous” peoples such as the Negritos, the Isneg and Tingian groups in historic (and 

by logical extension, contemporary) contexts (Foronda and Foronda 1972: 2-3). 

Such characterizations of course describe the Ilocano (like most other Filipinos) 

as a mixture of Malay, mestizo, and indigenous with no unassailable origin and yet, 

despite these amorphous beginnings, most Ilocanos maintain distinct boundaries between 

themselves and others at the geographic level, even in cases of linguistic overlap.  This is 

particularly true among indigenous persons or groups in adjacent geographical zones 

such as those in mountainous regions to the east or Pangasinan to the south.  To an 

extent, such boundary maintenance can even be found between Ilocos Sur and Ilocos 

Norte and perhaps more apparently between those living in the countryside with less 

outside contact and influence and those living along the National Highway, the literal and 

figurative mainline to the outside world, with not only goods and services located along 

its backbone, but municipal centers, markets, cellphone service and computer shops.   

The characteristics of the landscape in Ilocos are clearly linked in local 

imaginaries of what makes an Ilocano truly Ilocano. People are metonymically linked to 

the land and these concepts find their way into daily discourse to explain national and 

regional characteristics – Manila makes hardworking farmers prissy and corrupt; the 

Visayas the collection of islands in the middle of the Philippine archipelago, because of 

their relative fertility and the ceaseless agricultural season are seen as making people lazy 

and dull. Ilocanos see themselves as industrious and hardworking because of the fact that 

Ilocos is relatively dry, has a more limited planting and growing season and whose dirt is 

rockier and drier, making it relatively more difficult to grow in.  An example of this 
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narrative comes from Batac a town in Ilocos Norte, the current resting place of former 

president Ferdinand Marcos: 

The Batakenios (people of Batac), like other Ilocanos, possess some personality 

traits that distinguish them from other ethnic groups in the Philippines.  It is their 

biography that significantly influenced the development of these traits of these 

people who positively interacted with it on order to survive.  Batac has narrow 

plains that are generally sandwiched between hills.  Hence, due to the physical 

setting, the people have limited opportunities with which they earn a living.  This 

has influenced them to become industrious, hardworking, persevering, 

adventurous and patient.  Since they earn their money through the “sweat of their 

brow” they become frugal but not necessarily kuripot (miserly).  They are 

willing to spend their money on things they consider important.  And one of the 

things highly valued by these people, like other Ilocanos, is education.  That is 

why almost all families within the municipality have children who finished 

secondary or tertiary education.  Another positive response of the people to their 

geographical environment is the development of their love for adventure in 

search of “greener pastures” in other parts of the country and abroad (Cadiz, et 

al. 2000: 16-17). 

 

Such structure is found throughout literature written by and about Ilocanos, and 

these concepts also extend to food preferences where freshness and frugality in eating are 

linked to the natural state of the land and the various ways that the inherent 

characteristics found in the phenomenal world has shaped the character of Ilocanos. This 

thinking is also consonant with various anthropological treatments of the ways that land, 

language and people are mutually constituted within a semiotic imaginary where: 

“unavoidably, senses of place also partake of cultures, of shared bodies of ‘local 

knowledge’ (the phrase is Clifford Geertz’s) with which persons and whole communities 

render their places meaningful and endow them with social importance” (Basso 1996: 

xiv).  It is the creation and maintenance of these origin stories that metonymically link 

Ilocanos to the land and give rise to a robust set of ideas about what it means to be 

Ilocano.  
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These semiotic moves are key in helping distinguish, at the level of character, the 

differences between Ilocanos and other Filipinos, insofar as they bracket the population 

as ethnically distinct. A number of interconnected consequences arise from these semiotic 

moves. By creating linkages that unite all Ilocanos not only to one another, but to the 

land, a common origin and a deep shared history is implicitly affirmed, setting the stage 

for contextualizing the acts and actions of famous Ilocanos within the historical and 

ahistorical landscape. This shared origin and history, particularly with regard to 

revolutionaries (of which there were many), even links transnational Ilocanos back to the 

land and other Ilocanos– such links cannot be sloughed off through movement or changes 

in citizenship, but are a very part of the fabric of the person. These discursive moves all 

contribute to the formation of a sense of shared memory and fundamental concepts of 

character that invoke a direct and indirect familial links that unite all Ilocanos together. In 

this sense, being Ilocano is not simply speaking the language or living in Ilocos Sur or 

Norte, but is deeply linked to the ways that the land and landscape inscribes core 

characteristics of Ilocanoness onto the people themselves and how, despite movement 

and migration, time and place, Ilocanos’ sense of identity and connection to their 

ancestral lands remains a cultural constant.  

 As articulated earlier, Ilocanos understand that they descended from Malays and 

were once migratory; the fact of their being “Ilocano” was harnessed once they 

established themselves as ethically distinct and with a deep history with the land 

(Foronda and Foronda 1972). As intimated previously, to a point, such distinctions might 

be made even between Ilocos Sur and Ilocos Norte and even more apparently between 

those living in the countryside with less outside contact and influence and those living 
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along the National Highway.  Seen from this view, not only are Ilocanos distinct from 

other Filipinos, but they are different from one another, a fact that is highlighted in 

dialect markers as well as lexical differences between Ilocos Sur and Ilocos Norte.  

Rubino writes that while there are lexical differences between Ilocos Sur and Norte and 

though there are dialects with some minor lexical differences, there is a major 

phonological difference, with a “high back unrounded vowel represented in the 

orthography by the letter ‘e’” (2000: 8).  Among speakers of the Southern dialect (such as 

those in Ilocos Sur), Rubino notes that the orthographic ‘e’ has two different 

pronunciations, with native words having a high rounded back vowel and Spanish loans 

mirroring pronunciations in the North (2000: 12)29 where the high back unrounded vowel 

[ɯ] is pronounced as [ɛ].  It became apparent, when traveling to Ilocos Norte from Ilocos 

Sur that I was in fact a child of Ilocos Sur, with the clear use of the [ɯ] vowel in cases of 

[ɛ] such as in pronouncing the word for ‘yes’ as /wɯn/ rather than the more northern 

pronunciation /wɛn/-- words inscribed with salient signs of origin.  As an illustration, the 

description from the Ilocano wiki page describes the linguistic situation thusly30:  

Dua ti makuna a dialekto ti Iloko: ti maawagan iti “Umamianan” wenno 

“nauneg nga Iloko,” pagsasao dagiti taga-Ilokos, ken ti “Umabagatan,” a 

kaaduan a pagsasao dagiti adda iti probinsia ti La Union ken Pangasinan. 

Agassideg ketdi dagitoy a dialecto. Bassit ti pagdumaanda, ti laeng 

panangibalikas iti letra nga e. (retrieved 3/9/15) 

There are two dialects of Ilocano: the one from the “North” or “deep Ilocano” – it 

is the language that is spoken by those from Ilocos, and the “South,” a different 

language that is in the provinces of La Union and Pangasinan.  These dialects are 

similar.  There is a little difference in the ways that the letter [e] is pronounced 

between the languages.  (Pagsasao nga Ilokano 2007). 

                                                           
29 See Rubino (1998) and (2000) for a full grammatical sketch of Ilocano.   
30  I am using the spelling “Ilocano” here after Rubino, but other sources use the spelling: Ilokano, Iloko, 

Iluko, among others – spellings often differ based in part on political or social interests of the user, 

following the trends set into motion during the Language Wars and the creation of “Filipino.” 
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Indeed, despite the spread of speakers throughout the world and in the 

Philippines, Ilocano remains a language deeply connected to the ancestral homeland for 

its speakers – indeed, the ancient name for Ilocano and its speakers, Samtoy has been 

hypothesized to derive from the Ilocano words sao (‘word’) + mi (pronoun for inclusive 

‘us’) + ditoy (proximal deictic ‘here’), such that Samtoy translates as ‘our language here’ 

and thus even the name for the language of Ilocano ti pagsasao ‘the language of here’ is 

saturated with the underlying concepts of place and origin31.     

The local work that has been done in Ilocos in the maintenance of the language 

has created a rich set of practices and publications that teeter unsurely on the precipice of 

relevance for Ilocano youth.  Facebook posts in Ilocano, teachers and parents who speak 

Ilocano at school and at home, radio stations in Ilocano (Bomba Radio), a local TV news 

program (TV Patrol, Ilocos) in the language and many publications, both official and 

unofficial, attest to the pervasiveness of Ilocano in daily life and the continuing relevance 

of the language.  Contrastingly, old-style Spanish-style zarzuela ‘operetta’ plays, daniw 

‘poems’, dung-aw ‘ritual funeral wailing’, folk songs and the like in Ilocano appear to be 

fading in daily circulation and popularity for many young people, replaced by music and 

                                                           
31 There too exists a semiotic connection with the land at the level of language and origin.  At a 

neighborhood wedding party about 7 months into fieldwork with the Mayor, a youngish pragmatist, 

revealed that he did not want to speak Ilocano with me because my Ilocano “felt strange” and that my 

origin did not clearly read in my language.  It was his belief that this was the function of Ilocano was to 

locate where one was from – and he insisted on speaking to me in English.  In a sense, to the Mayor, my 

learning Ilocano appeared to be a ruse, and Ilocano served the purpose of connecting speakers together in a 

quasi-familial network.  In this way, learning the language and customs of Ilocanos for purely academic 

ends was seen in instrumentalist terms and a waste of time.  The Mayor’s observations destabilized my 

understanding of the local functions of Ilocano – he had been the only person during my stay in Ilocos to 

provide an articulated critique of the use of Ilocano – as a means to an end.  For many, particularly those 

who had come to age in schools during the action, such ideas (sentiments) were common, but rarely 

articulated.  
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materials from Tagalog speaking areas, the West, or Korea32.  Bannawag Magazine (see 

Fig. 0.1), one of the foremost representations of Ilocano literary life, occupies a special 

status in the minds of many people in Ilocandia – it is bittersweet in that it is considered 

one of the highest forms of Ilocano writing, but many have reported that they cannot fully 

understand it as it is nauneg ‘deep’ and nagrigat ‘difficult’ – this Ilocano, nauneg 

agIlocano, is considered to be difficult to understand (and perhaps anachronistic) and 

many people claim that they lack the linguistic skill to understand  or speak Ilocano in the 

old ways.  

 

Figure 0.1: The Ilocano-language magazine, Bannawag. Bannawag has attempted within 

recent years to update itself by way of writing articles of interest to young people and 

even featuring local and national celebrities.  The image above shows Kathryn Bernardo, 

famous for her role as the princess in the wildly popular novella, Princess and I.   

 

                                                           
32 During fieldwork in 2012-2014, the wildly popular song, “Gagnam Style,” by Sy was translated into 

Ilocano and performed at parties.  I also encountered a number of young people in the process of learning 

Japanese through anime. 
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In light of the mythos and efforts in maintaining Ilocano as a local language by 

intellectuals, one finds reproductions of larger ideologies of the roles of language which 

variously repositions Ilocano as a distinct minority language and subordinate in position 

to other available codes.  Ethnographic observations over the course of my year and a 

half in the northernmost region of Ilocos provided ample evidence of the operation of 

these ideologies at the local level, despite robust local ideologies that valorized Ilocano 

through local and national efforts for the intellectualization of the language.  At the local 

level, one of the most salient examples of the hegemonic influence of Filipino and 

English as it came in contact with Ilocano presented itself during a dinner with students 

whom I had taken to the provincial capital, Vigan City after a college entrance exam at 

one of the local universities.  With four girls and two boys in tow, we had decided to 

celebrate their accomplishments by paying a visit to Mang Inasal a popular chicken place, 

on one of the biggest tourism streets in Vigan City, bedazzled with tea lights and with the 

occasional tourist from Australia snapping pictures of the Spanish-inspired architecture.  

Vigan City is the cultural capital of Ilocos Sur, and students all hailed from the tiny 

provincial barangay of Pias in Cabugao – experientially, this trip must have seemed quite 

cosmopolitan. 

Sitting with the students, I proposed a toast – to them, for making it through the 

hard studying and finally taking the test – and we clinked plastic cups full of Coke 

together over the table.  The students started taking selfies with their cellphones, texting 

friends and using the in-house wifi to soak up Facebook, and to send selfies.  The chicken 

arrived at the table and more pictures were taken, some with the chicken, some with the 

sauces and with each other.  James, known for his intellectual proclivities among the 
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group had run low on rice and wanted to call the roving rice waiter over to the table, 

beckoning him: 

Excerpt 0.1: Negotiating appropriate language use in Vigan City 
 

1  James:  Manong, umay ka!   

2  JonDee:  Ay, James, taga away!  

3  James:  Uh?  

4  JonDee: Ugh, manong… KUYA, you 

   mean. 33 

James:  Big brother, come here! 

JonDee:  Ugh, James, so country!  

James:  Huh? 

JonDee: Ugh, big brother (Ilocano), you 

   mean big brother (Tagalog). 

 

In this short exchange, JonDee immediately corrected James’ use of the Ilocano 

kin term: manong, instructing James that the Tagalog kuya was most appropriate to call 

the roving waiter, beckoning him to the table and leaving James wondering what had just 

happened, slightly mabain ‘ashamed’ at the mistake of appearing to be such a country 

bumpkin in this otherwise cosmopolitan setting.  Such a move on the part of JonDee 

provided insight into reasons for this metalinguistic commentary and acted as an 

incredibly concise example of hegemonic language ideologies that echoed the ideologies 

produced by mainstream thinking and speaking aligning directly with the lowly status of 

Ilocano and by contrast the higher status of Tagalog.  This event was particularly 

noteworthy for me because among the same students, I had observed Ilocano as the 

preferred code when we were back in Cabugao just an hour before.  Such an incident 

highlights the powerful role of context and scale that drove many of the interactions and 

language choices that I observed, that were often calculated on the fly by speakers as a 

balance between: 1) what sorts of identities they sought to communicate through 

                                                           
33 Throughout this dissertation the convention for languages: Ilocano Filipino English will be used 
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language, 2) the relationship they wished to forge with their interlocutors, and 3) partly 

pragmatic and instrumentalist calculations that anticipated language competencies in 

interlocutors due to fact of massive multilingualism in the country.  For many, taga away 

‘from the country’ was a direct reflector of anti-cosmopolitanism and indexed limited 

linguistic competency in English and Filipino as well as little interest in pursuing lives 

outside of the provinces.  Those taga away34 ‘from the country’ spoke naguneg 

agIlocano ‘deep Ilocano’ and balanced somewhere on the border of having a magic-like 

understanding of forefathers, but also were critically disconnected in key ways from 

modern life. 

For those in the away ‘country’ or deep provinces—such as the town we came 

from—Cabugao, Vigan, in the south and Laoag in the north were considered to be 

intellectual centers and the transition point from the provinces to Manila and beyond.  In 

an Ilocano studies book by Percy Espiritu (2004: 298) in a chapter entitled “Biag Idiay 

Away” ‘life in the country’, Espiritu describes the way that people gather for big town 

parties as a process of coming home after time spent elsewhere as a normative process of 

life in Ilocos: 

  

Adu met ti sangaili na umay makapiesta, 

manipud iti sabali a disso.  Sumagpet met 

dagiti annak nga agbasbasa iti kolehio 

idiay Laoag ken Vigan, ken dagiti 

manmano na aggapu idiay Manila. 

There are also many guests that come to 

party, hailing from different places.  Kids 

arrive that are studying at the colleges in 

Laoag and Vigan, and some of them are 

coming from Manila. 

 

Implicit in Espiritu’s description here is that for most in the provinces, the town 

creates a locus from which people spread off and away – to Vigan or Laoag, then to 

                                                           
34 Note: taga away is an Ilocano term. The word away is defined as ‘outskirts of town’ or ‘boondocks’.  
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Manila then, implicitly, abroad—constructing a fairly linear (imagined) path out of the 

provinces. Such narratives were repeated in classroom interactions as well as in daily 

conversations among teachers and students at Pias, with the entailment that competency 

in English and Filipino was the conduit through which movement was possible, and 

monolingual competency in Ilocano doomed speakers to a life locked in the provinces.  

JonDee’s prescriptivist stance in relation to James’ use of the deeply Ilocano term of 

address manong ‘big brother’ indexically attached the place of Vigan in the setting of a 

fancy, cosmopolitan restaurant, as they sat with a white American woman and which 

according to his ideology, demanded a linguistic response to the call of the context – that 

of Tagalog.  James’ response of bewilderment belied his otherwise sophisticated 

demeanor and sent him reeling momentarily; he then gathered himself and continued in 

the conversation without losing too much face, saying in a joking manner that JonDee 

was sometimes too maarte ‘stuck up’ and should get over himself.  Such an enactment 

falls neatly in line with Bourdieu’s (2003) concept of marketplace values, operating by 

way of “hegemonic practices, through symbolic domination, through convincing 

participants that the values and modes of operation of the marketplace are immutable and 

universal” (Heller 1995: 125).  Of course the on the ground realities of the action of 

linguistic ideologies are rarely as clear cut as the interaction between JonDee and James, 

nor do they so consistently reflect the sorts of hierarchicalized and normative – more 

often than not, they are complex, felicitous and contradictory.  Understanding these at the 

local level is the focus of this dissertation. 
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Approach 

The foregoing sections have given insight into the historical and ethnographic 

setting of the fieldwork conducted and the following sections will locate the articles 

contained herein in relation to the central question that this study hopes to answer: 

What ways have radical changes in national language policy impacted speakers 

of minority languages in the massively multilingual Philippines? 

To reiterate, this dissertation attempts to answer this complicated question by 

taking a three-pronged approach to studying language, and most specifically Ilocano, the 

third largest of minority languages in the archipelago that sits interstitially in the national 

and local imaginary – as on one hand, Ilocano is a thriving living language, having a 

robust literary tradition, a clearly defined ethnolinguistic homeland and a clear ethnic 

identity.  On the other hand, Ilocano is a clear minority language and so in this way is 

subject to the hegemonic pressures of top-down hierarchical organization.   

To understand and disentangle the foregoing context, this dissertation draws from 

and builds upon literature in three key areas that are of importance to anthropological 

theory.  The first of these is one of the most influential in the subfield of linguistic 

anthropology, language ideology.  Language ideology and the symbolic properties that 

are indexically associated with certain languages within a particular social milieu forms a 

foundational pillar in thinking through the ways and the reasons for attitudes and 

treatments of any linguistic code.  Blommaert discusses this succinctly by pointing out 

that a state-determined hierarchy of language may place English in a relatively valorized 

position where “English may be semiotized as being the emblem of international 
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mobility, success and prosperity.  Language choice in favor of English if often motivated 

by mobility, the desire to ‘get out of here’ and into a better, more prosperous 

environment, and such motives are particularly acute in the margins of the world system” 

(2007: 10).  The Philippines presents a particularly interesting case for the role of 

languages in everyday lives, as the political mechanisms have been so explicit in its 

building of discourses surrounding the codes of English, Filipino (Tagalog) and minority 

languages with language policies being implemented as part of creating desirable 

dispositions about citizenship and the the building of a better, more coherent nation.   

Ethnographic and psycholinguistic fieldwork was conducted between the periods 

of August 2012-January 2014 at Pias National High School in Ilocos Sur.  Pias National 

High School was one of the smallest of the public high schools in Cabugao and had the 

double advantage of being sandwiched between the sea and the National Highway.  In 

many respects, proximity to the National Highway was a lifeline for both the students and 

the school in that it allowed for the easy distribution of goods, services and visitors that 

might have been extremely difficult otherwise.   

 

Figure 0.2: Map of Pias National High School in relation to the National Highway 
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 Pias at the time of this study had a total of nine teachers, all women except for 

Mr. G, the physical education teacher and a total of 200 students.  All teachers were 

native Ilocanos and Ilocano was almost exclusively heard in the teacher’s lounge and 

between classes, both among students and teachers.  During classes, one could hear 

Ilocano, English, and Filipino spoken in various combinations throughout the day, 

depending on both predictable and felicitous conditions, including but not necessarily 

limited to: teacher preference/competency, classroom language assignment (some classes 

were expected to be exclusively in English or Filipino (Filipino: Araling Panlipunan 

(values), Filipino subject; English: math, science, home economics, English subject, etc.), 

perceived linguistic competency of the students by the teacher, topic, time of the day, 

mood of the teacher, among many other factors that shifted daily.  While the classes were 

typically conducted in the assigned language, every class carried a bass beat of Ilocano, 

which provided translations, clarifications, examples, value judgments, punishments and 

context for each one of the lessons, bracketing each one of the classroom sessions as 

uniquely Ilocano and specifically provincial. 

Video and audio recordings of classroom interactions were carried out for 

approximately six months of the fieldwork and certain classes and teachers were selected 

for intensive shadowing over the course of these observations, based in large part on their 

ability to control the noise levels in the classrooms, which allowed for strategic recording 

of linguistic and interactional data.  A typical fieldwork day at Pias was a mix of in-

classroom observations as well as time spent in the hub of Pias, the canteen, a gathering 

point for teachers and students throughout the day, the place where visitors were received 

and where students sought council, got water and snacks or rested.  The canteen was an 
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ideal location to observe language practices and to improve language skills and to make 

myself available and visible to students and teachers.  Locating myself in the canteen also 

allowed me to carry out psycholinguistic elicitations with teachers and students and to 

conduct formal and informal interviews between classes.  Psycholinguistic activities 

included narrative elicitation of “Frog, Where Are You?”, adposition elicitations, map 

drawing activities, Animals in a Row and Ball and Chair activities, modeled after some 

activities described in Bohnemeyer’s (2008) Mesospace Project.  Over 100 hours of 

audio and video data were collected over the course of fieldwork at Pias National High.  

While none of these recordings were excluded completely, many in-classroom recordings 

were not transcribable due to noise levels in the classrooms.  All psycholinguistic 

activities were conducted in isolated, realtively quiet setting, such as in the canteen 

between classes with high quality audio and video and these were transcribed using F4 

transcription software and imported into MaxQda for analysis. 

Qualitative data of select classroom interactions were transcribed in F4 and 

specific segments were coded and transcribed in detail based on whether they were 

shown to display certain properties of interest, such as codeswitching between Ilocano-

Filipino-English and sound quality.  In addition to my time in the canteen, I also spent 

time in the school’s courtyard during breaks to observe the ways that students interacted 

with one another and to record their language choices, as well as conduct informal 

interviews, compile wordlists, practice Ilocano and chat about life in America with 

curious students.  In addition to my time at Pias, I collected data on in-home uses of 

language with a family consisting of an elderly mother in her 90s, her daughter and son-

in-law (in their 60s), and their live-in nieces (ages 15 and 12).  In the neighborhood, I 
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attended town gatherings, picnics, church sermons and community activities such as 

beautification projects, parties, and funerals.  While important in understanding the 

cultural milieu in which Ilocanos in the provinces were ensconced, these recordings were 

not transcribed or included in the data presented in this dissertation.  In addition to these 

sources of information, I built relationships with many of the students at Pias High and 

we regularly exchanged text messages as they answered questions about linguistic 

practices among their peer group, some of which are represented in the first article on 

local understandings of the term ‘nosebleed’, a metapragmatic tool used by some 

speakers to mark disengagement from certain varieties of English.  I engaged students in 

text conversations about words and youth practices, and to elicit ideologies about certain 

phenomena and texting proved to be an excellent way to get around possible 

embarrassment students might have about their skills in English, and gave them the time 

to think out answers and write out text to articulate their thoughts.  Some of the students 

at Pias were recruited for a study group in preparation for the UPCAT, the entrance 

examination held yearly for entrance into UP Diliman, the foremost public university in 

the Philippines, which gave me additional insight into linguistic practices among young 

people in the provinces.  Additionally, comparative classroom observations were 

conducted at the local grammar school as well as two neighboring public high schools 

(one in Cabugao and one near Vigan) which was key in giving me an understanding of 

the special status of Pias as a distinctly Ilocano school. 

All of this links intimately to the complex and constantly shifting linguistic 

situation in the Philippines, which like other massively multilingual places such as 

Malaysia and Indonesia has been subject to massive overhauls in education policy over 
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the last 60 years35 with the last change occurring in 2012 to reintroduce the mother 

tongue as the language of instruction for school children up to grade 3.  However as 

Tupas (2004, 2009, 2011) has pointed out, language attitudes vary widely over the 

archipelago and are highly dependent on the sorts of social and material capitals that are 

invested or perceived to be invested in the various languages to which one has access, 

with most ethnolinguistic minority languages being seen as lower on the hierarchy of 

languages than the national or official languages, of which there is explicit awareness by 

children as soon as they begin schooling if not before.  The complexity of this situation is 

particularly apparent when speakers in the provinces attempt to find a place for 

themselves locally, in Manila or abroad, which requires various competencies in either 

the local language, in Filipino, in English or in some combination thereof.  In Manila, 

those with a provincial “twang” are at the worst seen to be provincial bumpkins and sit in 

stark contrast to the relatively well-off urban Metro Manila residents (not to be confused 

with the masses of out of town transplants living in the peripheries of the city). 

Description of Contents 

Article 1:  Nosebleed 

Article 1 discusses the phenomenon known as ‘nosebleed’ in the Philippines.  

I offer the idea that the invocation of the term ‘nosebleed’ can be understood as 

dialogically sanctioning some varieties of language (and their speakers) and rejecting 

others due largely to competing claims of linguistic legitimacy in the Philippine linguistic 

scene.  The refusal to engage in particular kinds of linguistic encounters (signaled by the 

                                                           
35 See Rappa and Wee (2006) for an in-depth analysis of the changes to educational policy in the 

Philiippines over the last 60 years. 
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proclamation of “nosebleed!”,  almost interjectively) signals a highly attuned sensitivity 

to language varieties, their speakers and their semiotic entailments – accepting or 

rejecting codes and varieties of languages.  ‘Nosebleed’ in a sense acts as a stop sign, 

both semiotically and materially that enforces rules imposed from the inside to sanction 

some kinds of English that is locally readable and dependent on semiotic stance 

negotiations whose motivations may not be readable to outsiders.  This a kind of “inside 

joke” that is available to speakers within the Philippines, that excludes foreign speakers 

and dialogically shapes the varieties of Englishes that are available, utilized, scrutinized, 

and nativized by speakers, giving shape and dimension to a very specific variety of 

Philippine English.  I suggest that in the joking invocation of the term ‘nosebleed’, we 

might also find culturally-relevant concepts of shame and face that are key to the 

repertoire of resolving conflict and tension in interaction: ‘nosebleed’ as a metapragmatic 

device serves many complex functions simultaneously – it is both performative and 

metalinguistic and it is at its core a semiotic stance negotiation.  The term ‘nosebleed’ is 

almost always funny and used within a joking frame and it is one of the contentions of 

my argument that its function rests squarely on balancing the culturally valued system of 

hiya or bain in Ilocano – ‘shame’.  In many ways, the term ‘nosebleed’ represents a both 

real and imaginary divide between those in the center versus those in the periphery, 

although this complex dialogical system with ebbs, flows, fissures and peaks and can 

never be seen as a static social situation and also provides a technique to subverting direct 

hits from hiya through real time negotiation of semiotic stance positioning in interaction. 
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Article 2: Ball and Chair Psycholinguistic Activity 

Article 2 discusses the results of the Ball and Chair psycholinguistic activity, and 

argues for evidence of referential promiscuity among multilingual speakers in Ilocos Sur. 

The Ball and Chair task is a simple game of matching that is intended to elicit 

specific spatial information on Frame of Reference (FoR) of a particular speech 

community. The activity described in this paper has adapted the original Ball and Chair 

task outlined in the Mesospace Project (Bohnemeyer 2008) packet devised by scholars 

used centrally to elicit spatial and discourse information about FoR in discourse in 

Mesoamerican languages.  The game includes four sets of cards, each consisting of 12 

pictures per set that are duplicated and given respectively to two participants (a total of 

96 cards).  Participants are seated facing in the same direction (in this case, absolute 

bagatan ‘south’, with the sea to the laod ‘west’, the mountains to the daya ‘east’, and 

amianan ‘north’ to their backs) and separated by a barrier so that instructions and 

descriptions can be heard, but any gestures, pointing to specific pictures through gesture, 

gaze, or other means, such as lip pursing, cannot be seen.  One participant in each of the 

five dyads was randomly selected to be the instructor, where they would describe a 

particular scene and the matcher would attempt to locate the matching card from their 

array, and ask specific questions on whether this card was a match. A trained native 

Ilocano speaking field assistant determined if the participants had a match or not and if 

there was a match, the dyad would return the cards to their original position in the array, 

with the director placing a Philippine peso piece on the matched card and moving on with 

the elicitation.  If incorrect, the pair was informed that it was not a match and were asked 

to repeat the attempt until a match was made.  This was repeated for each set, with the 
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instructor and the matcher switching roles in each subsequent game so that each 

participant was able to occupy the instructor and the matcher role twice throughout the 

game.  Each full game lasted an average of 30 minutes per game set. The PI, a native 

English speaker, did not give directions or speak English during the activity and the 

native Ilocano speaking field assistant instructed participants in Ilocano to use any 

language they felt comfortable speaking, including Ilocano, Filipino, English, Taglish, 

Ilocanish or “gay language”36. 

The Ball and Chair study aims to unite anthropological and cognitive perspectives 

in new ways using in-field data collected on spatial descriptions and innovations devised 

by speakers to refer to 2D object pictures on a tabletop space. Uses of the FoR of these 

speakers during this game reveal on-line choices in the domain of spatial logic that 

dialogically shape the strength and directionality of cognitive and linguistic 

transformation over time for speakers living in a place of massive social, cultural, and 

linguistic variation.  This chapter will explore the sorts of underlying spatial FoRs of this 

particular community of speakers, using data from the Ball and Chair activity and will 

also theorize about the dynamic ideological mechanisms that may be responsible for the 

sorts of linguistic resources that speakers utilize to determine their linguistic choices in 

the context of this isolated task, as well as reveal some possible trajectories for FoR 

preference, the underlying cognitive and linguistic preferences and possible explanations 

for the prevalence of referential promiscuity among this community of speakers.  

 

                                                           
36 “Gay language,” “swardspeak,” “badingspeak” is a variety of language spoken by persons constructing a 

gay or bakla identity, permeated by concepts of “biyuti” and “drama” in everyday linguistic performances 

of self (see Manalansan 2003 for an expert analysis of gay culture in the diasporic Philippines). 
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Article 3: The Phatic Role of the Mother Tongue in Classroom Interactions 

Article 3 explores the phatic dimensions of the use of the L1 (Ilocano) at Pias 

National High School by teachers to correct, chide and critique student behavior inside 

the classroom.  While the use of the L1 in classroom contexts carries with it apparent 

pragmatic functions that communicate the observations and desires of those in positions 

of authority, I investigate the primarily phatic role of the switch to L1 and demonstrate 

that the invocation of the mother tongue in highly multilingual contexts indexes shared 

epistemological origo/s and serves to build social cohesion even in (perhaps especially in) 

contexts of discipline.  If in fact phatic communion is an expression of “ties of union” as 

understood by Malinowski, then the very act of switching from Filipino (L2) or English 

(L3) in the classroom to Ilocano (L1) constitutes orders of belonging realized in situ to 

which participants orient in order to build relationships, reaffirm social cohesion and 

define local identities.  I use this specific ethnographic setting to theorize similar 

phenomena in other multilingual contexts in the Philippines and link these processes to 

debates of national and linguistic identity situated in the complex historical milieu of the 

Philippines. 

My approach to examining the role of Ilocano in classroom as being an instance 

of phatic communion has implications for another domain of linguistic and 

anthropological analysis: that of codeswitching and mixing in massively multilingual 

contexts.  Ilocano takes on significance in the communicative contexts of the classroom 

due to its dialogical appearance in relation to rules and expectations of the bilingual 

Filipino/English foundations of expected classroom languages.  The appearance of 

Ilocano in the classroom marks particular junctures of interaction as outside or 
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exceptional to the larger textual brackets of classroom interaction which valorizes 

English and Filipino as appropriate for the classroom, bracketing these moments as 

parenthetical and different, much like the function of whispering a message into a 

friend’s ear – a “sidelong glance.”  The fact that most speakers, including teachers and 

students characterize switches into Ilocano as purely the function of “translation” belies 

the complexity and functions of these interactions beyond the level of the metapragmatic 

assignment of code – when pressed, many speakers simply characterize the use of Ilocano 

in this way but analysis shows that Ilocano within the classroom serves many other 

functions, the least important of which is translational.   

Final Comments 

Together, this set of articles constitutes a broad overview of the social, linguistic, 

and cognitive implications of the ways that young people in Ilocandia negotiate the 

hierarchy of languages.  It is my goal to give insight into the many interwoven ways in 

which we can understand the impacts that exclusionary language policies have impacted 

minority language speakers as well as to contribute to studies of the linguistic situation in 

Southeast Asia, the role of English in locales under indirect influence from the 

metropoles and the ways that minority languages persist in light of hegemonic pressures. 
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Abstract 

In this paper I will describe and analyze instances of the term ‘nosebleed’, a 

metapragmatic linguistic device used by speakers in the Philippines to characterize the 

impact of mentally taxing encounters with certain types of English speech or language 

materials.  Speakers employ ‘nosebleed’ to index cognitive taxation as a result of 

participating in fast conversations with native or fluent speakers of non-Philippine 

English, processing non-Philippine English slang, solving complex problems or parsing 

technical jargon presented in English.  Despite the seemingly clear cut uses of the term in 

mainstream and media contexts, fieldwork conducted at in the ethnolinguistic minority 

region of Ilocos Sur from 2013-2014 indicates that the term may serve different and more 

elaborate functions among speakers due to its semiotic transportability and adaptability to 

new and varied contexts.  I demonstrate that the term ‘nosebleed’ is used among speakers 

in the provinces as a tool to demarcate orders of linguistic and performative legitimacy 

within the local context where varieties of language are seen to be acceptable and 

commensurate with the locally sanctioned orders of behavior and those that are not, 

drawing out through practice the terms of what it means to be a speaker of English in the 

Philippines.  I argue that the term ‘nosebleed’ functions as a semiotic stance interpretant 

within interactional contexts where the legitimacy of foreign (or other incommensurate) 

language practices that allow speakers explicitly comment on and to shape acceptable 

versus unacceptable linguistic performances within a joking frame by employing the 

powerful cultural concept of hiya ‘shame’.  This paper will outline key examples from 

fieldwork conducted in Ilocos Sur with young people, drawing from examples observed 

directly and those reported by students with an emphasis on the role that the term plays as 
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an open-ended signifier in this minority language region with the goal of understanding 

‘nosebleed’ as a metapragmatic device that is part of a constellation of language-

awareness and language-sanctioning tools that speakers use to demarcate the boundaries 

of what it means to be a speaker (of not only English) in the Philippines.  In this way, the 

metapragmatic function of this term serves to shape varieties of language in the 

massively multilingual context of the Philippines.  
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Introduction 

In 1898, the Philippine archipelago became a protectorate of the Unites States, 

which promptly entered into role of social reorganization, establishing an American-style 

educational system and English-language curricula for all students.  Indeed, after the 

expulsion of the Spanish, the ruling internal oligarchies and American forces were so 

“immensely confident in Anglo-Saxon world hegemony and the place of English as the 

language of capitalism and modernity, the colonial regime effortlessly extruded Spanish 

and so expanded the English-language school system that by the 1940s the Philippines 

had the highest literacy rate in Southeast Asia” (Anderson 1998: 210-211).  It was the 

proliferation of education-for-all during the American period that set the pace for the role 

of education, and most particularly language in creating sentiments of nation and orders 

of citizenship in ways that would not have been possible without the longstanding 

structures of power infiltrated by the mestizo elite, the radical heterogeneity 

geographically, demographically and linguistically of the island array and the concept 

that national independence rested in linguistic unification.    

The American acquisition of the Philippine archipelago marked the beginning of 

rapid linguistic, social and political transformations that have been at the center of life in 

the Philippines for the last century, punctuated by massive swings in national language 

policy, the structuration of the educational system, politics and involvement in the global 

economy (Constantino 1966; Anderson 1998; Gonzalez 1998).  The rapid expansion of 

“education-for-all” during the American Period (1898-1946) set the foundation for the 

role of education in daily life and language. The education system emphasized sentiments 

of belonging, nationhood and political participation that were in many ways driven by 
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and centered on the mestizo elite, despite the immense linguistic and social diversity 

found in the archipelago (Anderson 1998).  Legacies of ideologies about language, race, 

status and belonging that developed during the American period shape the ways that 

speakers in the contemporary Philippines locate languages and people around the 

archipelago, described by Anderson (1977) as nothing short of “historical vertigo.”  

Indeed, scholars such as Blommaert and Vershueren (1998) and Irvine and Gal 

(2000) have written extensively on the interconnection of language ideologies with 

projects of the nation, predicated in large part on processes of linguistic difference that 

have given rise to language hierarchies by way of semiotic signification. Relatedly, ideas 

of appropriate and inappropriate language have actuated linguistic experts, methods of 

testing, demographic categories and other factors that are involved in the construction 

and internal validation of specific national-linguistic imaginings (Heller 1995).   

In the Philippines, language ideologies frame questions of the legitimacy, 

intellectual potential, and appropriateness of particular languages for particular tasks 

(such as English for government and science and Filipino for communicating national 

values); these language ideologies are reliant on philosophical assumptions about how 

language may influence certain kinds of cognitive dispositions. Such ideologies are 

reproduced by rules for teaching and testing language competencies, by the contents of 

school books and post-facto analyses of demographic trends which track relative success 

rates of speakers in the workforce and arenas of governance, which are then used to prove 

the benefit of some languages over others. The micro- and macro- processes woven into 

the dynamic circulation of linguistic (and other) resources in the ideological construction 

of the national-linguistic imaginary.  
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 In the analysis that follows, I aim to shed light on the ways that these dizzying 

and rapid linguistic, cognitive and cultural processes have played out, as speakers in an 

isolated ethnolinguistic minority region negotiate the implications of the explicit and 

implicit roles that the codes available to them have for them in a constantly shifting 

social, political and linguistic environment. Such ideologies have found their way into the 

daily practices of speakers in the Philippines. 

The site of my fieldwork was Pias National High School in the province of Ilocos 

Sur. This at the time was one of the smallest of the public high schools in the area, but 

had the double advantage of being sandwiched between the sea and the National 

Highway.  In many respects, proximity to the National Highway was a lifeline for both 

the students and the school in that it allowed for the easier distribution of goods, services 

and visitors that might have been extremely difficult otherwise.  Pias had a total of nine 

teachers, all women except for Mr. G, the physical education teacher, and 200 students.  

All teachers were native Ilocanos and Ilocano was almost exclusively heard in the 

teacher’s lounge and between classes, both among students and teachers.  During classes, 

one could hear Ilocano, English and the national language, Filipino, spoken in various 

combinations, depending on both predictable and felicitous conditions, including but not 

necessarily limited to: teacher preference/strength, classroom language assignment (some 

classes were expected to be exclusively in English or Filipino (Araling Panlipunan 

(values), Filipino language – Filipino, math, science, home etc., English, physical 

education – English), perceived linguistic competency of the students by the teacher, 

topic, time of the day, mood of the teacher, among many other factors that shifted 

daily.  While the classes were typically conducted in the assigned language, every class 
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carried a base of Ilocano, which provided translations, clarifications, examples, value 

judgments, punishments and context for each one of the lessons that bracketed each one 

of the classroom sessions as uniquely Ilocano and specifically provincial.   

Despite the fact that most people in Ilocos are farmers, the region also has a 

number of universities, municipal and religious centers,  hospitals and commercial areas 

that employ thousands.  In addition to this, thousands of Ilocanos work overseas and send 

money back to their families in the provinces, which might be used for household 

improvement, land purchase or sending children to school and university.  Money of 

course is not the only shared commodity, but clothes, technology, cultural material and 

language is also shared, and children with close relatives overseas with which they have 

frequent contact often share stories about what life is like in places as varied as Canada, 

Dubai, Singapore, America and Egypt to name just a few.  Many younger Ilocanos 

frequent local computer shops which they use to access Facebook and YouTube, 

download music and movies and to cram as many mp3s and pictures of their favorite 

artists onto their cellphones as possible.  The sharing and consumption of music is a great 

pastime of many students with which I worked and provided a background soundtrack to 

many of their lives, with a single cellphone often sitting somewhere among a crowd of 

students blasting Katy Perry or One Direction at maximum volume, with all the students 

breaking into collective singing at their favorite junctures in the song.  In many ways, the 

consumption of digital media proved to be critical as a safe way to practice and use 

English as the most popular of songs were in English and less frequently, Tagalog.  

Ilocano songs were often seen strictly as old-school and were not considered as cutting 

edge, cool or consumable by the students with which I worked.  Even my shy niece at the 
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home of my host family would belt out songs in English as she carried out her daily 

chores of sweeping, cooking, laundry and homework, but would bashfully fade into 

another room if invited into a conversation in English.  In this way, music and singing 

provided a socially acceptable forum in which young people could earnestly practice their 

skills in another language and feel a sense of accomplishment, often clearly altering their 

accents to match that of the artist they were emulating. 

With the introduction and promulgation of satellite television, widely popular use 

of mobile technologies and the internet at local internet cafes, speakers in even the 

remotest parts of the Philippines now have relatively unfettered access to English 

language materials, coupled with the fact that English remains the mandatory language of 

instruction throughout all levels of schooling past Grade 3 (Tupas 2003, 2004, 2009).  

Despite the widespread and expanding use and availability of English and English 

language materials throughout the Philippine archipelago, including increasing access to 

written, spoken and musical materials in the remote provinces, speaking, reading and 

writing competencies vary widely between age groups, socioeconomic levels and place of 

origin.  In fact, as pointed out by Gonzalez (1998), situations often differ significantly 

outside of the metropoles such as Manila where cosmopolitanism, access to goods and 

services and the port of exit to the rest of the world is located, standing in stark contrast 

to the lives of people in the provinces, where physical and social mobility are 

precipitously less robust. 

Indeed, although increasing access to English over areas of the Philippines has 

proven extremely useful for the local economy, with the Philippines now one of the 
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biggest target countries for English-language labor, such as in the BPO37 industry (call 

centers, technological help centers), increasing competencies in this code are not evenly 

distributed across all levels of the population.  Access to the internet, mobile 

technologies, English language TV and even speaker input at schools can significantly 

impact the degree of apprehension of English – in this way, the divide between the urban 

and rural locales are startlingly apparent.  One noticeable difference is in access to 

English-language music ,which is expertly obtained and distributed in peer networks, 

blasted through tiny speakers on cellphones and loaded into wildly popular videoke38 

machines that speakers in urban and rural areas gather around all night to belt out their 

favorite songs among friends, drinks and barbeque.  In a sense, this divide in competency 

between groups of speakers highlights a tension that is manifest in the postcolonial 

condition and is deeply connected to concepts of modernity, of connection to the outside 

world in a global economy, that finds the English-speaking Philippine call center worker, 

nurse or engineer, whether in the Philippines or abroad, useful and necessary but 

routinely undervalued, argued to be a recapitulation of a new colonial order. 

However, such processes are never as clean or linear as they appear.  This paper 

will argue that global formulation of the Philippine speaker as being an English speaker 

has given rise to a deep-seated set of ambivalences about the role of the Philippines as 

being a nation whose foremost exportable commodity is English-language labor.  The 

term ‘nosebleed’ is just one of many tools that everyday speakers use to negotiate the 

terms of their linguistic participation in this marketplace and the widespread use of the 

                                                           
37 Business Process Outsourcing industry.  Eg: call centers. 
38 Videoke is typically characterized as karaoke with videos – popular in Asia and featuring international 

artists, from the US to Korea. 
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term highlights the unequal access to language training throughout the archipelago.  Most 

specifically, despite America’s original conception of creating an idealized system of 

“education-for-all” structural and institutional systems have conspired to concertize a 

palpable divide between the opportunities available to those in the provinces versus those 

in the urban centers, those with financial resources and those without, those with family 

connections and those without, ad infinitum.  Public knowledge about this divide, 

embodied in the unequal distribution of linguistic resources has opened up possibilities 

for speakers to renegotiate the terms of their linguistic through the development of 

culturally-readable metapragmatic tools of stance-marking that often present themselves 

in comedic frames, allowing speakers to skirt the interstices of their interstitial place in 

the global linguistic marketplace.  This is particularly true of speakers whose grasp on so-

called “standard” varieties of English is incomplete or not saleable to foreigners.  Put 

another way, these speakers may not be able to “pass” for an Australian or American in a 

call-center context, based on accent, word choice or fluency. 

Understanding Nosebleed: The Outside 

I will begin here with a brief outline of the ways that the term ‘nosebleed’ is often 

understood from the outside: that is to say by foreigners.  Such a move is instructive in 

that it highlights the highly locally-relevant stance-positioning framework that Filipinos 

use that is simply not parsable by outsiders. 

One of the most salient of these is the invocation of the term ‘nosebleed’, that is 

often noted immediately by travelers to the Philippines when they attempt to engage in an 

interaction in rapid-fire American English with an average person on the street, 

particularly in cases of encounters with working-class persons whether asking for 
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directions, locations or prices.  For many outsiders, having their interlocutor invoke 

‘nosebleed’ in interaction, usually accompanied by bringing the forefinger up to the nose, 

is perplexing, particularly in light of the fact that “common knowledge” of linguistic 

competency in English by most Filipinos is rated “high” (this lies in contrast to many 

other countries in the SE Asian circuit including Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, 

Indonesia, etc.) where English competency in average speakers is typically quite limited.  

Consider, for example the following blog posts by an Americans blogger who, in writing 

of their travels in the Philippines, states:  

Filipinos use the expression “nosebleed” when a foreigner comes up to them and 

asks a question in English.  They are so caught off guard and/or intimidated that 

it's like having a nosebleed suddenly.  I still don't quite understand this one, but it 

is SUCH a common joke here (Allen 2013).  [emphasis mine] 

This author implicitly taps into the concept that the term ‘nosebleed’ is something 

that is used by Filipinos not only in contexts of English, are also specifically related to 

foreign English, which invokes feelings of “intimidation” and are resolved by joking.  

Such reactions are pervasive in virtually all strata of Philippine society, save for persons 

hailing from upper social classes, where the invocation of the term ‘nosebleed’ in 

contexts of English is indicative of laziness or childishness as in the following assessment 

by another foreign blogger currently living in the Philippines:  

Filipinos have this tendency to slip back into Tagalog when they don’t have to 

speak English. Some will speak English around a foreigner just to show they’re 

smart or educated or whatever the reason is. Again, it’s rather childish but that’s 

how they act in those situations. […] “Nosebleed” as if having to speak English is 

hurting their brain or something and it causes a nosebleed. This is also a joke but 

sometimes I wonder (Expat Gary 2012). [emphasis mine] 
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Both of these blog posts make 3 key claims that are important to understanding 

nosebleed from the outside: 1) that ‘nosebleed’ is invoked in contexts of not 

understanding foreign English, 2) that it is a joke, and 3) that they (as writers) don’t 

understand what could possibly be going on.  Expat Gary takes the additional step to 

produce an assessment of the reasons why Filipinos use this term, which is presented 

implicitly in the analysis as the manifestation and childishness and laziness, echoing 

sentiments consonant with colonial regime and attendant social hierarchies. 

Understanding Nosebleed: The Inside 

Examining the underlying operation of the term ‘nosebleed’ as a metapragmatic 

semiotic stance negotiation creates many objects, one of which is the creation of kinds of 

English that are acceptable.  Furthermore, these negotiations do not occur in a vacuum, 

but are critically linked to local and national discourses on the value of English in the 

Philippine scene.  In the following sections, I will demonstrate the ways that he 

invocation of the term ‘nosebleed’ by everyday speakers in both urban and rural areas in 

the contemporary Philippines are anything but unsophisticated and unreflective, but in 

fact embody, in a single utterance, the ambivalences, tensions and negotiations made 

every day by speakers in an increasingly globalizing Philippines where competency in 

English is the single most saleable and exportable commodity in the country.  Blogger 

and native Filipina, Sugar, taps into the heart of the Philippine conception of nosebleed 

when she defines nosebleed in the following way: 
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So what the heck is a nosebleed? I’ll start by saying here in the Philippines, 

nosebleed is not a medical condition per se. The word is a slang for having 

difficulty understanding English whenever Filipinos encounter somebody that 

speaks the language fluently either during conversations or discussions and 

meetings. The term usually will come up amongst Filipinos when they encounter 

something difficult like an exam, an interview, when trying to solve complex 

problem, or when there is a report using technical hi falutin words. Usual suspects 

would be those that works in the BPO industry39, Medical or Law profession  

(Sugar 2011). [emphasis mine] 

 

Sugar’s definition differs quite significantly from those provided by the foreigners 

above and keys into a central organizing set of concepts that expand the possible domains 

in which ‘nosebleed’ can be effectively used, whether in interactions with foreigners or in 

contexts of dense or “hi-falutin’” linguistic structure.  It is important to note here that 

activities worthy of the ‘nosebleed’ designation are in fact those related to industry and 

global economic enterprise, the production of knowledge and participation in economic 

activities. While there are some instances of this on message boards, typically of ridicule 

for those who experience nosebleed, where: “the term ‘nosebleed’ is used by those who 

are too lazy to try to understand English,” a pattern emerges of a particular kind of person 

that typically is seen to employ the term, which implicitly are those that do not have 

access to so-called standard varieties of English such as those varieties available to the 

(imagined) upper crust bourgeoisie of Philippine society, with access to native English 

teachers, goods and services and university educations at the top universities in Manila. 

In fact, it appeared that the term ‘nosebleed’ is used by young people all throughout the 

Philippines, who for social and structural purposes are seen as not having access to 

standard varieties of English. One of the facts remains however that ‘nosebleed’ is not 

simply something that lazy kids in the provinces use to wiggle out of complex 

                                                           
39 The Business Process Outsourcing industry, or BPO, is common in the Philippines and is categorized as 

back office outsourcing (such as call centers) for large international corporations, such as Coca Cola. 
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interactions in English, but it is critically a socially-readable semiotic stance position that 

has political implications and itself critiques from within the special status of so-called 

“standard” varieties of English that give or bar access to certain institutions and positions 

within the social milieu.   

The origin of the term the term ‘nosebleed’ has many possible sources. Many 

colleagues in the field have indicated that it came from a movie back in the late 1990s 

with Rufa Mae Quinto called Pasukob40 in which problems with language processing 

caused severe headaches and pre-nosebleed like symptoms (Allan 2007).  Part of the 

appeal of the term ‘nosebleed’ is that it highlights tensions in interaction and often inverts 

expectations of a particular linguistic encounter.  In the realm of culturally-enregistered 

jokes and joking, Arvin W.H. Dauz (2007) in an article entitled “Nosebleed! Untangling 

the String of Inday Jokes in Computer Mediated Communication,” Mang Inday, a 

country bumpkin from the provinces is a fictional figure with savant-like control over 

English, invoking the term ‘nosebleed’ in those among her, which generally entail Inday 

delivering complex and often poetic descriptions of otherwise mundane events. A typical 

Inday joke might go something like the following in Tagalog on Boy Banat’s (2011) 

blog: 

 

 

 

                                                           
40 Scholars at the UGAT Conference in Davao City 2013 provided a number of other movies and options 

that are theorized to have originated this term. Its true origin is yet to be determined and is the source of 

continued debate. 
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Narrator:  Nakaraan ang dalawang araw, umuwi ang amo, nakitang me 

bukol si junior. 

Two days ago, we came home to find that junior had a lump on his 

head. 

Amo:   Bakit me bukol si junior? 

Why does junior have a lump on his head? 

Inday:  Compromising safety with useless aesthetics, the not-so-well 

engineered architectural design of our kitchen lavatory affected the 

boy's cranium with a slight boil at the left temple near the auditory 

organ. 

Amo:  (nosebleed) T_T41  (cited in Boy Banat 2011) [emphasis mine] 

 

The joke here, like all Inday jokes, lies in the sense of absurdity and incoherency 

and contradictory extremes in origin, linguistic competency and using such a 

“highfalutin” (Dauz 2007) form of English to explain an otherwise mundane series of 

events.  This tension and discontinuity form the foundation for Inday jokes, which 

typically end with interlocutors ‘nosebleeding’ or simply being stunned into silence by 

the performance.  An interesting point to note is that part of the hilarity is also based on 

the tension between Inday and Amo (translated as ‘lady’ and ‘boss’).  In this way, Inday 

represents the worker-that-is-smarter-than-the-boss scenario, a source of constant glee 

among working class Filipinos. 

Regardless of the original arrival of the concept of the term ‘nosebleed’ in the 

Philippine scene, the concept that it is related somehow to a language processing issue 

has become increasingly indexical of constructed difference of local identities and based 

on my observations in the field, it is now being used to describe encounters with ways of 

being in the world that are consummately incompatible with the way that one views 

                                                           
41 Excerpted from a list of Inday jokes at http://www.boybanat.com/2011/12/pinoy-inday-jokes-and-banat-

ni-inday.html on 3/5/15 .  Note that the formulation: T_T is an emoticon face, indicating dismay or 

displeasure. 
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oneself and one’s position in the world.  This subtle transformation of the term creates a 

highly productive, open-ended semiotic tool that can be used to describe situations in 

which are deemed incompatible to the imagined wiring of the body and brain such that 

brain hemorrhage is a special example of an explicit way that speakers shift stance in the 

course of an interaction and create in situ a situation where something is incompatible 

with the constitution of the body and mind creates an evidential situation of physical 

proof of the onslaught.  

A Typology of Nosebleed 

The following sections will theorize a typology of the term ‘nosebleed’ as it is 

used in interaction.  The central argument here is that ‘nosebleed’, as it is used in 

interaction is a metapragmatic device that accomplishes the dual indexical function of 

sanctioning types of language and kinds of persons through the operation of semiotic-

stance positioning.  In this system, the meaning of objects and the directions of the 

stance-negotiation is in part shaped by cultural concepts of shame in relation to local and 

national ambivalences about the value of standard English in the Philippine linguistic 

scene.  Examples will be outlined in the following sections. 

1. Nosebleed as a semiotic stance negotiation 

Perhaps the ideal way to understand the term the term ‘nosebleed’ is its operation 

as a semiotic moment.  Kockelman (2005) articulates the semiotic moment as a moment 

of stance relations, where the relationship between the sign, object, and interpretant fall 

into place through practice. This framework is particularly useful in contextualizing this 

phenomenon and observing its impact over time and space, which allows for the object of 

the term ‘nosebleed’ to be more critically defined.  On the surface, people would say that 
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something is worthy of ‘nosebleed’ if it is “difficult English,” but this does not suffice as 

an explanatory device because not everyone calls the term ‘nosebleed’ when they 

encounter difficult English, nor is it only difficult English environments in which the 

term the term ‘nosebleed’ is employed.  In this way, I offer that the term ‘nosebleed’ is 

fundamentally metapragmatic in that its employment indicates that “this English is a kind 

that I am not willing to participate in,” and by extension, “this is an interaction whose 

frame I am not comfortable with.”  In this way, the interlocutor is able to tactfully dip out 

of interactions of certain kinds which, through metapragmatic action serves to sanction 

acceptable versus unacceptable varieties of English.  In Kockelman’s model, we can 

understand the concept of “role” as a relationship “whose object is a status, whose sign is 

an enactment of that status (often itself an action), and whose key interpretant is another’s 

attitude towards that status (there this attitude is often itself a status).”  This particular 

framework is exceptionally useful because it demonstrates that the term is strategically 

used in a way in conversation to indicate something that is going on below the level of 

observation, that is to say, cognitively and emotionally within the mind of the person 

encountering the offending thing.  Kockelman (2005) writes the action (as it that of roles, 

we can also think of them as ‘statuses’ where “the purpose of an action is often 

understood as causing dynamic object) state of mind, yet is only known by that action (as 

its immediate object) ‘nosebleeding’, yet it is only known by the role (as its immediate 

object) English.  This tendency to treat immediate objects is related to fetishism more 

generally” (247).   In this way, the immediate objects or the objects that are known by the 

signs that stand for them become dynamic objects (the underlying cause of the signs).  So 

in this way, there is a three-part system at work, and an embedded object base that is read 
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through the term ‘nosebleed’ – on the surface, the object is nosebleed, the cause is 

English and the thing to which it refers is a state of mind/cognitive disposition that 

operates below the level of awareness on the part of the speaker, but is not exempt from 

the larger discursive strokes created by large-scale discursive ideologies.  The following 

diagram represents one possible way to understand the ways that the term ‘nosebleed’ is 

used as a semiotic stance device, described where the object is the ‘correspondence-

preserving projection’, in other words, the object of the sign the locus is where all 

interpretants relate in an indexical chain with many simultaneous implications: 

 

 

Figure A.1: Semiotic stance diagram of the term ‘nosebleed’. Adapted from Kockelman’s 

(2005) model.   

 

The role of stance positioning in relation to register and language variety has been 

something that has been addressed by many scholars within the fields of linguistic 

anthropology, most notably the function of alignment in relation to “characterological 

figures” or “social personae” that are brought about over the course of speech.   Agha 

code switch/silence 

produce, laughter/invoke joking 

frame (affective interpretant) 

assert, I will not 

participate in this 

exclaim, 

“Nosebleed!”         

and/or gesture 

undesirable/ 

incompatible 

language variety 
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(2003) writes that the circulation of messages are in fact at the core of defining the 

cultural process that gives shape to the “metadiscursive semiotic event” (243) within a 

particular place and time, complete with its own roles of participants and genre 

characteristics as well as the characterological features that are linked through practice 

with a particular variety of speech.  While Agha is particularly concerned with the 

expansion of register by way of role alignment, one can easily see that the relation that 

the interlocutor has to a particular variety can also cause a contraction of sorts with the 

relative rejection or misalignment with a particular variety of speech by interlocutors over 

the course of many different kinds of communicative moments.  The concept and impact 

of the term ‘nosebleed’ in this was understood not only with respect to the metadiscursive 

factors and straightforward indexical factors outlined here, but also to the underlying 

semiotic mechanics of creating a judgment about a particular kind of speech within a 

social-political economic marketplace. 

An example shows the role of stance and alignment in the invocation of the term 

the term ‘nosebleed’ and also the semiotically open-ended nature of the term as it is used 

by speakers for different ends, even within a single interactional event.  Here, Freddie is 

reporting on an interaction with a friend, Marco, who identifies as bakla42 and often 

wears glossy lipstick at school.  Marco and Freddie have been friends since childhood 

and are more like siblings than friends – here the term ‘nosebleed’ is used by Marco and 

Freddie for different ends (reported via a text message):  

 

 

                                                           
42 See Martin Manalansan’s “Global Divas” for an expert analysis of bakla culture. 
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Excerpt A.1: Nosebleeding and gay language 

(ARGUING WITH Marco about his lipstick)” I noticed Marco’s make up and his 

lipstick, as he sit I said “Marco, ikkatem man ta lipstick mo, naglaad! (marco, can 

you please remove your lipstick, its ugly”. And he started muttering and started 

arguing with me he said in English “you don’t care Freddie, I have the rights to 

wear my lipstick and make up…….” He also uttered like a gay language im also 

nosebleeding that time. I answered him in English and he covered nose and say 

“Uston a Freddie manosebleed nakun (enough freddie im nosebleeding). Then 

he laugh and changE the topic. IT actually happened a million times… (Freddie 

2013, personal communication). 

 

Here, it is clear that there are a combination of functions operating 

simultaneously.  Freddie writes that he “was nosebleeding” upon encountering Marco’s 

gay speech.  This is a critically important observation on the part of Freddie in that it 

highlights the open-ended nature of the term and can very clearly index not only 

disalignment, but also mark the interlocutor as “not the kind of person that would 

understand such language.”  Such an observation is consonant with the ways that some 

Filipinos use the term the term ‘nosebleed’ upon encountering foreign or non-Philippine 

uses of English as a way of marking differences in varieties of English, with 

American/Australian/British English being qualitatively different than Philippine-English 

or Taglish, which variously use Austronesian sentence structure and Philippine-language 

phonetic structure or lexical borrowing/mixing to construct utterances. 

Such processes highlight the degree of metalinguistic policing that goes on and 

the metapragmatic role that the term the term ‘nosebleed’ used in interaction highlights.  

At its core, the term ‘nosebleed’ is evaluative in nature and is often deployed by speakers 

when they encounter speakers who they think are being snooty by using English in 

interaction.  In a text conversation with a student, I asked what were some of the 
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examples of the term ‘nosebleed’ that he had encountered at school or with friends and he 

responded in the following way (text formatting remains the same): 

Excerpt A.2: Nosebleeding and nerdy language 

they also often respond on my GMs (group messages) most specially when it is in 

English like “WOW, NOSEBLEED” or “ NOSEBLEed” or “ Nanosebleed nak 

kayejay yot” [Fuck, you make me nosebleed again] or “makapanosebleed ka 

met” I just want to share this, honestly I don’t know whats the reason why. 

Sometimes for example marco or whoever talk in English unexpectedly my 

classmates often say “ WOW, NOSEbLeed” like that even if sometimes those are 

only simple (Jay 2013, personal communication). 

 

This student’s reputation at the school was one of scholastic achievement and it 

was undeniable that he had excellent command over English both spoken and written 

forms.  Yet, in Group Message fora with his classmates, as indicated here, there were 

strict evaluative schemes where some English varieties were sanctioned and others were 

rejected.  In this way, the use of the label the term ‘nosebleed’ is an evaluative discourse 

of what is and what not acceptable code among peers looks like.  Indeed, Fairclough 

writes that evaluative discourses are constituted by “setting them against shifting 

understandings of what material possibilities there are in the practical domain (for 

example the economy), which are, in turn, instantiated within new discourses.  In such 

practical contexts, discourses are evaluated not in terms of some impossible ‘absolute 

truth’, but in terms of ‘epistemic gain’ – whether they yield knowledges which allow 

people to improve the way in which they manage their lives” (2013: 74).  In this way, 

fellow students attempted to sanction linguistic behavior through the use of the 

metalinguistic evaluative tool of ‘nosebleed’. 
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2. Nosebleed as an index of linguistic incommensurability 

A key element of the term ‘nosebleed’ from the semiotic perspective is that it is at 

the site of the body and represents in so many ways the realization of the mind-brain 

connection and the body as both a cultural and natural entity, linking it intimately 

concepts of the mind-body relation.  In many ways, ‘nosebleed’ or ‘nosebleeding’ 

represents a conflict situation of what is normal and natural for a body, and what is 

completely alien or other for a body, foreign and incongruous.  The natural code of the 

mother tongue comes easily and is congruent with the requirements of the body, but the 

alien code of English with particular entailments creates a rejection, arrest and in a sense, 

harm.  Such processes indicate a set of indicators that are commensurable and those that 

are not, and ‘nosebleeding’ represents an incompatibility at the semiotic level with 

outlines of the code’s typologies brought to the fore.  This typology not only indexes the 

sorts of explicit linguistic structures in play, but also blurs the boundaries between 

cognition and affect to create a multivariate system of embedded and embedding semiotic 

practices that shapes language variety over time and space, one episode of ‘nosebleeding’ 

at a time.  In this way, the specter of bodily implication in language processing 

metonymically creates a system of signs and gestures that might be used by speakers and 

hearers alike, where a finger might be automatically brought to the nostrils, hands might 

cover the entire nose, hankies might be fished out of pockets or bridges of noses pinched 

in anticipation of the indexical sign of blood streaming out of the nose from an apparent 

brain hemorrhage.  While blood never truly appears, this process of linguistic 

commensurability autochthonously structures typologies of language, registers and sets 

the rules of what kinds of language are categorizable as indicative of “true (linguistic) 
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selves” as speakers engage in linguistic practices in a forever shifting linguistic 

marketplace.  One might attempt to disentangle this process from the process of effort, 

with the explanation that cognitive effort itself is what causes the nosebleed.  One of the 

newer manifestations of this is the fact that the term ‘nosebleed’ can be used to describe 

not only mentally taxing encounters in English, but also with gay speech, unfamiliar 

varieties of code-mixing or switching, in contexts of conceptual complexity, and even 

foreigner’s encounters with Philippine-type languages. In this way, the term ‘nosebleed’ 

helps set a normative center on what language varieties are acceptable, and which are not.  

The term ‘nosebleed’ in this way operates as a metalinguistic tool that speakers use every 

day to make judgments about particular varieties of English, but language in general can 

be seen to be either consummate with the inner-workings of their imagined linguistic 

interior, or incompatible. This shapes, from the bottom-up, the contours of the language 

varieties over time and space.   

Of course, this account is primarily derived from the idealized version of the 

linguistic situation in the Philippines and in many key ways, the situation on the ground is 

far more complex and far more revealing of the sorts of cultural logics that are at play 

and embodied in the term ‘nosebleed’.  Such moves are also found in the media and one 

particularly salient example of this comes from the wildly popular Ryzza Mae Show, 

starring a precocious 8-year old girl who conducts interviews with guests, stars in skits 

and tours around Manila for the show.  A particular set of shows, posted on Youtube with 

titles such as “Ryzza Mae Na Nosebleed sa LOOK up winner” and “The Ryzza Mae 

Show Nosebleed English” feature Ryzza Mae engaging with speakers of English, 

including Anglos from Australia to Filipino-Americans who have monolingual 
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competency in English.  In these clips, we find that young Ryzza Mae engages with these 

speakers herself in English, often simply listing words in English or asking standard 

questions in the language (Jackfruit! Durian! You are wearing a black shirt.  Where is 

your girlfriend? Do you think I am beautiful?), but will often display moments of pause 

as she cogitates on the meaning of a particularly dense interaction and switch into 

Filipino for clarification from interlocutors.  In a particularly salient example of this, 

Ryzza Mae and her guest, a man from Australia are on stage and Peter’s girlfriend is 

invited on stage who is a Filipina living and working in Australia.  Shortly before filming 

this in 2013, a number of floods had passed through Manila, including where the 

girlfriend indicates she is from, Marikina.  Ryzza Mae asks about the girlfriend’s house 

after the recent floods: 

Excerpt A.3: Ryzza Mae and Peter 

Ryzza:  Marikina? Ano po ‘yon? 

Marikina?  How is it there? 

Girlfriend:  Okay lang.  Medio elevated naman yung, ano, bahay. 

It’s okay.  Our house is sort of elevated. 

Ryzza:  Peter, have you seen the baha? 

Peter have you seen the [flood]?  

Audience: *LAUGHTER and APPLAUSE* 

 

While Ryzza Mae’s question to Peter asking if he has seen the flood is not 

inherently funny, her switch into Filipino while addressing him highlights the limits of 

her vocabulary and indexes a possible momentary lapse of ‘nosebleed’, as the title of the 

video suggests.  While Ryzza Mae continues to receive questions from producers to ask 

Peter, the arrival of the Filipino-speaking girlfriend on the stage allows for a distributed 

interactional space and positions Ryzza Mae, as a child and speaker of Filipino in a 
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humorous space of partial competency in English, highlighting her interstitiality as a 

speaker of English and the fundamentally incommensurable place that standard varieties 

of English 

3. Shame as an organizing force 

The term ‘nosebleed’ is almost always funny and used within a joking frame and 

it is one of the contentions of my argument that its function rests squarely on balancing 

the culturally valued system of hiya or bain in Ilocano – ‘shame’.  In the Philippine 

context, hiya is one of the centermost organizing principles of interpersonal interaction 

where it is defined as “a painful emotion arising from a relationship to an authority figure 

or with society, inhibiting self-assertion in a situation perceived to be dangerous to one’s 

ego” (Bulatao 2008: 438).  In many ways, the term ‘nosebleed’ represents a both real and 

imaginary divide between those in the center versus those in the periphery, although this 

is a complex dialogical system with ebbs, flows, fissures and peaks and can never be seen 

as a static social situation. It also provides a technique to subvert direct hits from hiya 

through real time negotiation of semiotic stance positioning in interaction 

More critically, the  invocation of the term ‘nosebleed’ might best be understood 

as dialogically sanctioning some varieties of language (and their speakers) and rejecting 

others due largely to competing claims of legitimacy in the Philippine linguistic scene.  

The refusal to engage in particular kinds of linguistic encounters (signaled by the 

proclamation of “nosebleed!” almost interjectively) signals a highly attuned sensitivity to 

language varieties, their speakers and their semiotic entailments – accepts or rejects 

codes, varieties.  The term ‘nosebleed’, in a sense, acts as a sign of disengagement that 

allows the user to give up the onus of the communicative burden of interaction at the 
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semiotic and material levels – enforcing rules imposed from the inside to sanction some 

kinds of English that are locally readable and dependent on semiotic stance negotiations 

whose rules and motivations may not be readable to outsiders.  This creates a system of a 

kind of “inside joke” that is available to speakers within the Philippines, that excludes 

foreign speakers and dialogically shapes the varieties of Englishes that are available, 

utilized, scrutinized and nativized by speakers, giving shape and dimension to a very 

specific variety of Philippine English.  I suggest that in the joking invocation of the term 

‘nosebleed’, we might also find culturally-relevant concepts of shame and face that are 

central to the repertoire of resolving conflict and tension in interaction.  In this way, the 

metapragmatic function of the term ‘nosebleed’ thus serves many complex functions 

simultaneously – it is both performative and metalinguistic and it is at its core a semiotic 

stance negotiation.   

A similar phenomenon could be observed in classroom settings in the provinces 

where students might be encouraged to speak off the cuff in English, but these 

opportunities were rarely taken in fear of failure.  Most students felt relatively at ease 

(which is not to say that they were comfortable in the absolute sense) when asked to read 

something from a book or an article in class – although students were more willing to 

gain the notice of the teacher by way of reading, other students in the class were always 

on the alert in immediately correcting errors through a highly Ilocanized system of 

mockery and playing with hiya/bain ‘shame’. While conducting classroom observations 

in the first week of fieldwork, I vividly recall one shy girl being called upon to read and 

as she did the class fell silent, eventually she came upon the word jewels which she 

pronounced as [hɛwəlz], resulting in the boys sitting in the back row bouncing in 
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delighted laughter at her error, pointing and hooting her mispronounced word back at her 

in a reenactment of an archetypal high school terror scene.  The teacher waited in the 

front for the boys to settle, a slightly amused smile cracking on her lips and I watched the 

girl as she slumped tiny in her seat, humiliated and dejected.  The use of shame and 

humiliation couched in a joking frame was central to the social experience of life at Pias. 

Such processes and practices at this provincial high school were in various ways 

microcosmic representations of the sorts of negotiations of the linguistic competency that 

was expected, but often not attained by students.  Many of the students seemed to 

naturally organize into those that could take humiliative hits and those that could not, 

with students identifying as bakla43, either academic superstars or who had other sources 

of social capital such as well-off families or good looks that created a buffer between 

them and their performances.  In many ways, language proved to be the central medium 

through which the degree of humiliation was mitigated and this mitigation created a 

complex array of on the ground negotiations among students, who had few tools at their 

disposal.  One of the most powerful of these tools was the invocation of the term 

‘nosebleed’, which proved to be an extremely powerful and efficacious tool in dismissing 

the proposed framework of the interaction and changing it immediately to something 

more familiar to the interlocutor.  The term ‘nosebleed’ as an open semiotic medium 

creates the possibility for the interlocutor to take on the role of the definer of the 

interaction and in this way subtly shifts the origo of power from the speaker to the 

interlocutor by changing the focus of the conversation and as stated previously of 

                                                           
43 A term that is used variously to describe biologically male persons with puso ang babae ‘the heart of a 

woman’.  Might also be used to describe gay or effeminate males see J. Neil Garcia (2009) and Manalansan 

(2003) for analyses of this complex term. 
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dodging the direct assaults on the limits of hiya.  The following section will analyze the 

concept of the term ‘nosebleed’ from a semiotic and pragmatic perspective and provide 

some key theoretical and contextual data that demonstrates that this term is both uniquely 

Filipino and that has been selectively appropriated by school kids in Ilocos to locally 

bracket linguistic hierarchies in the provincial linguistic milieu. 

The dynamics of the invocation of the term ‘nosebleed’ in the provinces differ at 

times from those that are found in urban areas such as in Manila as not only are there 

fewer chances for students to practice and perfect their English (and Filipino), but local 

systems of valuation constantly enter into social logics and orders in interaction.  One 

function of the term ‘nosebleed’ is that it is normatively used to indicate instances of not 

understanding English utterances but may serve other functions as well, in particular 

acting as an evaluative discourse in itself.  In a sticky-hot rowdy fourth-year physics class 

during fieldwork in 2013 an older student , Aimee, whom students looked up to but who 

also had a bit of a reputation as a jokester in class, often making cracks in class about just 

not getting it and feigning ignorance.  In one case, after a particularly dense (and one 

might argue boring) lecture in English by Mam Labanos, Aimee’s hand shot up and she 

asked the following (which students found to be delightfully hilarious): 

Excerpt A.4: Nosebleeding in class 

 

[Mam] i-explain mo man iti Ilokano ket manonosebleed44 kami met ditoy likoden! 

[Mam], can you also explain in Ilokano because we are nosebleeding here at the 

back! 

 

                                                           
44 There are a number of points that are noteworthy here, in addition to the fact that the term ‘nosebleed’ 

has been verbalized in this context with the verbal prefix ma-, in conjunction with the fact of reduplication, 

indicating that this word has been thoroughly Ilocanized.  This fascinating process and other examples will 

be discussed in a subsequent section.  While not in the preview of this paper, nearly all uses ‘nosebleed’ are 

as verbs, the topic of another analysis. 
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At the level of discourse, Aimee’s choice to use Ilocano to relate to Mam Labanos 

in this instance serves as a break in the interaction and signals a frame change: one from 

seriousness to joviality with indexical ties to provinciano lifestyles and epistemological 

orientations.  Most specifically, this comment invokes circulating stereotypes of 

(Ilocanos) from the provinces may either 1) have less ability to understand this particular 

kind of technical English or 2) less desire to engage with this kind of English due to the 

limited use of the language in daily life, which is largely agricultural.  This stereotype is 

simply that: a stereotype as most of the students likely understood the bulk of Mam 

Labanos’ lecture – however, Aimee’s use here is instructive in that her technique of 

invoking the term ‘nosebleed’ rests squarely playing with the limits of hiya.  Here, Aimee 

simultaneously self-deprecates, indexing a lack of understanding at the level of linguistic 

processing but also importantly, comments on her resignation as a privinciana, she who 

may remain in the provinces due to unclear competency in the valued language of 

English.  As a semiotic-stance device, such a move also implicitly indicates that Aimee 

was perhaps not totally entertained by the lecture, setting up a system of stance 

negotiations that she, the teacher and the rest of the students were able to read through the 

invocation of the term.   

Other instances of the term ‘nosebleed’ were observed by me directly when 

working with students on various tasks, which typically would take place in a 

combination of English and Ilocano as well as Taglish.  Sitting at one of the tables in the 

canteen, I invited a third year student to join me to chat a bit about classes during snack 

time.  I was not aware that this student was not Ilocano and as I switched back and forth 

between Ilocano and English as I did with most students, I could sense that the student 
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was becoming increasingly confused – I asked if she understood and she responded by 

bringing her index finger up to her nose and politely responding: “No Mam, sorry.  

Nosebleed.”  It was at that moment that I realized that this student had only recently 

moved to Ilocos and was most competent in Tagalog and Taglish – my Ilocano and 

English were foreign to her at two levels: that she was not objectively competent in these 

codes and that my production of these codes as a foreign person exacerbated the degrees 

of remove from her possibilities of comfort. It is important to note that this student’s 

response to me as a white foreign person was a metasemiotic act, but did not carry the 

same comedic impetus as Aimee’s utterance above. Rather, the point of the student 

invoking the term ‘nosebleed’ in this context was one of respect, signaling her desire to 

politely dip out of the interaction without offending me, while simultaneously enacting a 

self-deprecating personae so that egos remain intact. 

Conclusions 

One of the central components to piecing together the significance of the concept 

of the term ‘nosebleed’ in the Philippines is to understand that it is in itself semiotically 

empty and it is only through circulation and stance positioning of speakers and 

interlocutors over the course of practice that it has taken on this meaning. As Hill writes, 

this situation might be seen as a kind of “translinguistic battlefield” where two (or in this 

case, more) ways of speaking battle for dominance (1985: 392). One of the constants in 

this tension is the constantly changing role of English from not only a functional 

perspective but also a syntactic one in the country. Many scholars of World Englishes 

have defined Philippine English as a variety in itself, with particular syntactic and 

semantic implications that are uniquely Philippine (Bautista 2000). This indicates that 
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English it not, nor has ever been stable in the Philippines as a code of prestige, despite the 

top-down characterizations of the code as being “better” or “desirable” for certain tasks 

(Tupas 2004). The linguistic scene on the ground with real speakers reveals a far more 

complex set of practices, complicated by the myriad ways that a linguistic moment is 

manifested though the semiotic stance positioning embodied in the term ‘nosebleed’. 

Many other authors, such as Kachru (1997), Sharma (2005), Tupas (2004) and others 

have identified the specialness of Other Englishes and promote their legitimacy in earnest 

as public intellectuals.  Martin argues that even though people might be aware of a 

particular Philippine Variety of English, this does not necessarily indicate that they would 

accept this variety (Martin 2014).  The point is that the role of English, whether it is 

standard, Philippine, in the form of code-mixing in the Philippines is highly variable and 

not driven by a single ideological structure – in fact, its radical heterogeneity is in large 

part reflected in the radical heterogeneity of the ethnolinguistic landscape of the 

Philippines itself and the relative constancy as a multilingual country. 

The changing role of the term ‘nosebleed’ for evaluations of English can also be 

found in other contexts, such as my own experience as a language learner of Ilocos Sur.  

When learning that I myself was wanting to speak in Ilocano rather than English or 

Filipino, teachers and students would ask if I was “nosebleeding yet” and in-classroom 

observations indicated that particularly dense information in any language would be 

grounds for nosebleeding.  Other examples of this can be found on blogs, such as in the 

blog post entitled “When Koreans Try to Speak Tagalog #NOSEBLEED” (Ilagan 2014) 

featuring videos of Koreans attempting to speak Tagalog from cue cards, resulting in 

light hearted embarrassment and raucous laughter from speakers and onlookers behind 
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the camera.  Such examples highlight the fact that the term ‘nosebleed’ as a term might in 

more recent instantiations index moments of any category of a break in understanding, 

and can go from any language to Tagalog, from Tagalog to English, etc.  One comment 

posted on the board posted by ‘Jo C Ako’ writes: “I would rather hear white people 

speaking our language rather than Asians, coz it is nosebleed to hear...” using the term in 

a way that is semantically parallel to “hard” or “difficult” or perhaps even “incongruous.”  

In this way, the use of the term becomes a catch-all for characterological assessments, 

assessments of linguistic difficulty, incongruities , stance and alignment in relation to 

speakers, audiences, imagined audiences and codes, orders of appropriateness as speakers 

negotiate the tensions inherent in choosing and using language in massively multilingual 

environments. 
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APPENDIX B: REFERENTIAL PROMISCUITY IN THE ILOCANO SPATIAL 

FRAME OF REFERENCE: WHERE IDEOLOGY, COGNITION AND LANGUAGE 

COLLIDE 
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Abstract 

In this article, I will discuss investigation and results of the Ball and Chair game, 

one of a series of psycholinguistic elicitation activities carried out in the province of 

Ilocos Sur, Philippines in the winter of 2013 with a group of multilingual Ilocano-

Filipino-English speaking high school students. Ilocano, a Western Austronesian 

language whose ancestral origin is in the northernmost Philippine island of Luzon, is 

spoken by over nine million people and is the third most spoken minority language in the 

archipelago (Rubino 2000).  Most accounts of Austronesian (Philippine-type) languages 

classify these languages as predominately allocentric (absolute, intrinsic) with some 

possibilities for egocentric (relative) classificatory systems (Frame of Reference (FoR)); 

the results of Ball and Chair data strongly suggest that FoR preferences and patterns used 

among speakers people in the provinces display a high degree of referential promiscuity 

(Bohnemeyer 2011), with liberal mixing of various FoRs within and between 

speakers. Such a system is made more complex in light of the fact that code-mixing and 

code-switching between Ilocano, Filipino and English is a robust practice among 

speakers, which has led to the emergence of pseudo-frames (such as using English right- 

and left- but with intrinsic/object-centered encoding) and the emergence of referentially 

promiscuous semantically open deictic terms (eg: ditoy ‘here’).  
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Introduction 

The goal of the Ball and Chair game is to elicit frames of reference (FoRs) in 

discourse to gain an understanding of underlying linguistic and cognitive logics 

employed by speakers.  FoRs are typically seen to be reflective of a cognitive system 

shaped by language that allows for the partitioning of space along three axes: relative, 

intrinsic and absolute types (Levinson 1996, 2003)45.  Preferences in FoRs have been 

shown to vary significantly cross-linguistically, with some languages demonstrating 

preferences for one, some or all of the available frames of reference and with clear 

preferences for one type of frame in giving directions, pointing and way-finding (see 

Brown and Levinson 1993; Levinson 2003; Levinson et al 2002; Levinson and Wilkins 

2006; Majid et al. 2004; Pederson et al. 1998 and Wassmann and Dasen 1998).  

Responses or FoR preference may differ significantly even among languages of the same 

family:  Majid et al. (2004) found that in three Mayan languages, speakers may prefer 

different frames (meaning that the frame of reference uses cross-cut simple genetic 

linguistic classifications): whereas Mopan speakers use the intrinsic frame, Tzeltal 

speakers use both the absolute and intrinsic frames and Yucatec speakers use all three 

(Pavlenko 2014).   

One of the most influential counter arguments against the linking of language-

type to default spatial frame of reference was produced by Li and Gleitman (2002), which 

argued that American speakers displayed different FoR preference patterns dependent on 

                                                           
45 The relative frame of reference is derived from projections in relation or related to the human body.  The 

intrinsic frame is classified as object-centered. The absolute frame of reference is based on fixed bearings, 

such as cardinal directions or landmarks. These can be further divided into allocentric (absolute, intrinsic) 

and egocentric (relative), which is a determination of origin of the spatial description.   
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whether the experiment was conducted indoors or outdoors, which indicated that 

linguistic coding has no impact on non-linguistic (spatial thinking).  Levinson et al’s 

(2002) response to this argues that Li and Gleitman misinterpreted their results and a 

fundamental problem with the study is that they conflated allocentric frames of reference, 

combining ‘absolute’ and ‘intrinsic’ frames.  Many of the communities of speakers 

studied in these groundbreaking original studies were monolingual or had little contact 

with other languages, a context very different from speakers in Ilocos Sur where 

multilingualism is standard. 

Among bilingual communities, scholars have discussed cases of convergence and 

in-between uses of spatial frames, demonstrating the influence that a first language (L1) 

may have on constructions in a second language (L2). For instance, Levinson (2003) 

found that “thinking-for-speaking” among Guugu Yimithirr-English bilinguals gave rise 

to a hybridized system of referential frames, reflected in the local English variety, 

“Hopevale English” which retained the Guugu Yimithirr preference for absolute frames 

in gestural (Haviland 1993), verbal and non-verbal presentations in English among older 

speakers.  The opposite phenomenon involves shift of the L1 to reflect patterns present in 

L2.  A case of this type was investigated by Wassman and Dasen (1998) among Balinese 

speakers, where the L1 preference for absolute terms was replaced by relative frames of 

reference found in English (L2).  Other studies have highlighted the process of 

simplification on the part of younger speakers of Hopevale Guugu Yimithirr (Haviland 

1993, 1998; Levinson 1997, 2003) where English is dominant and there is a 

simplification of grammar and a weakening of absolute preferences found among older 

speakers. 
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Ilocano has been described as a verb-framed language in the semantic typological 

sense (Slobin 2006) with a large number of ideophones, such as the oft-cited widawid (to 

swing one’s arms while walking).  Rubino’s analyses of other ideophones in Ilocano 

highlights this class of words by pointing out that they, unlike African-type ideophones, 

take on verbalizing affixes (Rubino), indicating they are fully realizable as derivable 

roots.  Such a characteristics mark Ilocano as special from a typological perspective and 

allows for comparative analyses at the level of motion events, particularly in light of the 

fact that the language itself, like other Austronesian languages (Tagalog and Cebuano) 

are verb-framed with low manner salience (Slobin 2006; Huang and Tanangkingsing 

2005). 

The results of the Ball and Chair Game discussed in the present article suggest 

that the young speakers in Ilocos Sur are undergoing linguistic transformations similar to 

those outlined above, but with a key difference: preferences and frames used among them 

should be understood as the result of referential promiscuity, critically shaped by 

histories of contact and colonization over the course of Philippine history, including 

the typological influence of two outside languages: English and 

Tagalog/Pilipino/Filipino46.  Referential promiscuity here is defined as “a style 

characterized by the unrestricted availability of all major types of FoRs and the absence 

of a default perspective” (Bohnemeyer 2011).  This is consonant with Bohnemeyer’s 

prediction that some languages might display unrestricted availability of FoR under three 

conditions: 1) populations where all speakers use all three FoRs, 2) populations where 

                                                           
46 The national language of the Philippines, Filipino is derived from Tagalog.  The development and 

labeling of the language as Filipino is a highly contested one (see Nolasco 2007; Constantino 2000).  For 

the purposes of this analysis, the term “Filipino” will be used to describe the national language variety. 
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some speakers use all three FoRs, and 3) populations where all three FoRs are used, but 

not by the same speakers.  According to the results of this study, the Ilocano speakers that 

participated in this study fall into the first category, which according to previous studies 

has not yet been documented, but was predicted in Bohnemeyer’s typology.  Since the 

speakers in this study are multilingual, it is possible that the tendency for speakers to use 

all three FoRs to be a result of language contact with the typologically distinct language 

of English.  In short, this suggests that preferences for FoRs among speakers is a product 

of both the social and the cognitive.  Importantly, this chapter will briefly outline some 

examples of extra-linguistic factors, such as linguistic ideologies, performative 

calculations and residential patterns that may be at play in this dynamic speech 

community in an increasingly globalized provincial Philippines that may contribute to 

discussions of language contact and change in places with explicit political, economic 

and ideological pressure shaping language use.    

Present Study47 

The present study is primarily motivated by linguistic anthropological and 

cognitive questions aimed at understanding the cognitive, linguistic and social impacts of 

English as a medium of instruction on speakers of Ilocano.  Using ethnographic methods 

as well as an array of psycholinguistic activities48, analyses from the field demonstrate 

that young speakers in the small seaside municipality of Cabugao, Ilocos Sur, despite 

                                                           
47 The names of all participants have been changed in accordance with IRB procedure at the University of 

Arizona and under Wenner-Gren policy. 
48 This task was developed out of the Man and Tree task originally designed by Danziger and Pederson out 

of the MPI in 2002 (note: citation is Levinson et al. 1992, but the task itself is credited to Danziger and 

Pederson).  The Ball and Chair task was developed by researchers in the MesoSpace Project, and allows for 

participants to use frames of reference (absolute, intrinsic, relative) more freely by disambiguating the 

figure-ground relationship, allowing for a cleaner, more consistent elicitation and the detection of leaks 

(Bohnemeyer 2008: 30). 
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sharing an L1 of Ilocano, demonstrate high levels of referential promiscuity in the spatial 

domain within and among speakers. This variation in frames of reference used by 

speakers indicates a high level of linguistic variation. This suggests, according to 

Bohnemeyer (2011), that extrapolating cognitive frames of reference, determining 

thinking for speaking patterns or positing typological patterns in the realm of spatial 

frame of reference is difficult, as there is no “default” referential foundation among 

speakers.  Because difficulty in determining directionality and preferential patterns 

among speakers, this study hopes to highlight the need to include linguistic 

anthropological, ethnographically-based analyses to locate the multiple processes at work 

in the complex lives of speakers to determine linguistic and non-linguistic sources of 

frame of reference preferences and other patterns found in the language/s used by 

speakers in Ilocos. 

Ilocos Sur is regional home to over 650,000 local residents, constituting the third 

largest ethnolinguistic minority region in the Philippines.  Ilocano has the highest 

concentration of speakers in Ilocos Sur and Ilocos Norte, with usage as a lingua franca in 

linguistic contact zones in mountainous regions to the east and in Pangasinan to the south 

(Rubino 2000).  
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Figure B.1: Map of the Philippine archipelago with Ilocano-speaking areas highlighted.  

The arrow indicates the site of fieldwork, Cabugao, Ilocos Sur.  Map borrowed from 

File:Ilokano language map.png – Wikimedia Commons.  Map created by Pansitkanton. 

 

Ilocano has spread with its speakers both in the Philippines and throughout the 

world, with Ilocanos spearheading the Philippine diaspora throughout the world at the 

turn of the 20th century out of the Port of Salomague in Ilocos Sur in what became known 

as the Ilocano Diaspora.  The first Ilocanos found their way by boat to Hawaii, now home 

to one of the largest populations of Ilocanos in the world outside of Ilocos’ Region I.  

Ilocanos can contemporarily be found all over the world, from the US and Canada to 

Australia, Europe and in more recent times, the Middle East.  Despite the spread of 

speakers throughout the world, Ilocano remains a language deeply connected to the 

ancestral homeland – the ancient name for Ilocano and her speakers, Samtoy has been 

hypothesized to derive from the Ilocano words sao (‘word’) + mi (pronoun for inclusive 

‘us’) + ditoy (deictic proximal ‘here’), such that Samtoy translates as ‘our language here’ 
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and thus even the name for the language of Ilocano ti pagsasao ‘the language of here’ is 

saturated with the underlying concept of placeness and origin.   

All speakers participating in the activity were native Ilocano speakers aged 14-17, 

and had spent their entire lives in the municipality of Cabugao in the province of Ilocos 

Sur, an area flanking the west side of the northernmost island of the Philippine 

archipelago, Luzon.  The municipality of Cabugao is sandwiched between the China Sea 

to the west, the Cordillera mountains to the east, and the Cabugao River which bisects the 

town.  Cabugao, like many provinces in the Philippines, is an agrarian economy, where 

rice, corn, tobacco and freshwater fish such as tilapia, bangus ‘milkfish’ and malaga 

‘spinefoot’ and some livestock such as pigs are raised by residents in the interior and fish, 

seaweed and sea trade support populations along the sea.   With a population of over 

35,000, Cabugao’s residents primarily live in or near the municipal center in one of 33 

barangays49, along the shore or inland either in or near a small mountain range that locks 

the area between the mountains and ocean.  The students at Pias National High School, 

located in a seaside barangay, hail from many different barangays around Cabugao. Most 

were from the shore, but some students reporting commutes of up to 40 minutes by 

tricycle from hilly areas inland.   

Pias National High School was one of the smallest of the public high schools in 

Cabugao with approximately 200 students and had the double advantage of having access 

to the sea to the west and the National Highway to the east.  Pias had a total of 9 teachers, 

all women except for the physical education teacher.  All teachers were native Ilocanos 

and Ilocano was almost exclusively heard in the teacher’s lounge and between classes, 

                                                           
49 Barangay is the smallest administrative division in the Philippines. In contemporary usage, it generally 

refers to something akin to district or neighborhood. 
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both among students and teachers.  During classes, one could hear Ilocano, English and 

Filipino.  While the classes were typically conducted in the assigned language50, every 

class carried a foundational note of Ilocano, which provided translations, clarifications, 

examples, value judgments, punishments and context for each one of the lessons that 

bracketed each one of the classroom sessions as uniquely Ilocano and specifically 

provincial. When asked about the justification for using Ilocano so much inside the 

classrooms, teachers maintained that without this, the students simply would not 

understand the lessons.  The following map shows the location of Pias NHS as near the 

sea and along the National Highway – Cabugao is equidistant from Vigan City to the 

south and Laoag City to the north, the municipal and cultural capitals of Ilocos Sur and 

Norte respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
50 Some classes were required to be taught in English (math, science, English language, home economics) 

while others were required to be taught in Filipino (Araling Panlipunan (values), social studies) 
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Figure B.2: Map of Pias National High School, located along the National Highway.  

Map not to scale.  

 

 In this way, despite the relatively low status of Ilocano and other minority 

languages in the national imaginary, Ilocanos in the provinces continue to speak the 

language and use it as their central medium of communication in the family, among peers 

and at school.  These patterns of usage reveal a complex and multifaceted negotiation of 

messages and ideological stance positionings that locally reinterpret national discourses 

about language.  The role of Ilocano, English and Filipino in the provinces is surely one 

undergoing transformation and is currently caught up in processes of negotiation.  In 

2012, the Department of Education released the first Ilocano-language curriculum 

materials intended for students up to grade 3.  This release reflected a hope for 

reinvestment in the mother tongue language and literacy program, with the idea that 

teaching children up to grade three in their first language “can enrich classroom discourse 
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and critical thinking, and recent research demonstrates that development of one’s first 

language correlates with literacy skills in second languages even into adulthood” 

(Resolution 2014).  However, despite the efforts to reinvest in the mother tongue by 

scholars and intellectuals from the municipios and metropoles, during fieldwork, I 

observed that the attitudes and positions of the people, particularly parents, reflected a 

greater ambivalence toward these efforts.  Many maintain that the efforts made by those 

on high are crippling the future possibilities for their children and that the goal should be 

to get out of the provinces rather than develop them, an ideological position that 

continues to shape language preferences and judgments inside of the schools.  This 

ambivalence may impact code choice in relation to projecting a particularly local or 

particularly cosmopolitan identity, which may be particularly relevant if examining 

pseudo-frames in contexts of code-mixing/switching.  

Indeed, the various uses of the FoR preferences discussed below during this game 

reveal on-line choices in the domain of spatial logic that dialogically shape the strength 

and directionality of cognitive and linguistic transformation over time of speakers living 

in a place of increasing social, cultural and linguistic variation. This is particularly salient 

as Austronesian languages such as Ilocano differ significantly in typological 

characteristics from English, not only in the realm of word order (VSO (Ilocano) vs. SVO 

(English)), but also in the linguistic descriptions of the behavior of objects in space such 

as manner-of-motion events (verb-framed vs. satellite-framed: Talmy 1975, 1985, 2000, 

see also Huang and Tanankingsing 2005 for discussion), features of verbal morphology 

(Rubino 2000) and the idiosyncratic Philippine-type voice system (Wouk and Ross 

2002).  In this way, this analysis will both describe the sorts of underlying spatial FoRs of 
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this particular community of speakers, but will also theorize dynamic ideological 

mechanisms that may be responsible for linguistic choices in both the context of this 

isolated task as well as reveal some possible trajectories for FoR preference and 

underlying cognitive and linguistic preferences as a result of increasing contact with 

English and Filipino. 

Method 

The Ball and Chair task is a simple game of matching that is intended to elicit 

specific spatial information on Frame of Reference (FoR) of a particular speech 

community.  The activity described in this paper is an adaptation of the original Ball and 

Chair task designed for the Mesospace Project (Bohnemeyer 2008), in a packet devised 

by scholars used to elicit spatial and discourse information about FoR in discourse in 

Mesoamerican languages.  The game includes four sets of cards, each consisting of 12 

pictures per set, with a picture of a ball and a chair in diverse configurations. These are 

duplicated and given to two participants (a total of 96 cards).  The Ball and Chair game is 

an adaptation of the older version of the game, Man and Tree51 (Danziger and Pederson 

1992), modified to include a ball and chair in order to avoid biases of inherent front and 

back categorizations present in the original game which were found to skew generally 

preferred Frame of Reference or FoR52 uses in some communities.   

This study includes five dyads of native Ilocano speakers aged 14 to 17.  All 

games took place indoors in the same room with the same set of stimulus cards.  The 

                                                           
51 Danziger and Pederson 1992. 
52 Frame of Reference or FoR refers to three conditions of the description of a spatial scene, which includes 

relative (as it relates to the speaker: my left or right), intrinsic or ad hoc (as it relates to a permanent or 

moveable object: for example an object’s front or back) and absolute (as it relates to cardinal directions: 

north, south) frames.  This is based in Levinson’s (1996) typology.  
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study was conducted over the course of three weeks during the course of a larger 

ethnographic fieldwork study at Pias National High School in Cabugao, Ilocos Sur.  

Participants are seated facing in the same direction (in this case, bagatan ‘south’ with the 

sea to the laod ‘west’, the mountains to the daya ‘east’, and amianan ‘north’ to their 

backs).  The two participants are separated by a barrier so that instructions and 

descriptions can be heard, but any gestures, pointing to specific pictures through gesture, 

gaze or other means such as lip pursing, common among speakers in the Philippines, are 

inaccessible from one participant to the other.  Speakers in this study were recorded using 

a dual band H4N Zoom Recorder set centrally on an independent table to capture 

language, as well as a video recorder to capture additional audio as well as gesture, gaze, 

and other metalinguistic accompaniments over the course of the game.   

                

Figure B.3: Local space and set-up of game in this space.  Cardinal compass directions 

with Ilocano terms pictured.  Adapted from Bohnemeyer’s (2008) Mesospace Project.  
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First, one participant in each of the five dyads was randomly selected to be the 

instructor or director, a role in which they would describe a particular scene on a card. 

The participant in the role of matcher would attempt to locate the matching card from 

their array after being given verbal instructions by the director.  Matchers were able to 

ask specific questions in order to determine whether a card was a match and a trained 

native Ilocano speaking field assistant determined if the participants had a match.  If there 

was a match, participants would return the cards to their original position in the array, 

and the director would placing a Philippine peso piece on the matched card and moving 

on with the elicitation.  Cards were randomly set out in front of players and matches 

could not be made by matching cards spatially in the array (ex: third card on the top).  If 

incorrect, the pair was informed that it was not a match and were asked to repeat the 

attempt until a match was made.  This was repeated for each of the four game sets, with 

the instructor and the matcher switching roles in each subsequent game so that each 

participant was able to act as instructor and the matcher role twice throughout the game.  

Each full game lasted an average of 30 minutes.  The PI, a native English speaker, did not 

give directions or speak English during the activity and the native Ilocano speaking field 

assistant instructed participants in Ilocano to use any language they felt comfortable 

speaking, including Ilocano, Filipino, English, Taglish, Ilocanish or “gay language,”53 all 

mutually unintelligible languages or language varieties used in everyday speech by 

participants.  This is mentioned here as other instances of referential promiscuity among 

populations have been a product of gender (Wassman and Dasen 1998) and between 

those living in urban vs. rural areas (Mishra et al 2003; Pederson et al 1998).  It is 

                                                           
53 “Gay language,” “swardspeak,” “badingspeak” is a variety of language spoken by persons constructing a 

gay or bakla identity, permeated by concepts of “biyuti” and “drama” in everyday linguistic performances 

of self (see Manalansan 2003 for an analysis of gay culture in the diasporic Philippines). 
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possible here that orientation of speakers as 1) bakla or 2) from inland neighborhoods 

may also impact the fact of referential promiscuity within the speech community.  While 

it is not in the purview of this exploration, such an analysis may be useful in future 

analyses. 

In Games 1 and 3, participant A is director; in Games 2 and 4, participant B is 

director.  The first game/set is primarily a training set, consisting of pictures where the 

configuration of the chair, the relationship between the chair and the ball, and in some 

cases the location of the ball in relation to the chair can all be described using either 

relative or absolute FoRs. The second and third set is composed of pairs of items that can 

be differentiated using relative and absolute terms.  The third set requires intrinsic 

descriptions for disambiguation.  The fourth set consists of pictures that are relative or 

absolute, but not intrinsic.  

Table B.1: Description of the card sets with best FoR for the game/s 

Game # Best Described With… 

1 Relative or Absolute 

2 Relative or Absolute 

3 Intrinsic for disambiguation 

4 Relative or Absolute/ not Intrinsic 

 

Sessions were transcribed in F4 and imported into database software MaxQda for 

analysis and coding.  Relative, absolute and intrinsic FoR terms were coded over the 

course of each session and matchers’ questions and clarifications were also included in 

the coding if they included a spatial FoR term.  This was done in order to determine if 

different frames of reference were used between speakers in a dyad that might either 
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indicate that clarification was needed or that an original frame of reference was not 

understood, needed revision or disambiguation.  All entries were coded as ‘relative’, 

‘absolute’, ‘intrinsic’ or ‘mixed’ in cases that displayed elements of referential 

promiscuity within speakers (such as a mixing of different frames within a single 

utterance, with no clear origo) as well as negotiations between the director and matcher.  

In these cases, frames of reference were often not simply stated by a single speaker, but 

negotiated over the course of many turns by both director and matcher, leading to the 

conclusion that a community-wide frame of reference “default” was not present – one of 

the hallmark signs of referential promiscuity.  This technique also allowed for the 

identification of what came to be labeled “innovations” throughout the activity, which 

included cases of innovative uses of various FoRs, such as describing the behavior of 

objects (ex: tumaytayab ‘the flying’ or ‘floating’ ball), various Filipino/Ilocano/English 

mixings, the location and behavior of the ball in relation to the ad hoc position of the field 

assistant as he stood in the room, among others. 

There were a total of 10 participants in this study, arranged into dyads.  The 

following table outlines these dyads as well as key demographic and linguistic 

information from the activity that may provide social clues for different FoR preferences. 

The names of the participants have been changed.  The table provides some demographic 

and linguistic information on each one of the participants and identifies whether they 

used  relative terms during the interaction, whether they were the ones to introduce the 
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term and whether the relative term used was in fact a relative FoR, such as my right (true 

relative) versus its right (object-centered intrinsic)54.   

 

Table B.2: Demographic and linguistic table detailing participants’ information for the 

Ball and Chair FoR task  

 
Participant Dyad HS 

Year 

Sex Orientation Hailing Used 

relative 

term? 

Introduced 

relative 

term? 

Used 

relative 

FoR? 

Danny  1 3 Male Male Sea Y – right 

only 

n n 

Aaron 

  

1 3 Male Bakla Inland Y – right 

only 

y y 

Mark 

  

2 3 Male Bakla Sea Y – left 

only 

n n 

Jerry   

 

2 3 Male Bakla Sea Y – left 

only 

y y 

Janet  3 4 Female Female Inland 

 

Y – r and l y y 

Henry  

 

3 4 Male Bakla Inland Y  -- r and 

l 

n n 

Mae  4 4 Female Female Sea/Ilocos  

Norte 

n n n 

Nina  

 

4 4 Female Female Sea n n n 

Hazel  

 

5 4 Female Female Sea n n n 

Crystal 

 

5 4 Female Female Sea n n n 

 

                                                           
54 Bohnemeyer (2011) provides a number of possible classifications of intrinsic FoRs, which have been 

collapsed here as simply ‘intrinsic’ while further distinctions may be useful in future analyses. 
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It is important here to note the degree to which the students who identified as 

bakla used relative terms, but not relative frames of reference, which may in actuality be 

a product of indexing cosmopolitanism.  As will be shown in subsequent analyses, all 

relative terms, both pure and pseudo-relative, were in English, despite the fact that most 

of the activity was carried out in Ilocano.  In many ways, this corresponds to the 

observations made by Manalansan, who writes that among persons in the Philippines 

identifying as bakla, linguistic practices such as swardspeak ‘gay argot’, code-switching 

or mixing, such as Taglish may index a tension and an internal contradiction 

characterized by “mobility, cosmopolitanism, rootedness and nostalgia” (2003: 48).  In 

this way, we can begin to identify the sorts of calculations that might be taking place 

when speakers are participating in an activity such as this one.  Furthermore, while steps 

were taken over the course of the activity to prime speakers to use Ilocano with the help 

of a native Ilocano speaking research assistant, the presence of the researcher (managing 

the video recording), a white woman whom the participants came to know over the 

course of many months of fieldwork, likely still impacted production and use of English 

over the course of the activity. 

Evidence of Intercommunity Variation 

Tabulations of the data collected from the speakers participating in this activity 

shows that there is no interspeaker consensus (and thus, no default FoR) that is 

consistently used among speakers or between games.  In the following figures, we can 

observe that there is significant variation in FoR preferences at every level of the game.  

In light of this, it was observed that in nearly all games, the intrinsic and absolute frames 

were preferred, while the relative frame was used, but only moderately compared to the 
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other frames.  This indicates that among the speakers participating in this activity, 

allocentric frames are preferred. 

 

Table B.3: % FoR results, combined results of all participants for each game 

 Game 1 Game 2 Game 3 Game 4 

Intrinsic 67 31 40 30 

Absolute 25 57 53 54 

Relative 8 12 7 16 

 

 

 

Figure B.4: Graphic representation of % FoR results, combined results of all participants 

for each game  

 

For illustration, the following shows possible answers for Game 2: Card 9.  

Coding conventions are identified throughout the transcripts with I = intrinsic FoR, R = 

relative, A = Absolute, V = linguistic innovation and CS = code switch.  Some entries 
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have multiple labels.  Glosses of the descriptions provided by the students in English are 

provided below the utterances.   

       

Figure B.5: Game 2, Card 9 and set-up of game. Adapted from Bohnemeyer’s (2008) 

Mesospace Project.  

 

Relative 

(1) nakaface idiay tugaw idiay right [R]  

‘the chair is facing right [R]’ 

Intrinsic  

(2) ti bola daydiay tingga na [I]   

‘the ball is there at its center [I]’ 

Absolute 

(3) idiay tugaw nakasango idiay daya [A] 

‘the chair is facing the west [A]’ 
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One of the striking aspects of these descriptions is that while they do demonstrate 

each one of the FoRs, they ALSO occur with other spatial FoRs in the description, 

indicating high interspeaker referential promiscuity.   

Together, these constitute all frames of reference terms used by both the director 

and the matcher in all of the games, indicating that there is a heavy reliance on allocentric 

frames of reference in most contexts in Ilocano but also importantly that speakers are 

mixing these frames of references in their own utterances and between speakers. The four 

psycholinguistic elicitation games represented here allow speakers to have the option to 

use any and all the frames, where relative frame usage was intended to be readily 

available to at least two of the games (Games 2 and 4).  The results of the Ball and Chair 

activity with Ilocano-speaking students suggests that the use and meaning of the relative 

frame of reference is both emergent and contested, displaying a burgeoning domain of 

spatial description and classification that is squarely drawn from the relative frame of 

reference for speakers of inland barangays in the municipality of Cabugao, Ilocos Sur.  

Additionally, as the graph above indicates, there is no consensus on the ideal types of 

FoRs for utterances. While the relative frame of reference is the least represented in the 

data collected, its variable use in often unexpected domains indicates that its use might be 

formed in part by substratum Austronesian-language logics as well as omnipresent 

linguistic materials in English found in the curriculum. 

For the purposes of illustration, the following graph displays the high degree of 

interspeaker variation Game 1.  According to the Mesospace packet, this game requires 

primarily absolute or relative descriptions, but most of the participants in this game 
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overwhelmingly 1) relied on intrinsic descriptions, and 2) had significant interspeaker 

variation.  The following graph highlights these numbers in percentages: 

 

 

Figure B.6: Graphic representation of FoR% within dyads for Ball and Chair Game 

 

 The above graph demonstrates the degree to which speaker variation is 

particularly robust in Game 1.  In order to understand the details of these graphs, the 

following sections will discuss specific examples that illustrate particularly compelling 

examples from the data collected. 

Negotiating Spatial FoRs between Speakers 

In order to highlight the complexity of this situation, the following examples will 

show the ways that speakers negotiate the terms that they use and their meanings over the 

course of the game.  An example of a typical negotiation of frame of reference occurred 

in Game 1, Card 5 with two 4th year girls (both aged 16), Hazel and Crystal (Dyad 5).  

Hazel and Crystal both hail from a coastal barangay and have known one another 
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throughout their school years and are close friends.  In this first example, we can observe 

that Hazel and Crystal use the intrinsic FoR for disambiguation:  

1. The intrinsic FoR as a mechanism for disambiguation: Hazel and Crystal 

 

 

 

Figure B.7: Game 1, Card 5 and set-up of game.  Adapted from Bohnemeyer’s (2008) 

Mesospace Project. 

 

Excerpt B.1: Hazel and Crystal use the intrinsic FoR for disambiguation  
 

Line Speaker Ilocano/English Gloss 

1  Hazel Diay bola ket natulid idiay tugaw ngem idiay bola adda idiay ngato[I] 

na.   

2  The chair is rotated but the ball is at its top [I].  

3 Crystal Diay pangsangiran?   

4  At the chair back? 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Hazel Haan.  Adda diay tugaw natulid, na ti panakatulid na ket adda idiay 

ngatngato [I] idiay saka na. Tas55 (CS [Fil]) naibaba [I] ti 

pagsangiran tas (CS [Fil]) idiay bola adda idiay ngato [I] na kuma ti 

isu (pause) kuma nagbounce (V, CS [Ilocanoish]).  

Nagbounce (V, CS [Ilocanish]).    

9 

10 

11 

 No.  There is a rotated chair, okay and at the very top [I] of this 

rotated chair is its leg. Then (CS [Ilocanish]) at the bottom of the back 

of the chair then is the ball where the top is like it, it like bounced (V, 

CS [Ilocanish]).  Bounced (V, CS [Ilocanish]).  

                                                           
55 Tas is an abbreviated form of tapos ‘then’, borrowed from Filipino. 

Hazel Crystal 

South 
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12 Crystal Daydiayen ti nakaisteady56 (V, CS [Ilocanish]) idiayen ti ngato [I] na?   

13  There it is made to be steady/balanced (V, CS [Ilocanish]) at its top 

[I]? 

14 Hazel Wen...   

15  Yeah… 

16 Crystal Diayen ti tingga [I]?   

17  At the middle [I]? 

18 

19 

Hazel Wen.   

Diayen ti tingga [I] ti saksaka… dua na saka. 

20 

21 

 Yeah. 

Where the middle [I] of the legs are… the two legs. 

22  [[show cards]]  

23 Assistant Wrong.  (not a match) 

24 Hazel Diay bola kasla kuma nakatumaytayab.   

25  The ball is like flying. 

26 Crystal Ay, tumaytayab!   

27  Oh, flying! 

28 Hazel Wen! 

29  Yeah! 

30 Crystal Adda isteady (V, CS [Ilocanish]) na?   

31  It is steady/balanced (V, CS [Ilocanish])? 

32 

33 

Hazel Wen! Diay istesteady (V, CS [Ilocanish]) na idiayen ti ngato [I]!  

Adda idiay ngato [I] tas nakatulid idiay tugaw!   

34 

35 

 Yeah!  It’s like steadying/balanced (V, CS [Ilocanish]) where the top 

[I] is!  There at the top [I] where the chair is rotated! 

36  [[show cards]] 

                                                           
56 This example follows the discussion proposed by Tangco and Nolasco (2002) voice system in Taglish, 

which variously use i- and mag- prefixes in a general, part of a simplified ergative system (399).  It should 

be noted here that similar prefixed forms can be found in Ilocano (ag-/nag-), so this might also be an 

example of Ilocano-English, although native speakers Ilocano speakers from this community have labeled 

these uses as Tagalog/Taglish. 
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37 Assistant Correct.  (a match) 

38 Crystal Nakatulid... istesteady (V, CS [Ilocanish]) kunak! 

39  Rotated… it is steadied/balanced (V, CS [Ilocanish]), I said!   

 

The above excerpt represents just one of a total of 240 negotiations between 

directors in all five dyads and matchers that not only involved cases of spatial frame of 

reference but also semantic negotiations, cases of code switching, trials and errors and 

calculations made by each speaker and interlocutor.  In this example, speakers rely 

almost entirely on the intrinsic FoR, which is not included in the original design of the 

game for Game 1, which is predicted to use either absolute or relative FoRs.   

Hazel and Crystal negotiate the location and disposition of the ball over the 

course of their turns – it is this negotiation of the disposition of the ball as istesteady 

‘steady’ (line 32) rather than nagbounce ‘bounced’ tumaytayab ‘flying’ that enables 

Crystal to determine the correct card.  Importantly, this transcript demonstrates that these 

speakers rely exclusively on the intrinsic frame, despite the fact that all three FoRs are 

available to them, choosing to focus on the ball itself as it is in relation to the chair rather 

than to describe the orientation of the chair in absolute or relative terms.  This card is 

from the first set of stimuli cards, which typically require relative or absolute terms for 

description and disambiguation.   

Other examples present themselves as clear cases of referential promiscuity 

within and between speakers, such as the following negotiation between Janet and Henry: 
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2. A Clear Case of Referential Promiscuity: Janet and Henry 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.8: Game 4, Card 12 and set-up of game.  Adapted from Bohnemeyer’s (2008) 

Mesospace Project. 

Excerpt B.2: Janet and Henry in a clear case of referential promiscuity  

Line Speaker Ilocano/English Gloss 

1 

2 

Janet Nakasango idiay ay… daya [A] idiay tugaw tas (CS [Fil]) ah… 

idiay ano (CS [Fil]) daytoy? Diay right na bagatan ((V, CS 

[Eng]); [I-A]) daydiay ball (CS [Eng]). 

3 

4 

 The chair is facing uh… east [A] then there is uh… what (CS 

[Fil]) is this?  At its right-south ((V, CS [Eng]); [I-A]) is the 

ball (CS [Eng]). 

5 Henry Right (CS [Eng]; [I]) na? 

6  To its right (CS [Eng]; [I])? 

7 Janet Bagatan [A]. 

8  South [A]. 

9  [[show cards]] 

10 Assistant Wrong. 

11 Janet Nakasango idiay kasta daya [A], Ate (CS [Fil])!   

12  It is facing like east [A], Sista (CS [Fil])! 

13 Henry Apay nakinbagatan bagatgan [A] tingga [I] bola? 

14  Why is the ball southward south [A] at the middle [I]? 

15 Janet Amman met amin! 

16  Yeah, all of that! 

Henry Janet 

South 
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17  [[show cards]] 

18 Assistant Correct. 

 

This example represents a clear case of mixing of FoRs used by Janet and Henry 

as they negotiate the disposition of the ball and chair in this card sample from set 4, 

which typically rely on relative or absolute descriptions. While there are a number of 

noteworthy processes and FoRs at work in this example, the key aspect of this referential 

promiscuity occurs in line 2, where Janet describes the disposition of the ball using 

BOTH pseudo-relative ‘right’ (intrinsic) and absolute bagatan ‘east’ FoR, switching 

languages from English to Ilocano as she does so. While most of the students would 

describe the particular location of the ball in consistent absolute or intrinsic ways, such as 

bagatan na laod ‘south east’ or idiay ti likud na ‘at its back/ behind it’, the dyad outlined 

above display patterns of referential promiscuity not found among other speakers, which 

displayed a combination of absolute and intrinsic FoRs. Not only do we find examples of 

Taglish and Ilocanoish in the sampling, but there were also a number of examples from 

the collected data that indicates a high incidence of referential promiscuity between 

and within speakers.  This is consonant with Bohnemeyer’s (2011) discussion that such 

examples of referential promiscuity typically occur in cases where there is no true 

“default perspective.”  Like the Yucatec speakers of Bohnemeyer’s study, at least some 

of the speakers included in this study use all three frames and differ from predominately 

relative or absolute speakers in that they do not necessarily use the relative or absolute 

perspectives as a default frame of reference.  The below examples highlight some of the 

cases of referential promiscuity within the usage of single speakers.   
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Mixing Allocentric and Egocentric Frames 

One of the most powerful examples of the argument for referential promiscuity 

among the participants in this task was the propensity for them to use the phrase: ditoy 

amianan ‘it is facing here, north’.  This construction mixes allocentric and egocentric 

frames, mixing the cardinal location of the object with the relative construction of ditoy 

‘here’ (proximal deictic) as it occurred in conjunction with a gesture indicating the 

location of the ego57.  It should be noted that while ditoy ‘here’ potentially codes as 

relative, this was not included in the final calculation of relative terms. 

The following table demonstrates the complexity of reckoning spatial frame of 

references in interactions between participants, as well as the ways that these spatial FoRs 

appear in single utterances and the robustness of the mixing of these frames.  Allocentric 

and egocentric mixing is a particularly instructive instance of referential promiscuity as it 

presupposes two otherwise incompatible origos from which FoR is formulated.  In this 

way, speakers readily mix intrinsic, absolute and relative frames within single utterances, 

highlighting the lack of a default FoR.   

 

 

 

 

                                                           
57 This is an extremely important distinction in that the term ‘here’ alone is relatively open, but when used 

in the constructions outlined in the table below, it was often accompanied by gestures.  Analyzing 

ambiguous instances, such as deictic or spatial conceptualization information encompassed in gesture is a 

promising avenue of inquiry. 
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Within-Speaker Referential Promiscuity 

Table B.4: Sampling of cards with referentially promiscuous responses.  Sample (10) 

below shows promiscuity negotiated between speakers. 

# 

Card Picture 

Participants 

Original Gloss 

(6) 

 

Mae 

Nina 

Diay tugaw nakasango idaiy laod 

[A] ... idiay side na [I] ti tugaw 

ditoy amianan [R-A] adda 

daydiay bola. 

The chair is facing east… at the side 

of the chair here north [R-A] is that 

ball. 

(7) 

 

Hazel 

Crystal 

Diay bola nakasango ditoy ayan 

kasansango [R-I] tatapos adda 

idiay ti laod [A] daydiay bola 

tumaytayab.   

The ball (this is a mistake and should 

be “chair”) is facing here where it is 

facing you [R-I] then there at the 

west is the flying ball. 

 

(8) 

 

Henry 

Janet 

 

 

 

 

Dimet simmang na idiay baybay 

[A] tapos dayidiay ball adda 

ididay igid na [I], ditoy amianan 

[R-A].   

 

 

It is facing the sea, then that ball is at 

its side, here north [R-A]. 
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The case of ditoy ‘here’, which appears in all the negotiations in the table above, 

is a particularly productive one in understanding processes of not only within-speaker, 

but also importantly within-utterance referential promiscuity.  The term ditoy ‘here’ is a 

deictic Ilocano word, part of a triad oblique set of locative adverbs (Rubino 2000: 46-47)  

 

(9) 

 

Henry  

Janet 

 

Nakapatlub ididay tugaw 

nakasango idiay ulo na ditoy 

nakiamianan [I-R-A].  Ayan ti 

bola adda idiay ti upper part 

([CS [Eng]; [I]).   

 

The chair is rotated and its head is 

facing here north [I –R-A].  The ball 

is there at the upper part. 

(10) 

 

Mae 

Nina 

M: Daydiay tugaw nakasango 

idiay daya [A] tas idaiy side [I] 

na adda idiay bola.   

The chair is facing to the east then to 

its side [I] is the ball. 

 

Di ba? Nakasaide [I] ti tugaw 

kastoy. 

You know?  It’s to the side [I] the 

chair is like this. 

N: Nakaside [I]?   To the side [I]? 

M: Tas kas idiay na iside [I] 

umuna. 

Then it’s to the side [I] again. 

No nakasango idiay tugaw ditoy 

[I-(R)]. (gesture – not coded).   

No, the chair is facing here [I-(R)]. 

N: Ditoy [R]?   Here [R]? 
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In the cases outlined above, the deictic term ditoy ‘here’ reflects a relative spatial FoR, 

centered on the positionality of the director/speaker in the turn.  What this amounts to is a 

use or a privileging of the egocentric frame or the view of the speaker in a case that might 

be considered along the lines of “partly deictic” as understood by Herskovits (1986).  If 

one were to map relative anchor points (such as leftness, rightness, ditoyen ‘here’ 

(proximal) and thereness idiayen ‘there’ (distal)), the term ‘here’ would certainly change 

to didiay ‘there’ in this description or not be used at all in describing this scene.  

Discussion of Results 

Consistent with Bohnemeyer’s (2011) findings among speakers of Yucatec Maya, 

this study found evidence that Ilocano speakers display patterns of referential promiscuity 

in the realm of spatial frame of reference, which has the effect of barring a clear 

language-cognition correspondence in certain linguistic environments.  This study is one 

of the few psycholinguistic studies of an Austronesian-type language to demonstrate this 

pattern, although it is likely that many other languages in the Philippines (and others) 

follow similar patterns, particularly as they come into increasing contact with English in 

schools and in daily life.  In addition to outlining some findings from the psycholinguistic 

experiments, this chapter also considers non-linguistic reasons for observed language 

patterns found among the participants in this activity. Specifically, some speakers appear 

to be using pseudo-relative frames as part of a performative stance in the creation of a 

cosmopolitan identity aligning with well-established ideologies of a hierarchy of 

languages in the country.  

ditoy [near me] (here, proximal to the speaker) > 

dita [near you] (there, medial near the addressee) > 

(d)idiay [yonder] (there, distal far from the speaker or addressee) 
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Out of nearly 795 Frame of Reference tokens collected over the course of 4 games 

among 5 dyads of players, (421) of all uttered frames between the matcher and director 

were absolute, or cardinal frame of reference, mapping onto the terms amianan ‘north’, 

bagatan ‘south’, daya ‘west’, laod ‘east’, baybay ‘sea’ , and (352) belonged to the 

intrinsic frame of reference ngato ‘top/above’, tingga ‘middle/center’, likud ‘back’, ulo 

‘head’, tuktuk ‘topmost’, right and left sides).  The intrinsic frame also included 

utterances that determined orientations described to account for sides (right and left) of 

the object being discussed – although leftness and rightness generally encode as relative 

FoRs, discussions of the right and left sides of objects were coded as intrinsic as they 

matched onto the pictures referenced during the activity.  Pure relative frames constituted 

only 21 of the collected terms, less than 1% of the total tokens and these all took the form 

of English left and right, but never as the Ilocano terms katigid ‘left’ and kanawan ‘right’.  

Finally, a number of exceptions emerged from the data in cases where spatial FoRs were 

not used in favor of other descriptions, such as manner of motion or the disposition of 

objects in relation to one another.  These totaled approximately 64 cases but were not 

included in the final analysis. 
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Table B.5: Sampling of absolute, intrinsic and relative term types in Ilocano inventory 

Absolute Intrinsic Relative 

Amianan 

North 

Ngato 

Above 

Right 

Right 

Bagatan 

South 

Baba 

Below 

Left 

Left 

Laod 

West 

Latta 

Side 

Kaniak 

To me 

Daya 

East 

Tingga 

Center 

Katigid 

Left (0) 

 Sango 

Front 

Kanawan 

Right(0) 

 Likud 

Back 

 

 Ulo 

Head 

 

 Right na 

Its right 

 

 Left na 

Its left 

 

#: 421 #: 352 #: 21 

 

 The following table demonstrates the degree to which speakers combined relative 

frames (with either absolute or intrinsic FoRs.  This case is special in that it may indicate 

evidence of language change among speakers to a focus on the disposition of objects in 

space for disambiguation.  It should be noted here that each of these were encoded 

separately and appear as single entries in the total tabulations above, but their 
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pervasiveness throughout the data highlights the need to examine the context in which 

these utterances occurred.  At least 10 of these instances (of a total of 143) were deemed 

to be mixed due to their being accompanied by gestures that indicated that they were 

using their own bodily position in the room as an anchoring point in the description. The 

following list outlines some of these pseudo-relative and mixed uses of FoRs: 

Inventory of Referentially Promiscuous Types 

The following section is a sampling of the kinds of referentially promiscuous 

types found in the data, totaling 143 instances of mixing in the data overall.   

Relative + Absolute 

 (11)  ditoy amianan  

‘here north’ 

(12) igid na, ditoy amianan  

‘to its side, here north’ 

(13)  dimet simang na idiay baybay tapos dayidiay ball adda ididay igid na, ditoy 

amianan  

‘so its facing the ocean then the ball is at its side, here north’ 

(14)  idiay tugaw nakasango idiay laod ... idiay side na ti tugaw ditoy amianan adda 

daydiay bola   

‘the chair is facing the west… and at its side, here north is the ball’ 
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Pseudo-Relative (Intrinsic) + Intrinsic 

(15)  nakatalikud daydiay tugaw tas adda idiay upper right corner na dayidiay ball 

‘the chair is facing back and the ball is at its upper right corner’ 

(16) tas adda idiay kwa, adda daydiay tugaw ah, makinleft na adda idiay adda idiay 

kwa, left na sango ayan daydiay ball  

 ‘then the ball is at the left, what, left front where the ball is’ 

(17)  nakataliud idiay baybay daydiay tugaw tas adda idiay right na center daydiay 

ball  

‘the beach is to its back then at the right center is the ball’   

(18)  nakatalikud idiay baybay ti man tapos adda idiay right na   

‘the beach is to the back and it is to its right’ 

(19) dapat na likud idiay daya idiay daya ti tugawun tapos daydiay tugaw adda idiay 

left na adda idiay idiay ball na na pingsangsango   

‘at the back east is the chair then the chair is at its left like behind it’ 

Relative + Intrinsic (Facing) 

(20)  nakasango ditoy kasasango  

‘facing here where you are facing’ 
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(21)  idiay bola nakasango ditoy ayan kasansango tatapos adda idiay ti laod daydiay 

bola tumaytayab  

‘the ball is facing here and then at the east is the ball flying’ 

Intrinsic + Absolute (Special Mixing) 

 (22) nakinbatagan bagantan tingga  

‘southward south in the middle’ 

(23)  right na bagatan  

‘its right south’ 

The speakers that participated in this activity, while they used specific lexical 

terms that encode directly onto the relative left- and right- frames of reference, display a 

heavy reliance on allocentric (outside) frames of reference.  Allocentric FoR, in contrast 

to the egocentric frame of reference, is relatively frequent in languages around the world 

and display different frames of reference.  Results indicate a possible emergence among a 

set or subset of speakers of a frame of reference strategy that displays some 

characteristics aligning with the style of referential promiscuity (Bohnemeyer 2011) 

characterized by unrestricted availability of all three types of Levinson’s (1996, 2003) 

spatial frame of reference (intrinsic, relative and absolute) as well as an general absence 

of a default perspective for reference.  Such phenomena are relatively well documented 

among Mesoamerican languages and one of the central concerns of the Mesospace 

Project from which this paper draws the Ball and Chair task. This generally predicts that 

the pervasive use of meronyms, or object-part terms, so pervasive in Mesoamerican 
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languages may generally disfavor the use of relative frames of reference by speakers – 

this can be found among participants in this activity as well.  The central goal of the Ball 

and Chair activity is to elicit specific frames of reference (FoRs) as they intersect with the 

linguistic and cultural substratum, reflecting certain kinds of cognitive logics on how the 

outside world is parsed.  One of the critical aspects of the Ball and Chair task is that it can 

be used in both monolingual and multilingual communities.  This permits the results 

acquired in the study discussed in this chapter, which suggest that the multilingual 

situation in the Philippines has critically impacted the FoR selection at the linguistic and 

cognitive levels of the young Ilocano speakers who participated in this study.   
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APPENDIX C: PHATIC ILOCANO AND THE ROLE OF THE MOTHER TONGUE 

IN CLASSROOM INTERACTIONS 

 

 

To be published in a journal on pragmatics 
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Abstract 

In this paper I explore the phatic dimensions of the use of the L1 (mother tongue) 

of Ilocano in a rural northern Philippine high school by teachers to correct, chide, critique 

and comment on student behavior inside the classroom. On the surface, the use of the 

mother tongue in classroom contexts carries with it apparent pragmatic functions that 

communicate the observations and desires of those in positions of authority as well as to 

provide translations from Filipino or English into Ilocano.  This chapter investigates the 

other side of the use of Ilocano: that of phatic role of codeswitching into the mother 

tongue in classroom contexts. I argue that Ilocano is used to establish and reinforce social 

cohesion through language.  I argue that switching into the mother tongue in the highly 

multilingual context of the classroom indexes shared epistemological origo/s and serves 

to build social cohesion – in this way, Ilocano operates on a different sociolinguistic scale 

than English or Filipino.  I theorize a typology of phatic uses of Ilocano through its dual 

function in the classroom as a language of discipline and of play. If in fact phatic 

communion is an expression of “ties of union” as understood by Malinowski (1936), then 

the very act of switching from Filipino or English in the classroom to Ilocano dialogically 

constitutes sociolinguistic scales realized in situ to which participants orient in order to 

build relationships, reaffirm social cohesion and define local identities. Codeswitching 

practices in contexts of explicit language prescription, such as in the classroom, embody 

the tensions and negotiations that minority-language speakers face in a nation still finding 

footing in the construction of a national-linguistic identity. 
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Introduction 

 The following sections will introduce some key concepts that are central to 

building our argument on the phatic uses of the mother tongue of Ilocano within 

classroom contexts.  One of the organizing forces in contemporary uses of language 

within classroom contexts in the Philippines was the establishment of the Bilingual 

Educational Policy of 1974, which established English and Filipino as appropriate for use 

in the classroom, but relegated all other languages, including minority languages like 

Ilocano, to be little more than domestic vernaculars ineligible for classroom literacy or 

instruction (Nolasco 2008).  The BEP had widespread impacts on the orientation of 

speakers to the various languages circulating in the national imaginary, concretizing a 

top-down symbolic and material hierarchy of languages whose impacts continue to 

reverberate throughout Philippine society today.  The social logics embodied in the BEP 

were largely instrumentalist and pragmatic in nature, such that English was deemed 

appropriate for matters of governance and Filipino was seen to be appropriate for the 

purposes of the education of national character.  These processes have been characterized 

by some as a form of “cultural-linguistic imperialism” (Fishman 1996: 7), organizing 

ways of thinking and instilling systems of valuation developed outside of communities 

and are often disconnected from their needs and interests.  Despite the exclusion of 

minority languages from the prescriptions for language use embodied in the BEP, the 

following discussion aims to explore alternative explanations to the top-down hierarchies 

and instrumentalist logics of the valuation of languages in the Philippines, which may 

help explain why minority languages, such as Ilocano continue to be used in classrooms 
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and also perhaps explain why these languages have persisted in light of colonization, 

missionization and Americanization. 

Some Theoretical Orientations 

1. Scale 

If it is our argument that the use of the mother tongue in the classroom operates 

outside of the instrumentalist logic of nationalistic imaginings of languages in the 

Philippines, the question remains as to within what social domain the mother tongue may 

in fact be operating. Why might speakers choose to use a “lowly domestic vernacular” 

within a context that has been so explicitly constructed to be the crucible of citizenship 

(school) and where there is no articulated place for the minority language mother tongue? 

As intimated previously, the answer lies in the fact that the use of Ilocano in the 

classroom operates on a dimension that functions in parallel to, but does not necessarily 

intersect with instrumentalist logics of nation-making embodied in the BEP.  

Blommaert’s (2007) concept of sociolinguistic scale is instructive here – we might see 

English and Filipino as indexing instrumentalist logics indexing nation-making and 

citizenship (Scale 2) and Ilocano as indexing social cohesion and local-identity making 

(Scale 1) within a single space: the classroom.  Blommaert writes: 

The connection between scales is indexical: it resides in the ways in which unique 

instances of communication can be captured (indexically) as “framed” 

understandable communication pointing towards cultural norms, genres, 

traditions, expectations – phenomena of a higher scale-level. The capacity to 

achieve understanding in communication is the capacity of life momentary 

instances of interaction to the level of common meanings, and the two directions 

of indexicality […] are at the heart of such processes (4).  
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Blommaert’s proposal helps link the fact that communicative events, while they 

able to be analyzed at smaller (micro) scales are always indexically linked to larger 

processes, such as norms, genres, etc (macro). Not only is this applicable at a single 

vertical scale, but it is possible to link multiple scales together that are both vertical and 

horizontal (concepts such as community, culture) and it is the intersection of vertical and 

horizontal scales that I am interested in here. The central argument of this paper is that 

codeswitching into Ilocano in classroom contexts is an embodiment of a move from one 

scale to another which “invokes or indexes images of society, through socially and 

culturally constructed (semiotized) metaphors” (Blommaert 5).   In this way, I see local 

cultural scales as indexing epistemic orientations of the construction of Ilocanoness on  

one scale and larger cultural constructions of non-Ilocanos being activated in the moment 

of codeswitching, which serves as a “scale-jump” (Uitermark 2002: 750), or an implicit 

“statement that indexes social order” (Blommaert 5).  I propose that the scales at work in 

codes represent epistemic orientations or frames to a particular set of systems of 

valuation, loaded into language choice.  The following table represents a possible 

formulation of these scales as understood by working-class Ilocanos in Ilocos Sur. 
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Table C.1: Proposed scales representing epistemic orientations in Ilocandia indexed by 

language58 

Scale 1  Scale 2  

 

ILOCANO 

Inside  

FILIPINO/ 

TAGALOG 

ENGLISH 

Outside 

Local/family 

Home 

Foreign 

Classroom/government 

Industrious 

(hardworking)  

Lazy/soft 

Provincial (lazy, poor, 

humble, working class)  

Cosmopolitan (wealthy, 

stuck up, white collar) 

Family-oriented Career-oriented 

God-fearing Sin and temptation 

Masculine Effeminate  

Affect/Emotion Neutrality 

Mother tongue Other tongue 

 

2. Affect and Phatic Communion 

While many of these value orientations are indexed in the moment of 

codeswitching, it is important to note that switching from Filipino or English into 

Ilocano, as a mother tongue serves a particular function and follows a certain logic as 

there is not something inherent in the language itself (or any language, for that matter) 

that would naturally entail this series of connections. Indeed it is important not only to 

examine the action of multiple scales intersecting in interaction, but also possible 

explanations for the function of the mother tongue, in particular in interaction. One useful 

avenue of exploration is through the concept of “linguistic primordialism,” which 

                                                           
58 These scales are based on ethnographic fieldwork in the region during 2012-2014 and represent some of 

the circulating discourses I understood to be part of the ways that Ilocanos in the provinces parsed the 

world – these are very much working scales and are specifically linked to ideologies in Cabugao, Ilocos Sur 

among working class Filipinos with which I worked. 
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Schiffman (1999) describes as the “primary sentiments” of a group in relation to a 

particular culturally-bracketed phenomenon. Schiffman states that “there is in some 

cultures an observable phenomenon that seems to be a kind of meta-characteristic of the 

group: they see their language (or religion, or their genetic relatedness) as essential or as 

the very essence of their selfhood or ethnicity” (1999: 25). In this way, the concept of the 

mother tongue in certain contexts is interwoven in the very construction of local identity 

within a particular cultural milieu, a concept dating back to Herder’s discussion of der 

Muttersprache ‘the mother tongue’, and expanded on by Geertz (1973).  It is possible 

within this model to discuss the role of codeswitching as a jump in scale that can be 

activated through the dialogical operation of a change in frame, or as Gumperz (1982) 

identifies it, changes in “tone.” Indeed, switching from one language (e.g., Filipino) to 

another (e.g., Ilocano) serves the function of indexing locally relevant scales of valuation 

that in many ways is connected to sentiment and of the home. 

Of course, simply indexing something is not an end in itself, but serves a 

particular function – here, I argue that the scale (and its entailments of localness and 

Ilocanoness) activated by a switch in code achieves the function of phatic communion as 

understood by Malinowski (1936), whereby social ties are reinforced and sentiment of 

the family and home are invoked through the mother tongue. The phatic role of language 

is not fully denotative in nature, but is used to reinforce social bonds between 

interactants. In Ilocos, available codes include Ilocano, Tagalog, Taglish and English and 

these are used strategically in business interactions, between family members, visitors 

and foreigners, at schools and at the market in various ways. The choice of code in any 

particular interaction is at times determined by competency of interlocutors and speakers: 
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Filipino visitors with unknown Ilocano skills are spoken to in Filipino until determined to 

be a competent Ilocano speaker and foreigners are almost exclusively addressed in 

English.  At the social level, the use of Filipino in the provinces may indicate that the 

speaker is somewhere in between cosmopolitan and maarte ‘stuck up’ and English is 

typically used as a neutral lingua franca between speakers whose L1 may differ. While 

most students at the secondary level have been taught in Filipino since grade school and 

have good comprehension of the language, one finds that Ilocano as it is used in 

classroom contexts gives coherency and makes readable the fact of Ilocanoness between 

students and teachers, and operates as a metalinguistic device that marks this interaction 

as between us Ilocanos, linking speakers together in the work of local identity making.  

3. Functions of Codeswitching 

In light of the foregoing processes, codeswitching practices within classrooms 

suggest a particular role for the use of Ilocano and specifically, Ilocano as it stands in 

opposition to national and official languages, Filipino and English. In her Markedness 

Model, Myers-Scotton (1993) theorizes that codeswitching is the result of speakers 

understanding that each language available to them carries social roles and to these roles, 

is attached a collective understanding of the social meanings of the codes in order for 

codeswitching to have meaning within a social milieu. Myers-Scotton’s Markedness 

Model has been criticized for relying too heavily on the assumptions of the analyst to 

suss out local meanings of code choice (Auer 1995; Nilep 2006). Following observations 

made by Zentella (1997) and Meyers-Scotton (1993), Bailey (2000) writes that the 

connection to identity is a central component of a codeswitch whereby it is “important to 

distinguish between local discursive functions of particular code switches and the more 
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global, sociopolitical functions of code switching as discourse mode” (Bailey 174). Such 

a perspective allows for the simultaneous and possibly contradictory uses of one code 

choice within the local domain as a distinct act of identity. 

In other theorizations of the function of codeswitching, Appel and Muysken 

(1987) identify six primary functions of codeswitching, including: referential, directive, 

expressive, phatic, metalinguistic and poetic functions. Following Gumperz (1977), 

codeswitching serves the phatic function called “metaphorical switching” which has been 

analyzed as a method by which to change the “tone” of the speakers throughout a 

conversation, typically in serving the function of an interjection.  If we take as true 

Halliday’s words that “linguistic structure is the realization of social structure, actively 

symbolizing it in the process of mutual creativity” (1975: 186), linked in indexical chains 

of signification where “vowels and values” are mutually intertwined – it is in this way 

that language (and language varieties) can be seen as fundamentally of interpersonal and 

cultural value.  

Indeed, Canagarajah (1995) notes that, at least within classroom contexts, the role 

of codeswitching both reinforces and reproduces “outside modes of bilingualism,” which 

is consonant with Halliday’s claims.  Relatedly, Ncoko, Osman and Cockcroft write that 

among multilingual students in South Africa, codeswitching practices in the classroom 

speak primarily to social dimensions of the code, including “identity, interpersonal 

relationships, social positions, group solidarity, ethnic identity, exploring new 

relationships, status, level of education, authority, neutrality distancing or intimacy” 

(2000: 229).  Importantly, Ncoko, Osman and Cockcroft also demonstrate how on rare 

occasions, codeswitching within English-only classrooms operates as an explicit act of 
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defiance. Such observations in multilingual classrooms across the world illustrates that 

while codeswitching nearly always occurs to some extent, the functions of these switches 

in relation to the larger social and political milieu must be mutually constituted and 

recognizable within that local interactional space.  However, rather than arguing for the 

explicit alignment of speakers and metalinguistic awareness of the use of the code 

Albirini’s (2011) analysis of codeswitching among bidialectal Arabs, at least 12 distinct 

typologies are identified, all predicated on at least some metalinguistic awareness on the 

part of the speaker, described in part as “motivations.” The combined results of the 

studies outlined heretofore in this section show that the mother tongue of Ilocano is often 

used for frame changes from a setting of classroom learning to one of communicating 

information of cultural value at the level of maintaining social cohesion – that of phatic 

value.  

Invoking Ilocano as a Tool of Social Cohesion 

In the following transcripts, we will see how Ilocano is strategically used within 

classroom contexts as a tool of building and maintaining social cohesion within the 

context of the classroom. Two techniques used by teachers and students at Pias National 

High School in two distinct domains of communication are especially noted as grounds 

for the use of Ilocano: that of discipline and that of play. Both of these uses of Ilocano 

serve to construct kinds-of-persons within the interactional framework and to interpellate 

speakers into what functions as a uniquely Ilocano frame where interactants turn toward 

the same epistemological orientations of civility, humor and cooperation throughout the 

course of the classroom interaction. I will show how codeswitching to Ilocano indexes 

keen attention by the instructor and students to the ways that students are expected to act, 
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to what teachers and students find funny, to the ways students self-regulate and practice 

ideal studentship within the context of classroom interaction – these situations always 

occur within the context of codeswitching and this switch indicates changes in 

interactional frame from one of “doing classroom activity” (Scale 2) to “doing 

Ilocanoness” (Scale 1), indicating a jump in scale. 

The second most common function of Ilocano was as a tool for entering a joking 

or play frame – in the analysis that follows, I take joking and discipline (play and 

punishment) to be two sides of the same coin as they both index the same socially salient 

systems and tensions between Scales 1 and 2 but the joking frame is typically constructed 

by way of frame alignment between interactants, rather than disjuncture.       

Context and Data 

In order to contextualize the following data, this section will provide brief 

background on the school and its attendees.  The small provincial town of Cabugao is 

located in the heart of Ilocos Region I and sits exactly between Vigan City and Laoag 

City, the cultural, political and municipal capitals of Ilocos Sur and Norte respectively.  

While the National Highway runs through the municipal center of Cabugao which links 

the provinces to the capitals and eventually to Manila, traveling a few kilometers toward 

the sea to the east of the highway or to the west to the mountains reminds the traveler that 

Cabugao, like most provincial towns in the Philippines, is in fact very rural and very 

agrarian. Despite the mostly agrarian lifestyle of residents in the provinces, the arrival 

and promulgation of computer shops, increasing access to national and international 

satellite and cable television and movies as well as advances in cellphone technologies 

have given people in even the remotest of barangays (smallest political unit in the 
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Philippines: neighborhood) access to media sources in English, Filipino/Tagalog, Taglish, 

Korean, Japanese and Chinese, just to name a few. While the consumption of these media 

sources by residents in places like Cabugao has influenced daily language practices, 

particularly of young people who borrow wholesale linguistic resources, turns of phrase 

and ideological positionings from their favorite TV shows, songs and novelas in Tagalog, 

English and Taglish, among young people, there persists a distinct set of local ideologies 

about the role of Ilocano in daily life that sets it apart from other languages circulating 

within the national imaginary. 

Such uses of Ilocano in daily life vary widely and often defy and contradict the 

explicit edicts on the use of minority languages in classroom instruction, where it is 

expected that Filipino and English are used exclusively. Rules set into motion by the 

Bilingual Educational Policy in 1974 explicitly articulate the role of English and Filipino 

in classroom instruction and interaction, where each language is assigned as appropriate 

for certain classes and topics. While these rules persist in secondary educational contexts, 

one finds that Ilocano is used not only between and within interactional moments 

between instructors and students in ways that set the tone of a distinctly Ilocano and 

distinctly provincial set of linguistic practices, but also in epistemological orientations 

that speak to the relationship between the interactants and their stance to their mother 

tongue within classroom interactions.   

At the time of fieldwork in 2012-2014 classrooms at Pias National High School in 

Cabugao, Ilocos Sur were typically filled with boys and girls separated by gender on 

either side of the classroom. Students in each grade level spent each day in the same 

classroom and teachers rotated between classes for each class period.  Ninety eight 
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percent of the students at Pias were native Ilocanos and spoke Ilocano as their first 

language – the remaining two percent were either Tagalog speakers or in some cases, 

hailed from neighboring mountain towns and were speakers of an indigenous language, 

such as Kankanaey, speaking Ilocano as a lingua franca.  There were nine teachers at 

Pias, all female Ilocanos from the ages of 30 to 65 except for the PE teacher, who was 

male. Every class had approximately 50 students and four grades for a total of 200 

students and as one moved through the grades, the ratio of boys to girls dwindled, such 

that at the first year, the proportion of boys to girls was about 1:1, but by the fourth year, 

the number of boys in classrooms dropped precipitously, with a nearly 2:1 ratio of girls to 

boys. Such patterns have been documented by Dekker and Young (2005) and show that 

in non-Tagalog speaking minority region areas, high attrition rates can be found due in 

part to the fact that success in school requires mastery in English and Filipino as required 

by the BEP, a feat that may be difficult for boys who are expected to work to help the 

family make ends meet. 

1. Phatic Function 1: Ilocano as Discipline 

I begin here with a few examples that illustrate the use of Ilocano as a tool to 

critique behavior within the context of the classroom – by and large, this use constituted 

most of the uses of Ilocano within the context of the classroom. This use is herein labeled 

as: phatic function 1: Ilocano as discipline.    

Mam S a 30-something year old teacher of English is a native Ilocano speaker and 

speaks English, Filipino and Itneg as well. The examples below demonstrate the ways 

that Mam S uses Ilocano to signal interactional frame changes in contexts of discipline in 

the classroom. In the following transcripts, there are four main observations that require 
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highlighting. First is the way that Ilocano is variously used to accomplish the ends of 

social cohesion particularly as languages appear in dialogical opposition to one another. 

Second is that indexical entailments of Ilocano are activated in the moment of the 

codeswitching – a scale jump. Third is that metapragmatic function of Ilocano is realized 

through the intersection of scales. Fourth is that the connotative function of using Ilocano 

in the classroom setting is achieved by way of using culturally recognizable tropes and 

turns of phrase. 

In the transcript below, we see the facility that Ilocano has to accomplish the 

previously mentioned functions within a single string of small-scale negotiations. Within 

this single interaction, we can observe the way that Mam S uses Ilocano to provide 

simple translations that serves the function of creating friendliness and comradery within 

the interaction, but quickly turns into an index of frustration that critiques students’ 

behavior as “out-of-order” and incommensurate with the expectations of correct 

classroom behavior, which in this case, is to understand the question and to know the 

answers. Switching into Ilocano activates Scale 1 and its indexical entailments that 

communicate the fact of frustration on the part of Mam S, activated in this case by the 

highly locally-salient phrase: Ay Jesus Apo ‘oh lord Jesus’, then is followed by a series of 

rhetorical/diagnostic questions that are intended to control certain behaviors in the 

classroom but are also intended to inspire self-regulation and shame in students.  (All 

transcripts use the coding convention of: Ilocano Filipino English.) 
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Excerpt C.1: Maawatan ti kassano? Mam S, English class, second years 
 

Line Spkr Original Translation 

1 Mam S Now, so from the given example, 

what order is used?  

Now, so from the given 

example, what order is used? 

2  Ania na order? What is the order? 

3  Ania na way?   What is the way? 

4  From top to bottom?  Inside to 

outside? Left to right?  Front to 

back? Or far to near?  

From top to bottom?  Inside to 

outside? Left to right?  Front to 

back? Or far to near?  

5  Huh? (pause ~ 2 seconds) Huh? 

6  Over all…is it far to near or near to 

far?  

Over all…is it far to near or near 

to far?  

7 Class Far!  Near!  Far!  Near!  

8 Mam S Ayy Jesus A::po!  Oh Lord Jesus!  

9  Maawatan ti kasaano? Do you understand? 

10  Mangrugit nasango idiay balay!  From the beginning facing the 

house! 

 

The interaction begins with Mam S asking a comprehension question in English 

(line 1), then in lines 2 and 3, Ilocanizing the interaction and smoothing out the 

interaction by way of asking: ania na ‘what is the…’ in Ilocano. The students’ incorrect 

answers and otherwise rowdy behavior over the course of the next few turns results in her 

interjecting the highly locally readable interjection: Ay Jesus Apo! ‘oh lord Jesus!’ (line 

8) to indicate the frame change then into Ilocano as both a device that simultaneously 

indexes frustration with raising her voice and gesticulating in a frustrated manner, as well 

as asking the question: Maawatan ti kasaano? ‘Do you understand how?’ (line 9) to 

critique not only behavior, but “how” also implies that not only are the students not 

paying attention but also questions their capacity to learn – a clear connection to the 
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entailments of “provinciano life” built into Scale 1.  Line 10 indicates a moment where 

Mam S starts the story from the beginning and translates many lines from the reading in 

Ilocano in an exasperated tone before switching back into English (not shown) later in the 

interaction and the “classroom learning” frame (Scale 2) is reinstated.   

The paralinguistic features of this interaction are also worth noting – the Ilocano 

invoked in line 8 with a highly localized turn of phrase, mark a frame shift into local 

epistemological orientations that indicate aspects affect and emotion in Scale 1: Ilocano 

(frustration), from a place of neutrality present in Scale 2: English (classroom default).  

Importantly, the delivery of line 8 in interaction is also marked by frustrated 

gesticulations and an increase in volume on the part of Mam S followed by a precipitous 

decline in student chatter and activity – indicating that this is a particularly serious 

moment that needs attention. We can also observe that part of the constellation of 

techniques used by Mam S in this context is a form of phatic communion in that it 

implores students to cooperate and understand – their failure to follow instructions and to 

fulfill their “end of the bargain” by way of performing as attentive, reasoned, cooperative, 

and contributing students is grounds for Mam S’s appeal in Ilocano, invoking personal 

responsibility for familial stability and cooperation on the part of all its members. 

We can observe similar processes in the following interaction with Mam S with 

the same class on another day. Again, students were bustling around the room and being 

noisy, and one student had gone outside without permission. The transcript begins at that 

point with Mam S attempting to regain control of the classroom using English in line 1 – 

“Okay!”  Mam S again indexes frustration by using the highly locally salient turn of 

phrase AY APO ‘oh lord’, capitalized here to indicate increased volume. 
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Excerpt C.2: Ay Apo! Mam S, English class, second years 

 

Line Spkr Original Translation 

1 Mam S Okay! Okay!  

2 Class Mam! Mam! 

3 Mam S Shhh! Shhh! 

4  AY APO. OH LORD. 

5  Agurayka, agurayka.  Ania ti 

problema itatta?  

Wait, wait!  What is the problem 

now? 

6  Apay nakami ah?  Why are we like this? 

7  Basiit man kaskastana.  A little still like that. 

8  Adu pay nagmagiana agpaysa kayat 

yo?  

Do you want it to still be like 

that? 

9  Kayat yo?  Do you want it? 

10 Class Rumwarun, Mam.  He went outside, Mam. 

11 Mam S Adda pay mangrugit pa?  Are we still starting? 

12  Okay!  So.  Okay!  So. 

 

Mam S’s invocation of Ilocano in line 4 creates a sense of seriousness and 

discipline, particularly when students are bustling around the classroom, are chattering 

and noisy or simply not paying attention to the lesson. In this transcript, we can observe 

that Mam S is attempting to regain attention and control of the classroom by hushing 

students then following up with the highly locally relevant phrase AY APO ‘oh lord’ 

which is locally recognizable as a sign of perturbation or frustration. This term is  used in 

varied contexts, both real and imagined, to signal frustration and is akin to a Goffmanian 

interjection (see also Wilikins 1992).  Of importance here is the local readability of this 

particular interjection as not only Ilocano, but also distinctly southern insofar as Mam S 

uses a highly enregistered phonetic structure of the southern dialect of Ilocano, which 
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makes this interjection sound like /apaw/, rather than the more standard /apo/. Such 

choices, are in part meant to index a distinctly local set of values and perhaps also imply 

“what would your mother think about this behavior” by way of mirroring techniques used 

by mothers in homes to express dissatisfaction with children’s behavior. In this way, the 

use of Ilocano and the highly enregistered phonetic structure of southern Ilocano dialect 

is a semiotic bundle that locates not only dialect, but also home and processes of 

socialization as it is indexical quite literally of the mother tongue. 

Just as in Excerpt C.1, the interjective turn of phrase AY APO ‘oh lord’ in line 4 of 

Excerpt C.2 is doubly meaningful in that it also marks a shift in frame from one of 

classroom activity to one of discipline as it is immediately followed by a series of 

rhetorical questions (lines 5-9) intended to incite students to examine their own behavior 

and enter into a state of self-regulation – to shift the interpretation of their own behavior 

as one of making a choice to cooperate and pay attention, or to remain natuleng ‘deaf’.  

Mam S’s use of the phrase: kayat yo? ‘do you want it?’ (line 9) makes use of the short 

form of the 2nd person plural pronoun dakayo which actively excludes her as a speaker 

from those able to make choices on the matter. A similar technique is used in lines 5 and 

7 of the following transcript, where a series of rhetorical questions that critique behavior 

and implicitly request correction are deployed in Ilocano to mark dissatisfaction with 

classroom etiquette. Line 12 in marks a key transition, as Mam S uses English to mark 

the transition back into classroom instruction frame, following with a series of questions 

pertaining to the lesson in the following turns (not shown). 

Another example that illustrates this process is the use of pause and bodily 

comportment in interactions to signal a frame change from that of “classroom 
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interaction” to that of “discipline.”  In the following example, Excerpt C.3, we can 

observe Mam S strategically uses silence in lines 3 and 6, which serves the function of 

indicating that the classroom has fallen into an unacceptable state of disorder, with 

students milling around, chattering and openly seeking out answers on the papers of 

others. After a number of students call to her and ask for clarification on the assignment, 

Mam S becomes frustrated and uses silence and bodily comportment to index her 

dissatisfaction with the happenings of the classroom.   

 
Excerpt C.3: Are you looking at the front?  Mam S, English class, second years 
 

Line Spkr Original Translation 

1 Mam S We’re going to answer number two, 

activity three. 

We’re going to answer number 

two, activity three. 

2 Class Mam! Mam!  

(students raise hands, noisy chatter) 

Mam!  Mam! 

3 Mam S [Pause (crosses arms) ~ 5 seconds]  

4  Hands down. Hands down. 

5  Makikitatayo ti sango, wenno saan? Are you all looking at the front, 

or no? 

6  [Pause (crosses arms) ~3 seconds]  

7  Ibagbagana kanayo ittata ti writing 

activity yo? 

Are we now doing our writing 

activity? 

8 Class Yes Mam! Yes Mam! 

 

In the above example, we can observe the way that Ilocano operates in 

conjunction with paralinguistic features, such as silence and crossing the arms that signal 

a change in frame.  One of the most interesting aspects of this interaction is the way that 

Mam S deals with a cooperating student, who is sitting nicely in his seat, his paper nicely 
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placed on his desk and who is paying attention – this student is addressed in English in 

line 4 (“hands down”). In a sense, this choice to use English is used strategically to shift 

frame and to index the micro-scale of interaction that takes as its project creating 

“acceptable” students from the “out-of-order” students in the group.  

2. Phatic Function 2: Ilocano as Play 

While Mam S uses Ilocano in specific ways to control and critique behavior Mam 

Santi, a forty-something year old native Ilocano who speaks Ilocano, Filipino and 

English, takes a very different approach when using Ilocano in the classroom. The 

following transcripts (Excerpts C.4 and C.5) are from two separate occasions in a social 

studies class that uses primarily Filipino as the language of instruction. Mam Santi 

accomplishes frame changes in the following interactions primarily by way of increasing 

contrast between languages by rapidly shifting between all three language choices: 

Ilocano, English and Filipino and also liberally mixing languages together for new 

words59.  I have labeled this usage as: phatic function 2: Ilocano as play.   

The interactions shown in Excerpts C.4 and C.5 are particularly illustrative of the 

ways that Mam Santi uses the languages at her disposal to engage with the students and 

to gain their attention, shifting frames and focus quickly through changes in code and 

through rapid fire interactions with students around the room. This is actually the same 

class that Mam S was interacting with but they have moved up a grade since March 2013, 

and they are now in another classroom in the school. Mam Santi sits atop the desk in 

                                                           
59 An example of this is in line 3 – agbubuyo ‘to incite’ is actually a mix of the Filipino word buyo, an 

Ilocano verbal morphology, with the Ilocano verbal prefix ag- appended to the beginning of the word 

(Filipino’s prefix here is mag- ) and the reduplication of the first consonant bu indicates progressive status 

(may be Filipino or Ilocano).  I am taking this reduplication here to be a product of Ilocano patterns of 

verbal morphology. 
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front of the room and begins the class with rapid-fire linguistic horseplay in Ilocano that 

uses enregistered joking styles that play with the limits of taboo subjects that most 

students find hilarious (such as the oft cited food-as-genitalia/sex, character flaws, 

socioeconomic status, provincial stereotypes and the like). In the following interaction, 

we find that there are three main interactants, Aaron, JM and Mam Santi:   

Excerpt C.4: Kapastor, mam! Mam Santi (Sa), Araling Panlipunan, third years 
 

Line Spkr Original Translation 

1 Class Hahah! (raucous 

laughter/screaming) 

Hahah! 

2 Aaron Sila nakapai...  (?) They are …  (unintelligible) 

3 Mam Sa  [Ag]bu[bu]yo… He’s inciting you! 

4 JM Kapastor, mam!  He’s herding us! 

5 Aaron clap clap clap (point @ JM)  clap clap clap (point @ JM) 

6 Girl Maawatan na kapastor!  He knows how to herd! 

7 Class Hahah!  (raucous 

laughter/screaming) 

Hahah! 

8 Mam Sa Okay, so, mas na a[sen]sensado ti 

lugar na adda ditoy nalamiis 

ngem dagiti napudot na lugar. 

Okay so, why is it that the 

more cool the place, the more 

upwardly mobile than in warm 

places? 

9 Mam Sa Apay asen[sen]sado[da]?  Why are they more upwardly 

mobile? 

10  Apay nagbaknangda? Why are they richer? 

11  They are richer. They are richer. 

 

In order to understand the joke delivered by JM in line 4, a bit of background on 

the relationship between the students requires explication – importantly, the reasons this 

particular interaction was so incredibly hilarious for interactants was due in part to tropes 

and indexes surrounding highly local systems of valuation, particularly the construction 
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of “provinciano life” present in Scale 1. Aaron speaks Ilocano as his first language and 

his parents are Ilocano but he has been to school near Manila since grade 4 and prefers to 

speak Filipino in class, which many students find irksome and maarte ‘stuck up’.  In fact, 

in this interaction, only Aaron and Mam Santi use Filipino/Tagalog (Aaron is using 

Filipino in line 2) and Aaron is the only speaker using puro Filipino ‘pure Filipino’, 

while Mam Santi codemixes, marking her as an Ilocano speaker of Filipino (as opposed 

to Aaron’s status as an Ilocano pretending to be Tagalog). Circulating gossip about the 

reason for Aaron’s return to the provinces was often openly discussed as the result of his 

family losing their business in the city near Manila. We can see the ways that this 

becomes a site of joking and ridicule, which JM, the class jokester exploits, blurting out: 

Kapastor, mam! ‘he knows how to herd!’ in line 4.  The implication of this joke is that 

“Aaron is no longer a hot shot from Manila, and now he’s herding goats like the rest of 

us!” Aaron, slightly perturbed at this joking insult responds immediately to this by 

clapping loudly and pointing at JM, implying that is not he who is herding goats but it is 

JM. In fact, JM had a reputation as a student with sharp wit and many talents but without 

much material capital, often openly discussing the fact that he did not know his father and 

being the butt of (and often being the instigator himself of) jokes about picking other 

people’s bananas on the side of the road. In this interaction, we can observe that JM 

regains control over the situation when his assessment of Aaron as a goat herder is 

corroborated by an unseen girl who gives her testimony that confirms all the suspicions 

of Aaron’s family’s fall in socioeconomic status. It is instructive to examine the ways that 

Mam Santi deals with turns after the class has settled. In Excerpt C.4, we can observe the 
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following line (8) which requires particular attention due to its complexity and multiple 

functions: 

8 Okay, so, mas na a[sen]sensado ti lugar na adda ditoy nalamiis ngem dagiti 

napudot na lugar. 

Okay so,  why is it that the more cool the place, the more upwardly mobile than in 

warm places? 

In line 8, Mam Santi strategically leads with English, switches into Filipino and 

then finally into Ilocano to specify her question that links directly back to the lesson at 

hand.  This move is important because this last switch into Ilocano is a dialogical 

bookending device that marks a shift in frame from one of joking in Ilocano to one that is 

back to the lesson. However, unlike Mam S in previous excerpts, Mam Santi uses Ilocano 

to increase rapport and trust in the knowledge and capabilities of the students, rather than 

using the language as a metapragmatic device to comment on unwillingness to engage 

with the material. However, Mam Santi’s use of Ilocano is strategic and phatic 

nonetheless – it identifies her interaction with the class as uniquely and distinctly Ilocano 

and marks the thoughts of Ilocanos in the code of Ilocano as legitimate. As Mam Santi 

liberally mixes Ilocano, Filipino and English within single utterances, she signals a 

cosmopolitan mastery over the languages and invites students such as JM and Aaron to 

participate in the co-construction of a linguistically varied interaction.   
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Excerpt C.5: Nasadotka na! Mam Santi (Sa), Araling Panlipunan, third years 

 

Line Spkr Original Translation 

1 Mam Sa Bakit? Why? 

  Sika manen?  Andrew.  Nasadotka 

na! 

You again? Andrew. You are 

lazy! 

3 JM  Tricycle[enna], Mam! He is tricycling, Mam! 

4 Class Hahah! (raucous 

laughter/screaming) 

Hahah! 

5 Mam Sa Andrew... Ano sabihin ang lugar 

kung bakit mas asensado mga sa 

malamig na lugar kay sa ba init 

na lugar? 

Andrew…why are cooler 

places more upwardly mobile 

than hotter places? 

 

6  Apay, Andrew?  Apay? Why, Andrew? Why? 

 

Mam Santi plays a particularly important role in the ways that she deals with 

subsequent turns as it is her responsibility as the teacher to refocus the conversation after 

JM’s bombshell drops on his classmates of Aaron embodying the quintessential status of 

“provinciano life,” lazing about in a tricycle – Scale 1.  It should be noted here that Mam 

Santi is thoroughly amused by this fast paced interactional style and does not hide her 

amusement, smiling and giggling openly at the students’ antics and waiting for the class 

to settle from laughter before taking her next turn. In this way, Mam Santi is able to 

regulate classroom interactions and is able to successfully mitigate the ebb and flow of 

frame changes and shifts in content to get her message across as well as to have fun with 

the students.   

Excerpt C.5 also represents a similar phenomenon when JM again points out the 

provincial orientation of another classmate who is lazing in the back of the class and not 

engaged with the material. Mam Santi asks why Andrew is lazy again in line 2: Sika 
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manen? Andrew. Nasadotka na! ‘You again?  Andrew, you are lazy!’ mixing Filipino in 

as a particle na at the end of the otherwise Ilocano sentence.  JM jumps in to explain why 

Andrew is again lazy in class, which is that he has been tricycling (it is unclear whether 

he’s been sleeping in a tricycle or driving one), a fact that likely a number of students 

have seen and a line to which the class responds by exploding in laughter and hooting as 

Andrew slumps in his seat. 

However, Excerpt C.5 also represents using Ilocano in ways that more closely 

mirror the disciplinary role of Ilocano found in previous transcripts.  In line 6, Mam Santi 

switches into pure Ilocano to chastise Andrew for being lazy in class and in questioning 

how much he is committed to school. An interesting move comes in the previous line, 

however, where Mam Santi switches into pure Filipino (line 5), asking the question in 

this code, rather than in Ilocano. This is a strategic move and indexes that a frame change 

has been made, showing that she is serious. Filipino, the language that is required for this 

class by the rules of the BEP has only been sprinkled in previous to this line and Mam 

Santi’s choice to use it here is a clear signal that she is dissatisfied with Andrew’s 

behavior. Line 6 then shows Mam Santi’s attempts to appeal to concepts of self-

regulation found in Mam S’s use of Ilocano; Mam Santi does not ask why in relation to 

the topic or question asked in the previous line, but rather asks: Apay, Andrew? Apay?  

‘why are you like this?’, as a critique of character.  

Discussion 

In my analysis of the use of Ilocano within classroom contexts, I draw upon 

approaches in linguistic anthropology to assess the functions and characteristics of, and 

possible explanatory models for codeswitching and mixing within the bounds of 
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classroom contexts. At the same time, I seek to demarcate the limits of the role/s of codes 

in relation to code-as-political strategy such as those analyses found in  Gal (1979, 1988), 

Woolard (1985), Hill (1985) Heller (1988, 1992). Instead, the present analysis more 

closely parallels the observations and analyses of Rampton (1995) and Bailey (2000) 

which link the impetus of codeswitching as one based on asserting ethnicity and identity, 

where the bounds of ethnic affiliation are defined (see Nilep 2006 for an concise 

articulation of these differences between codeswitching as political strategy and that done 

as identity assertion). This analysis aims to demonstrate that switching into Ilocano in 

classroom contexts, in which Filipino and English are typically seen as appropriate, 

carries with it special social semiotic information that is distinctly phatic in nature and 

indexes a set of deeply engrained cultural primordials of local assessments of 

Ilocanoness, which link the concept of the mother tongue and its indexical entailments to 

one another through semiotic figuration of constituting scales. 

In some ways, attention to cultural primordials (as perceived by a group 

themselves) creates an interesting analytic that allows for the simultaneous operation of 

two concepts: 1) ideology sans agency in the typical conception of agency, such that 

ideological mechanisms underlie cultural logic, and 2) it creates a system of intra-cultural 

readabilities that may have escaped the event horizon of the ontological brackets forged 

by Scale 2. Such an analytical move frees us to discuss the possibility of ideology and 

sentiment (but critically, not choice (or defiance etc.), per se) in driving certain 

interactional moves and may even carry the analytic possibility of explaining code-

switching or mixing within some contexts. Specifically, codeswitching practices within 

classrooms suggests a particular role for the role of Ilocano and specifically, Ilocano as it 
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stands in opposition to national and official languages of Filipino and English. Viewed in 

this way, the use of Ilocano is dialogical, defined as an oppositional to other languages 

and in itself serves multiple simultaneous semiotic and structural functions. Three main 

ideas may be derived from the previous statement regarding the use of Ilocano in certain 

contexts: 1) it indexes a uniquely Ilocano (local) epistemological stance with all its 

entailments, 2) it functions as a parenthetical phatic device, and 3) it stands, within a 

single utterance or bracket of time in structural opposition to the official and/or national 

code(s) in play.  

From the foregoing illustrations, it is possible to determine that the concept of the 

mother tongue is laden with meaning, carrying the capacity not only to communicate 

concepts of “the first language learned,” but also to invoke images of the home, the 

family and origin, sentiment and belonging and personal responsibility. Mitchell’s deft 

analysis of how emotion and modern concepts of the nation interconnect with the concept 

of the mother tongue in South India and specifically brackets the mother tongue with 

projects of the nation in instructive here – this analysis is a hybrid of the “national and 

social” (2009: 19), and understands language as the lifeblood of the people and social 

life.  Similarly, Herder’s ideas of the mother tongue have been key to current 

understandings of the role of mother tongue in fundamental concepts of nation and 

culture and implicitly include multiple entailments that suggest an inalienability of the 

connection between language-personhood-nation as a mutually constitutive chain of 

social life and reality. Such ideas of the mother tongue fit seamlessly into related 

concepts of cultural or “linguistic primordials” in that they allow for connections between 
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language and ethnicity or language and identity as semiotic “firsts” without necessitating 

marketplace analyses.   

My approach to examining the role of Ilocano in the classroom as being an 

instance of phatic communion has implications for another domain of linguistic and 

anthropological analysis: that of codeswitching and mixing in massively multilingual 

contexts. Ilocano takes on significance in the communicative contexts of the classroom 

due to its dialogical appearance in relation to rules and expectations of the bilingual 

Filipino/English context of expected classroom (linguistic) behavior.  The appearance of 

Ilocano in the classroom marks particular junctures of interaction as outside of or 

exceptional to the larger textual brackets of classroom interaction which has explicitly 

marked English and Filipino as appropriate for the classroom, and thus bracketing 

moments of switching into the mother tongue as parenthetical and different, much like 

the function of whispering a message into a friend’s ear in the context of a larger 

interaction with others.  Such a situation might be characterized as a Bakhtinian “sidelong 

glance.”  Indeed, in multilingual contexts, scholars such as Zavela have analyzed this 

system as mutually constitutive, particularly in the light of colonialism. In Latin America, 

for example, the concept of the bilingual came about as a result of “heteroglotic 

conditions [whereby Latin American cultures] functioned particularly against the 

backdrop of Spanish; from the very first steps [these cultures] viewed themselves (and 

their language) in the light of the Spanish idiom, and theirs was always […] a word with 

a sideways glance” (Zavala 1992: 86). In similar senses, languages of the Philippines, 

particularly minority languages have taken shape precisely due to their figuration in 

dialogical relation to the national and official languages of English and Filipino. It is 
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through their structuration in this relationship that semiotic loading takes place in 

particular connection to the language, such that the language itself becomes imbricated in 

an indexical chain of signification. In this way, constructs such as “our language” and 

“our mother tongue” take on metameanings and the various codes available to speakers 

are constituted through the structural operation of the “sidelong glance” or “whispered 

aside” that determines its own position and boundaries relationally.   

Of course, while speakers often mark the language of Ilocano as “our language,” 

it is rarely explicitly characterized as an act of identity-making in light of the use of 

English or Filipino, but largely discussed in instrumentalist or pragmatic logics. Most 

speakers, including teachers and students characterize Ilocano and switches into Ilocano 

in classroom contexts as purely the function of “translation,” as in a translation from 

English and Filipino into a more comprehensible code – this move belies the complexity 

and functions of these interactions beyond the level of the metapragmatic assignment of 

code, naturalizing English and Filipino as “defaults” within the classroom context. In the 

analysis presented here, it is clear that the function Ilocano in classroom interactions is 

used for many reasons – sometimes, this is a matter of translation, but often is not; rather, 

the invocation of Ilocano in classroom contexts is in actuality a clear mechanism of the 

discursive formulation of an Ilocano space, indexed primarily thorough language and 

invoking a local scale and its entailments. To take the uses of Ilocano within classroom 

contexts as merely the function of translation erases and simplifies the ways that teachers 

and students use the language within interactions which are used phatically, including to 

chide and chastise behavior, to implore self-regulation, for joking and building rapport 

that tap into locally-enregistered sets of values that signals frame changes at the topical 
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and epistemic levels. Indeed, as noted above, the power of Ilocano as used in classroom 

contexts is in part derived from the fact that it appears in opposition to or in dialogical 

relationship to the textual thrust of expected or typical classroom languages.  

 With regard to cases of codeswitching into Ilocano for phatic ends, I argue that 

the switch often (if not exclusively) operates below the level of awareness – it may be 

structurally heteroglossic, but may not directly speak to larger socio-political and socio-

historical meanings typically seen to be central to understanding the meanings of 

linguistic moves with heteroglossic entailments (see Kyratzis, Reynolds and Evaldsson, 

2010 for a discussion of codeswitching as used for such explicitly instrumental purposes). 

Indeed, the limits of metalinguistic and metapragmatic awareness are not novel to the 

field of linguistic anthropology – as pointed out by Silverstein, various sound symbolic 

constructions found among Wasco-Wishram Chinookan speakers may in fact lie below 

the level of consciousness and be unavailable for metalinguistic comment in relation to 

diminutive-augmentative systems (1994). In variationist analyses, Eckert (2010) cites 

phonetic symbolism as way of linking affect with social meaning. It may be possible to 

apply the foundational principles of these studies to help disentangle not only the fact of 

affect in otherwise metalinguistic contexts, whether it is modulations of voice in a single 

language or phonemic alterations of single speakers in relation to mood, but also, we 

might view the fact of codeswitching itself in massively multilingual environments as a 

metapragmatic device whose roles, implications and rules operate below the level of 

awareness and that carries with it multiple possible indexical entailments about 

primordial cultural sentiment and local systems of valuation.   
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This is not to say, of course, that speakers within these environments are unaware 

of the larger systems of valuation such as those articulated by Heller (1988), Woolard 

(1985) and Hill (2002) among others60, but only to suggest that at the local level, we may 

find significant analytical use in refiguring the focus of analysis more directly on the 

ways that codeswitching creates worlds of meaning that are readable as distinctly local 

and distinctly social.  Even within this vein of explication, “alternative” processes see 

switches to “lesser-value codes” as meaningful, filing them into various categories such 

as “solidarity codes” (Heller 1988) or in some cases “archaic economies” (Hill 2002).  In 

fact, most modern analyses focus on the relationship of language choice as it fits into 

larger ideological structures and cannot be denied as influential in many significant 

domains of communicative and metacommunicative activity parse, fueled by logics that 

directly or indirectly descend from the ideological structurings of the hegemonic. In this, 

“hegemony refers to the legitimation of the cultural authority of the dominant group, an 

authority that plays a significant role in social reproduction [it is the] problem of 

authority and collaboration or consent” (Woolard 1985: 739). Woolard acknowledges 

that nonstandard linguistic practices may live side-by-side with what is labeled “standard 

consciousness,” writing that the exception to this is the operation of “solidarity,” as in a 

“solidarity code,” noting that “competing sets of values exist, creating strong pressures in 

favor of the ‘illegitimate’ languages in the vernacular markets, and not just an absence of 

pressure against them” (1985: 744).    

                                                           
60 As pointed out by Jane Hill (personal communication, 2015), sentiment may too, in fact, be analyzed as a 

product of top-down processes of hegemonic assertion where “the popular element ‘feels’ but does not 

always know or understand; the intellectual element ‘knows’ but does not always understand and in 

particular does not always feel” (Gramsci 1971: 418). 
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Through the linking of the fact of codeswitching to the logics of cultural 

primordialism, it is possible to conduct an analysis of the reasons for codeswitching in 

communities whose limits of awareness for the role of switching may lie exclusively in 

circulating tropes for the use of various codes in the classroom.  In the case of Ilocano, as 

noted above, teachers and students will insist that the only function of Ilocano in the 

classroom is for the purpose of translation and clarification consonant with the surface-

most analysis of language-as-referential.  In my view, codeswitching then, at least in 

some contexts, can be understood as the simultaneous operation of local systems of 

valuation as they come into contact with larger figurations of recognizable enactments of 

identity, fulfilled by the fact of dialogicity as they appear in relation to other codes – this 

might also be seen as a scale-jump.  We can observe the ways that various languages are 

used in certain contexts (the classroom, for example), which invoke the indexical 

entailments of their respective scales whereby it is possible that the mother tongue 

operates in a domain that is outside of externally-imposed orderings to serve the function 

of facilitating cohesion among interactions.        
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